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O F F I C I A L N O T I C E S 
REGARDING TRANSFERS / 
X. Before issuing a transfer note that 
the member wishing to transfer must be 
a member not less than 6 months in good 
standing in your local. 
2. When issuing a transfer write 
across his name on his dues book the 
word, "Cancelled" the date and your 
(Secretary's) signature. 
3. Let the member write his name in 
his dues book and also in the space pro-
vided for this purpose in the margin of 
the traveling card. 
4. Before accepting a transfer let the 
transferred member sign his name and 
compare his signatures. 
5. On accepting a transfer issue to 
the member a new dues book and don't 
paste the dues stamps into his old can-
celled book. 
n i * C t T t i f l t * Out UHW OuM«fl hav« taMti and* 
| | | T . HHHin CaM of Hoc** AmwlM, u « n 
Telephone Orchard 1507 
B. BENOWITZ 




B MAKE US PROVE IT! 
» W* claim - that our 
clothe* fit the bent 
A Trial Will Convince 
SUITS MADE TO ORDER 
From 5ix.no Up 
22 RIV1NGT0N STREET, N. Y. 
PHOTO-ENGRAVERS* INTERNATIONAL 
VNION 
A list of photo-engraving houses in the 
United States and in Canada using the union 
label of the International Photo-Engravers' 
Union of N. A. may be secured by request 
made upon 
Louis A. SCHWARTZ. 
, Sec'y-Treas., I. P. E. U., 
228 Apslcy St., Philadelphia, Pa. 
<y*" 
The Trade Mark of 
Perfection in Plate Making 
m 
This Is the LABEL of the International 
Photo-Engravers' Union. Demand and 
insist on getting it on your PHOTO-
ENGRAVINGS. I t costs no more. 
Named shoes are frequently made in 
- Non-Union factories 
DO NOT BUY ANY SHOE 
no matter what its name, unless it bears a plain 
and readable impression of this UNION STAMP. 
All shoes without the UNION 
STAMP are always Non-Union 
Do not accept any excuse for absence of the UNION STAMP 
BOOT AND SHOE WORKERS' UNION 
2 4 6 S u m m e r Street , B o s t o n , M a s s . 
JOHN F. TOBIN, A M , CMAS. L. BA1NE, St'y.-Tm: 
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Meyer London for Congress! 
This is the wish of everyone of the 50,000 organized cloak-
makers of New York and of the 8,000 furriers and of other organized 
workers. But the cloakmakers go much further than mere wishing. 
They are also working vigorously toward that end. An energetic 
campaign committee has been formed among the cloakmakers and 
other workers and these are determined to leave no stone unturned to 
render Meyer London's victory at the polls complete and decisive. 
Meyer London is the ideal candidate not only of the Socialist 
Party, but of the workers. His record as attorney and legal adviser 
of the Cloak and Skirt Makers' Union, the Ladies' Tailors, the Furriers 
and of the various organized labor bodies of New York places him in a 
position beyond comparison with any other candidate. No candidate 
can lay claim to the knowledge of and sympathy with the organized 
workers of and around the 12th. Congressional District. Meyer Lon-
don is the man par excellence who through thick and thin has for 
\ 
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many years stood with the people, with the working class as against 
its oppressors. He has lived and moved with them, worked with 
them day and night, as occasion demanded, suffered with them and 
finally helped to secure better conditions of labor for more than 100,-
000 workpeople. Two years ago President Samuel Gompers of the 
American Federation of Labor had strongly advised working people 
to vote for Meyer London. Since then London has gained consider-
ably in the esteem of the workers. Every enfranchised workman will 
therefore record his vote for Meyer London as * our future 
Congressman. -• / -. : 
Monthly Meeting of the G. E. B. 
Extracts from Minutes 
The monthly meeting of the General Ex-
ecutive Board was held October 4th, 1912, at 
32 Union Square, New York. 
Present: A. Rosenberg, S. Polakoff, S. 
Slotchin, S. Lefkowitz, H. Kleinman, A. MhX 
chell, H. Dubinsky, B. Witashkin, M. Amdur, V 
John A. Dyche. Vice-President Polakoff in 
chair. ' 
' Vice-Presidents Slotchin, Dubinsky and 
Kleinman were appointed as committee to 
investigate the complaint of Brother Maricola 
of Local No. 35 that he was disqualified from 
serving as a local officer. 
1
 General Secretary-Treasurer reports that he 
received five credentials from the American 
Federation of Labor for the delegates to the 
next Convention and that only four delegates 
were elected, at our last convention. Upon 
motion agreed to submit the name of John 
F. Pierce as delegate to the American Federa-
tion of Labor Convention to be held at Ro-
chester, November, 1912, to the members of 
the General Executive Board for their ap-
proval. 
President Rosenberg reports that he re-
ceived an application for a charter from the 
Philadelphia skirtmakers, who claim to have 
210 members. 
Communication read from the Joint Board 
of Philadelphia protesting against the issuance 
of such a charter to the skirt makers of Phila-
delphia on the ground that Local No. 2 has 
full jurisdiction over the skirt trade and the 
skirt makers in Philadelphia. Vice-President 
Amdur in a lengthy statement outlines the 
reasons for the objection on the part of Local 
No. 2 and the Joint Board of Philadelphia to 
a separate charter for the skirtmakers of 
Philadelphia. Upon motion agreed thai no 
charter be issued to any body of skirtmakers 
in Philadelphia who are not members of Local 
No. 2. A charter, however, will be prantcl 
to the skirt makers of Local No. 2, providing 
they send in a request for same. 
Vice-President PolakofFs request for an as 
^sistant organizer in Chicago in addition i<> 
himself failed to meet with the Board's ap-
proval; 
General Secretary-Treasurer reports that 
President Rosenberg, Vice-President PolnkofT 
and himself were present at a confercme. 
Monday, September 30th, at the headquarters 
of the American Federation of Labor, to-
gether with the representatives of the United 
Garment Workers' & Journeymen Tailors' 
Union. After a day's session the following 
statement was agreed upon: 
"At a conference held in Washington, D. C, 
September 30, 1912, by the representatives of 
the United Garment Workers of America, the 
International Ladies' Garment Workers' Un-
ion, and the Journeymen Tailors' Union of 
America, to consider the best interests of the 
tailoring trade, it was finally decided that it 
is the opinion of the conference assembled 
that amalgamation of the three organizations 
into one should finally take place, and that in 
order to develop this idea to successful frui-
tion, we believe that as soon as practicable 
the headquarters of the three organizations 
should be in one city, and that there should 
be selected by each of the organizations at 
intervals three members to meet conjointly at 
least once in three months, or as often as 
either of the organizations might call for a 
conference, to develop and work out a prac-
tical plan of amalgamation. The next meet-
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ing to be held at Rochester, N. Y., during the 
Sessions o f the A. F. of L. Convention. 
The General Secretary-Treasurer also re-
ports that in the evening President Rosenberg, 
Vice-President Polakoff and himself inter-
viewed Professor Horowitz, who is at the 
head of the Mining Department of the Census 
Bureau, with a view of obtaining an estimate 
of the cost of establishing and maintaining a 
permanent Statistical Bureau for the purpose 
of investigating the hours of labor and 
rates of wages, etc., in the Ladies' Garment 
Industry. Prof. Horowitz promised to come 
to New York to look over the situation and 
give an approximate estimate for establishing 
such a Bureau. 
Vice-President Mitchell for the Committee 
appointed to investigate those shops controlled 
by Local No. 17, reported that owing to the 
Jewish holidays he could not complete the 
work. There are six more shops to be in-
vestigated. Agreed that as soon as Vice-
President Mitchell'is ready with his report, a 
meeting of the New York members of the 
Board should be called. 
Vice-President Lefkowitz, for the commit-
tee appointed by the Board to look after the 
interests of l^>cal No. 38, reported that so far 
they have been successful in signing with 50 
individual ladies' tailoring establishments and 
16 firms, now comprising the Merchants' So-
ciety of Ladies' Tailors. 
President Rosenberg informed the Board 
that lie has appointed Vice-President Mitchell 
to assist in organizing the White Goods, 
Wrapper, Kimono and Children's Dressmakers 
of "Greater New York. 
Respectfully submitted, 
JOHN A. DYCHE, 
General SecrclarvTreasurcr. 
.' Darrow, the Enigma 
BY GERTRUDE PARNUM 
Clarence Darrow is a riddle. The Ameri-
can people have not yet worked it out; but 
there is no disputing the fact that year by 
year more and more of them grow interested 
in the Darrow Enigma. A fighting non-resi-
stent; an advocate of the law, defending labor 
leaders accused of terrorist methods; a pas-
sionate lover of liberty, brought to the very 
Kates of the Penitentiary. Darrow has ap-
pealed to the imagination of an ever-growing 
public, until today he challenges National at-
tention. 
In a short sketch it would be impossible to 
do more than suggest this personality. More-
over, it is a personality which seems more 
elusive the more it is studied. Like life itself 
such a varied nature baffles analysis. Like 
life itself it offers tares with wheat, the rain-
bow of bitter tears with shining joy, the 
thorns with the flowers. Also like life, in all 
its inconsistencies this nature is consistent, 
ever unfolding in a logical development 
To the critic, small and irritable, Darrow's 
faults blot the entire page of his history. Lit-
tle men, virtues, faults and all might crawl 
through the hole-hvthe-fence left by one of 
Harrow's peccadillos. As for-his blazing'vir-
tues, such little critics^creep away blinded by 
them, to seek the comfortable darkness. Hu-
man, all too human, this man has suffered 
much in his individual life. Depending upon 
the public for the chance to do his public 
work, his career too has been injured by the 
carping of venetnous critics. Yet here he is 
at fifty-two still laying about him and attack-
ing with victorious blows the mighty powers 
which ever threaten Justice, Liberty and Fra-
ternal Love. 
Darrow was born in the Western Reserve 
of Ohio of a father who gave up the ministry 
to run a country store that he might "feel 
Surer of what he was doing." At nineteen 
young Darrow taught school and later had one 
year at college, which was "all he wanted." 
Early in the twenties he went to Chicago to 
study law, and there'he has built up a brilliant 
reputation at the bar, serving at one time as 
corporation counsel for a great railroad, but 
later preferring the defense of such men as 
Debs, Kidd, the anthracite coal miners, and 
Moyer, Haywood and the McNamafas. Also 
the artist and the philosopher were growing 
apace through these years in this many-sided 
personality. Evenings, Sundays and vacations 
were spent in delivering lectures, writing es-
says and stories and novels and furthering 
every form of movement tending to amelior-
ate conditions for the poor and oppressed. 
( 
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CLARENCE DAKKOW 
ttlmple and plainly dressed as any working- roan, he ponders large IBBUP 
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Xo one can begin to understand this man who 
has not heard him speak in private, intimate 
conversation and public lectures and orations 
—who has not read his writings from the 
earliest to the latest. The ideas he utters to-
day are rooted in his boyhood when his sus-
ceptible nature was under the influence of 
Garrison, Kelley, Foster, PHlsbury and other 
devoted abolitionists who inspired him with 
ideals of liberty and fired him with bitter 
hatred of tyranny. i 
Fully two-thirds of Darrow's time has been 
given to preaching of practicing his doctrines 
of Justice, Democracy, Liberty and Love. 
For eighteen years the law firm of AHgeld 
and Darrow, on Gark and Randolph Streets, 
was to the poor and outcast of Chicago as a 
lighthouse to wrecked mariners on a turbulent 
sea. And after Altgeld died Darrow shoul-
\ dcred his partner's burdens with his own. 
V His office in the center of six squares of the 
richest district of the city bounded by the 
fashionable Michigan Boulevard, the famous 
Auditorium Hotel, by the wealth of Marshall 
Field and Company, stood out the one protest 
against the tyranny of the Money Power. 
Twelfth Floor I The elevator man knew. 
That was where the flagging is worn by the 
ceaseless tread of rough-shod feet of the poor 
and heavy laden. They came from every dark 
corner seeking in the proud and cruel me-
tropolis the one gleam of beckoning hope. 
The bench of Darrow's outer office was al-
ways crowded by men in overalls, their arms 
in slings; by women huddled in shawls and 
thread-bare clothes, wan-faced, waiting for 
Darrow. "He'll fix you up," their friends had 
promised. 
And out he would come to them, one by 
one, the novelty of helping the weak and un-
fortunate long since worn off. He was just 
going on because "Someone must help these 
people," His tired eyes took in the long wait-
ing line; his great chest heaved a sigh; he 
smiled to them in turn, a pitying smile, and 
beckoning the nearest, slouched back to the 
inner room to add new cares to the bent 
shoulders' burden. One of his younger part-
ners would sometimes protest: "My God, we 
-are overwhelmed witji important matters. You 
can't see Darrow." But the people knew bet-
ter and waited; and Darrow only whistled a 
puzzled note or two before deciding that the 
"important matters" must wait, rather than 
the poor. 
The sight of' those wan faces and warped 
and mangled figures, the talcs he heard, the 
bitter wrongs which were unfolded in that 
inner office! have sunk lines of pain, pathos 
and revolt in the face of the great lawyer. 
"Inasmuch as ye have done it unto the least 
of these, my children, ye have done it also 
unto me." Their experiences became his ex-
periences, plowing up his soul and springing 
into expression in his writings and speeches. 
Darrow's theories and sympathies have been 
expounded in pamphlets and books which are 
unique in the literature of our time. In "A 
Persian Pearl" and other Essays, he discusses 
with a poet's insight "Omar Khayyam," 
"Walt Whitman," "Robert Burns," "Realism 
in Literature and Art" and "The Skeleton in 
the Closet." "The Skeleton in the Closet" is 
a favorite phrase of Darrow's, symbolizing the , 
secret in almost every life, which enables us 
to understand the frailty and sufferings of 
others. Remembrance of our own skeletons 
will wipe out the spirit of vengeance, of bit-
ter judgment of others, will make us sympa-
thetically understand the McNamaras and even 
"criminals" of less noble mistakes than theirs. 
"An Eye for an Eye," another of Darrow's 
books communicates the psychology of a mur-
derer and makes one feel the injustice of 
capital punishment. "Resist not Evil," advo-
cates Tolstoi's doctrine of non-resistance. In 
"Farmington" he voices the sense of failure 
which comes to most men at one time or 
another. "All my life," it concludes, "I have 
been planning and hoping, and thinking and 
dreaming, and loitering and waiting. All my' 
life I have been getting ready to begin to do 
something worth the while. I have been 
waiting for the summer and waiting for the 
Fall; I have been waiting for the Winter and 
waiting for the Spring, waiting for the night 
and waiting for the morning, waiting and 
dawdling and dreaming, till the day is almost 
spent and the twilight close at hand." 
But it is not in his written works but as 
an orator that Clarence Darrow finds his best 
expression. After the office dooc was closed 
upon the routine of daily life, in the evenings 
3nd Sundays, he would tuck the loose notes 
of a favorite theme into an overcoat pocket 
and scurry off, late, to teach Tolstoi from the 
platform of any church or lecture hall to 
which he was bidden, or to meet some eager 
group and discuss the deep humanity of Rob-
ert Burns, or to agree with Henry GecVgc 
"as fa'r as he went" at a Single Tax gather-
ing, and wifh Karl Marx, "modified," to an 
angry audience of orthodox old-school So-
cialists. He will talk till long past midnight 
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to a handful of Jews in the Chicago Ghetto 
with the same ardor with which he addresses 
a theatre full of well-dressed attendants of 
the Ethical Culture Lectures. He will dwell 
lovingly on the Bonnie Brier Bush tales with 
a half dozen friends in the park, or clash 
swords in quick anger with the host at a 
fashionable dinner party. H e will "line up" 
with the inmates of the County Jail, where. 
once he delivered his famous lecture on 
"Crimes and Criminals." There is no such 
thing as a crime, as the word is generally 
understood. I do not believe there is any 
sort of distinction between the real moral con-
dition of the people in and out of j a i l In 
one sense we are all equally good and equally 
bad. We do the best we can under the cir-
cumstances. There is only one way to cure" 
so-called crime, and that is to give the people 
a chance to live. There is no other way." 
And in "Resist not Evil" he had written, 
"We do not blame the dwarf for his stature, 
the deaf because they cannot hear, the blind 
because they cannot see. The felon is my 
brother not alone because he has every ele-
ment of good that I so,well recognize in my-
self, but because I have every element of evil 
that I see in him. 
How great a difference is there between 
making a sharp deal with your neighbor, get-
ting more from him than you give him, and 
taking outright what is his? Yet one is busi-
ness and the other is felony. Why should the 
man who kills another in the heat of passion 
be dealt capital .punishment while owners of 
factories who kill men and women by unsafe 
tools are justified?" 
Darrow's fame as an orator is wide-spread. 
His name is one to conjure with wherever an 
audience is wanted. Whether Darrow was to 
speak or not, his name was always announced 
for a program designed to draw a crowd. 
And especially the poor would flock to hear 
him. The man's love of the people is the 
intense passion of his life, and the poor know. 
Let us follow the crowd to a great meeting 
at Cooper Union, New York, where Darrow 
has been advertised to speak. 
The huge hall is crowded to the ceilings and 
hundreds are turned away. The chairman 
introduces the man who has become beloved 
as the "Great Defender* of the leaders of the 
masses, and Darrow rises modestly and simply 
to all his great height. For fifteen minutes 
the crowd applauds and waves and cheers and 
cries out in wild acclaim, Darrow! Darrow!! 
Darrow I!! three cheers for Clarence Darrow I 
A ten-thousand-voiced roar of applause and 
appreciation of "the only Clarence Darrow." 
And the man standing there waving them to 
silence with such modest deprecation is clearly 
moved by their greeting to the depths of a 
sensitive soul. He stands there simple and 
plainly dressed as any working man, indiffer-
ent to personal appearance and the conven-
tional trifles of life, he ponders larger issues. 
He has been described in the St. Louis Mirror: 
"A man of more than average height, with 
well-rounded limbs and body, a deep cbest 
which droops into a general bearing of re-
laxation while the whole frame ambles with 
toes kicking up in the process of walking. 
On the broad shoulders a round head delicate 
""at the back, but marked in front by an op-
pressively full brow which overarches the face 
likfc a crag. Underneath the brow, eyes of 
gdoseberry size and color, which roam rest-
lessly or else assume a fixed expression as if 
looking through a stone wall or into the se-
crets of fate; a sallow, leathern-like complex-
ion, with flesh which hangs loosely over the 
cheeks and jaws and shot through with heavy 
lines, a varying expression at times lowering 
into saturnine sorrowfulness, at times melting 
into smiles and wreathed in good nature ami 
charm—a rounded boyish face." 
His voice is a wonderful instrument, always 
musical and ranging from the winsome tone 
of kindly intimacy to a trumpet blast calling 
to arms for Revolution. 
He begins with incisive, epigrammatic, mod-
erate sentences always. And the scathing sar-
casm, bitter denunciation and rousing appeal 
toward which he rises, are concerned not with 
persons but with principles. He is a lover of 
all men. He is a fierce hater, not of any man, 
but of inhuman qualities found in men, ol 
any form of hypocrisy, pretense, tyranny or 
cruelty. 
In a typical speech he developes many sides 
to his nature—in turns something of the un-
assuming child, the panther, the lynx, the lion 
—yet always compassionate, hating no one un-
less he is an oppressor, or the smug 
conventional person who observes the letter 
of ithe law while he outrages the >pirit. 
Against these he ever hurls a great storm of 
invective. His words rumble and tost-, crash 
and flash and go muttering off, leaving be-
hind an overwhelming sense of awe, a fresh 
vision through the clouds of some old super-
stition or dark wrong. 
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Two Years Work of the Joint Board 
of Sanitary Control 
By GEORGE M. PRICE, M.D. 
Chairman, Executive Committee 
With the end of October the Joint Board of 
Sanitary Control completes two years of ac-
tivity in the field for which it had been cre-
ated. A detailed report of all the work done 
and the results accomplished for these two 
years will be given in the Second Annual Re-
port, which will be issued during November. 
A table has been prepared showing the re-
sults of the fourth general reinspection of all 
the shops in the" industry. This inspection has 
been completed within the month of September. 
Improvement All Along the Line 
The table shows that there is a considerable 
reduction in the fire dangers in the shops of 
the trade. Indeed, there are but a compara-
tively very few shops left which are defective 
in fire protection according to the present le-
gal standards. This of course does not say 
nor do we claim that we have abolished the 
fire dangers in our industry, or that we guaran-
tee that in case of fire in any shop in our 
industry there may not be any IoSs of life or 
injury to limb. The problem of fire protec-
tion in the loft buildings cannot be solved by 
-fire-escapes, drop ladders, fire extinguishers, 
and fire buckets. We have done all that can 
be done, but a radical change in the form of 
construction must be made before we can re-
gard our loft buildings as free from fire 
dangers. The fact that we have 25,691 em-
ployees working above the sixth floor, and 
3-300 working above the twelfth floor, shows 
the difficulty of controlling the peculiar condi-
tions existing in the loft zone of this island. 
The table also shows that there is a con-
siderable, indeed, a remarkable, improvement 
in the sanitary conditions of the shops of the 
.industry. Indeed, in some respects we have 
reduced insanitary conditions to a minimum! 
tte have certificated 888 shops with a pros-
pect soon to certificate at least one thousand 
shops in the industry. This will mean that 
over seventy per cent, of the members of our 
trade in the City will work in certificated 
shops. 4 
The problem of cleaning up the remaining 
*ight hundred shops in the industry is a most 
difficult one, for the reason that these remain-
ing shops are the smallest shops in the in-
dustry, those in the poorer quarters of the 
East Side, and those shops in which there are 
only a few persons working in each shop. 1 
believe it would be a great economic as well 
as sanitary gain, and it would also redound 
to the benefit of the Association as well as 
the Union, if the very small shop in the Un-
ion could be entirely eliminated from it. A 
shop having less than ten persons employed 
therein cannot afford to observe our sanitary 
standards nor can it afford to work under 
Union conditions. 
Result of Physical Examination 
During the last half year the Joint Board 
of Sanitary Control has completed a physical 
examination of eight hundred (800) workers 
in the industry. The results of this examina-
tion will be given in our Second Annual Re-
port. Here it will suffice to give but the 
general figures obtained by our examination. -
Of the 800 persons examined, the physi-
cians have found that 502 or 627% have had 
one or more diseases, and only 298 or 37.3% 
were free from any disease. 231 persons, or 
28.9% were suffering from general diseases; 
i n or 13.9% from Diseases of the Nerves 
and Special Senses; 69 or 8-6% from Circu-
latory Diseases; 110'or 13.7% from Respira-
tory Diseases; 168 or 21% from Digestive 
Diseases; 82 or 10.3% from Genito-Urinary 
Diseases; n or 14% from Skin Diseases; 
and 2 persons were found suffering, 1 from 
Syphilis, and I from Gonorrhea. 
13 persons, or 1.6% out of the 800.were 
found to be suffering from Tuberculosis' of 
the Lungs in some of its stages. If we com-
pute the percentage of those found suffering 
from Tuberculosis for the number of persons 
found in the trade, we should be forccdv to 
the conclusion that there arc at present from 
eight to nine hupdred cloakniakers in bur 
eighteen iiundrcd shops suffering from some 
form of pulmonary tuberculosis. 
During the first two years the scope of the 
work of the Joint Board of Sanitary Control 
was limited to the sanitary improvement of 
the physical conditions under which workers 
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are employed in the trade. It is at present 
proposed to broaden the scope of the Joint 
Board of Sanitary Control so as to include 
the improvement of the health of the work-
ers, and the eradication of tuberculosis and 
other infectious diseases from the industry. 
This is a big problem and will need thorough 
preparation before it is undertaken. 
The facts must. first be ascertained. A 
thorough medical inspection of the workers in 
the trade must first be made. The number 
of persons suffering from tuberculosis and 
other infectious diseases must be definitely 
determined. When this is accomplished ,Jt 
bia.that,the Puck's Stove "and Range Com-
pany was in no way a party thereto, tliat 
these proteedings were instituted by Justice 
Wright,, that the Company desired but could 
do nothing to prevent it, and that in the ap-
peal which has been taken from Justice 
Wright's decision to the Court-of Appeals of 
the District of Columbia the Buck's Stove and 
Range Company is in no wise a party thereto. 
All differences between the Buck's Stove 
and Range Company and organized labor have 
been amicably and satisfactorily adjusted, and 
will be possible to decide whether the control\ .
 r ,, , . • - . . * . . . , , , J i: •
 t- t A- • .«i . « \ o u r fellow trade unionists and friends should 
and elimination of disease is possible, and also 
whether a system of industrial insurance and 
control of diseases by the industry can be in-
augurated by the Joint Board of Sanitary 
Control. 
In order, however, to be able to control 
disease within the industry, it is absolutely 
imperative to prevent the further influx of 
diseased persons into the industry. Hence, it 
is absolutely necessary for the Union to pre-
vent the endangering of its members by dis-
eased new-comers. This can only be done by 
a rigid and thorough preliminary physical ex-
amination of all applicants to the Union and 
to the shops in the industry. 
The scope, therefore, of the future work of 
the Joint Board of Sanitary Control is very 
broad, and the prospects of usefulness very 
bright. Unique as was the organization of 
this democratic institution, and successful and 
useful as was the work accomplished by this 
Board during the last two years, the work of 
the future presents wider aspects and still 
greater usefulness. 
American Federation of Labor and 
the Buck's Stove and Range 
Company 
801-809 G St, N.W., . 
Washington, D. C, Sept. 17, 1912. 
JOHN A. DYCHE 
Dear Sir and Brother: 
It is but fair to the present management of 
the Buck's Stove and Range Company that all 
organized labor and friends of organized la-
bor be fully advised that in the contempt pro-
ceedings instituted in Judge Wright's court of 
the Supreme Court of the District of Colunv 
in every way possible, show by their patronage 
and encouragement that we appreciate the 
value of fair dealing and friendship, and that 
just as we have proven our readiness and 
ability to defend ourselves from the attacks 
of our opponents, so must we show ourselves 
ready to assist our friends. 
No matter what the outcome may be' in 
connection with the case now pending in the 
District Court of Appeals, Labor is on the 
most friendly and cordial terms with the 
management of the Buck's Stove and Range 
Company. 
Justice and right demand that all be in-
formed that the Buck's Stove and Range Com-
pany is entitled to the encouragement and 
patronage of all Labor's friends and sympa-
thizers. 
Please give all possible publicity in every-




President, American Federation of Labor. 
FRANK MORRISON, 
Secretary. 
Do not suppose things are going right 
till it is proved they are going wrong, but 
rather suppose they are going wrong <»» 
it is proved they rnre going right. 
—Herbert Spencer. 
• • I ' • • 
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ments in our Organiza-
tion may be divided into 
two classes: the Progres-
sive element which thinks that the Un-
ion has not done enough for them, and 
the reactionary element, which thinks 
that the Union has done too much for 
them. This second element consists of 
people who hanker after the time when 
they could work the seven days of the 
week, when the hours of labor were un-
limited, when they could take work home 
with as many helpers as they wished. 
To our mind it is the .last reactionary 
clement which is the most difficult ele-
ment to deal with. From the progres-
sive or revolutionary element the Union 
has nothing to fear. The laboring class 
today is probably more discontented than 
the same class was ioo years ago when 
the conditions were infinitely worse. 
Discontent is a sign of progress. How-
ever discontented the progressive ele-
ments of this country may be with things 
as they are, none of them would dream , 
of going back to the old conditions.. The 
real weakness of our Organization arises 
rather from the reactionary element in 
our midst. Happily, however, this re-
actionary element is dying out and the 
progressive element is in the ascendant. 
Their discontent instead of being a 
source Of weakness is, we believe, on the 
contrary, a source of strength to the 
Organization. While it is true they are 
ar times pressing upon the leaders to get 
things which are impossible to be 
achieved for the moment, they are, how-
ever, the real bulwark which defends the 
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Union against the reactionary element, 
that, for the sake of a bundle or any 
momentary advantage to themselves, will 
give up to the employers all the benefits 




One of the difficulties 
we had experienced in 
the past in organizing 
the workers of our trade was that our ' 
people insisted upon either getting every-
thing they desired in a union shop, or no 
union shop at all. And since it* is im-
possible to achieve all that we want, the 
best we can get is some kind of a suitable 
compromise for which our people would 
not stand. The result was that in the past 
we got nothing. The success of our Or-
ganization is due largely to the fact that 
at our last General Strike our people, 
were wise enough to accept what we 
considered to be a suitable compromise, 
with the result that after two years the 
Organization is much stronger, and on a 
more solid footing than it has been two 
years ago. Our success in the future 
will largely depend upon our ability to 
accept a part of what we demand and 
keep on clamoring for more. Lately we 
have heard among our ranks the old 
story of either "everything or nothing" 
revived. We have been told lately that 
unless the union will get all that is com-
ing to us, that unless we will stop all the 
leakages in the Protocol, the union will 
remain a "comedy and a fraud." Now 
we have pointed out on several occasions 
the danger of urging upon what is phy-
sically impossible to get. It has been 
our weakness in the past to promise our 
people more than it was possible to get 
for them. At this juncture an agitation 
is being carried on in a certain quarter 
that the union must stop all possi-
ble leakages, otherwise it is not worth 
having. This is a pernicious and dan-
gerous form of agitation and if success-
ful will lead to the destruction of the 
Union. Esepcially in a trade like ours. 
with such a huge immigration, with so 
many garment workers outside of it, 
working under much inferior conditions. 
there are bound to be leakages of either 
one form or another. The best we can 
do is simply to patch up matters and be-
fore we succeed in patching up one thing 
there are leakages somewhere else. In 
a trade where such constant changes take 
place, the best we can do is to be efficient 
patchers. But to carry on an agitation 
amongst our people, that unless we can 
stop all leakages the union is worthless, 
is practically the worst thing which can 
be done, especially when this agitation is 
carried on by responsible officers of the 
Union. 
The trouble we have 
Underestimating
 h a d ^ Qm p e o p J e jn 
Overestimating t h e P a s t i s because they 
the Forces underestimated t h c 
of Unionism forces of unionism. It 
was hard for us to con-
vince them that a Union can really im-
prove their conditions. And now that 
we have a powerful Organization, it is 
important that our people should not 
overestimate the forces of unionism and 
try to get something which our union, 
however strong it may be, cannot give 
them. Especially must we be careful 
not to promise something which we are 





The man or woman 
who will go to work in 
a place where the union 
has called a strike is 
known as a strike-
breaker, and unionists are inclined to 
give people with such anti-social instincts 
no quarter. There is to my mind a more 
dangerous element to unionism, and that 
is the man or woman who will go out on 
strike contrary to the laws and orders 
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of the Organization. Such people are 
much more dangerous to an organization 
than the strike-breaker. They are all the 
more dangerous, because in most cases, 
unlike the scab, they are guided by a 
much purer and better motive, but nev-
ertheless they are dangerous to the Un-
ion and because of that their danger to 
the Organization is all the greater, and 
because the danger of the Union breaker 
is much greater than the strike breaker, 
it is the business of the Organization to 
deal with them just as sternly, if not 
more so, than with any strike breaker. 
We believe that if in 
Our Strike
 l U _. r? 
at str»tten'. t h e P a s t t h c Executive 
members of our various, 
locals would have taken a sterner atti-
tude tq those union breakers, if the Ex-
ecutive officers would have made the 
rank and file of our members feel that 
discipline is the soul of the Organization, 
if on previous occasions they would not 
have been carried away by emotionalism 
and sentiment for such union breakers, 
if they would have done their utmost to 
realize that there is no place in our Or-
ganization for people who willfully and 
deliberately violate the laws of our In-
ternational Union and go out. on unau-
thorized strikes, whatever their motives, 
we would not have had this spectacle of 
mutiny at Stratten's shop where over 200 
people are now defying the Organization. 
We hope that out of this evil good will 
come, and that the rank and file will be-
gin to realize that we are no shop unions 
but one union and that the will of the 
union must be supreme. 
...
 J t All the political par-
WomeTLd t l e S m t h c P r e S e n t ? m " 
the Laws paign a r e m a k i n g 
claims to special sensi-
tiveness in regard to the sufferings of 
the working woman. AH are making 
krge promises as to what they will do 
for the "poor working girl." Is it not 
enough to bring the blush of shame to 
the cheeks of the seven million working 
women and the other millions of women 
who are wives, sisters and mothers of 
working men? Why do women always 
have to have things done for them? 
What's the matter with the working 
women getting busy and doing a few 
things for themselves? What's the mat-
ter with the "poor downtrodden work-
ing women" deciding not to be "poor" 
and "downtrodden" any longer? Why 
should they always be spoken of in the 
same tone as we speak of imebciles and 
infants, as though someone had to char-
itably do things for them, as though 
they were incapable of attending to their 
own affairs? 
Working women have the same right 
as men to organize in unions and better 
their conditions. Why do they not do it 
and take -themselves off the lists of."de-
pendents ?" 
Working women have the same moral 
right as men to the political ballot. Why 
do they not organize and demand the 
vote ? 
Every modern woman must feel the 
greatest humiliatoin while in every State 
and City throughout this great land of 
"independence" these condescending 
promises are being made by politicians 
to benevolently do things for the poor, 
helpless, working woman. The woman 
who works is the only woman thorough-
ly entitled to respect. Has she no self-
respect, that she can sit in apathy while 
she is treated all over the nation as an 
incompetent ward of society? , Wake up 
working women of America! Lift up 
your heads. Speak up for your own 
rights. The Lord helps those who help 
themselves. Through your trade union 
and your political ballot you can make 
yourselves equals of men, and shake off 
the stigma of dependence upon benevb-' 
lence and speciaj legislation. 3 . 




T h e l a w recently 
passed in Massachu* 
setts authorizing a Mi-
nimum Wage Commis-
sion carries no mandatory clause, but 
relies upon Public opinion to back up 
the findings and recommendations of the 
Commission. And the astounding fea-
ture of the bill which now will go into 
effect is that it contains a clause which 
to the common or garden variety of 
mind looks like a State Boycott. It de-
crees that "the names of employers who 
refuse to accept the recommendation of 
the Commission shall be published in at 
least four newspapers in each county of 
the Commonwealth in type not smaller 
than that in which ordinary news is 
printed." . 
Now when organized labor has en-
deavored to publish and circulate-an "un-
fair" list there has always been a horr i^ 
fied protest from the press, pulpit and 
the public generally. The Hatters' Boy-
cott case has just been decided against 
them and the Union fined $240,000.00 
arid $10,000.00 costs under the Sherman 
Law. And the President and other offi-
cers of the A. F. of L. prosecuted by 
law and convicted of the crime of boy-
cotting, are still in the shadow of prison 
for doing what staid, moral old Massa-
chusetts has now instituted as a State 
proceeding! When the "perfect ladies" 
of Chicago, backed by the Bishop, insti-
tuted a boycott against retail stores 
which refused to give half holidays on 
Summer Saturdays, it was looked upon 
as a highly commendable move. When 
the Clergy of Ohio and other States or-
ganize a permanent boycott against the 
saloons of their States, the Church wom-
en have prayer meetings to ask God's 
blessing on the noble work, and all the 
"pillars of Society applaud." When 
straight-laced puritan old Massachusetts 
decrees a public "unfair list" the entire 
country approves. But when union la-
bor uses that means of allying the public 
With their movement against industrial 
inhumanities, union labor is yanked into 
Court and sentenced to fines and jail 
terms. Is it not time to ask why this 
is thus and to change the "thusness"? 
. 
Re Article XII, Section 14. 
TO ALL AFFILIATED LOCALS: 
Greeting: 
I wish to call your attention to the fact 
that the Quarterly Report for the quar-
ter ending September together with the 
Green Sheets are due. Will you please 
forward the same not later than Octo-
ber 30th. Should you fail to comply 
with this request your local will be liable 
to a fine of $5.00 in accordance with 
Article XII, Section 14, of the Consti-
tution. 
You will also please take notice that 
in accordance with the revised Section 4, 
Article XII, the "Financial Secretary of 
a Local Union shall immediately after 
the first meeting of each month fill out 
the monthly report blank issued by the 
General Secretary-Treasurer and for-
ward the same together with the dupli-
cate Green Sheets" This amendment 
goes into effect beginning with the month 
of October; you will therefore plea-" 
forward the monthly report, together 
with the green sheets at the end of this 
month. Fraternally yours, 
JOHN A. DYCHE. 
General Secretary-Treasurer 
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Monthly Bulletin of Stirring Events. 
Waist Makers* Union, Local No. 25 
The agitation in the Waist Trade has 
reached its culminating point on October 14th. 
when crowded meetings were held in various 
parts of the city. Arlington Hall, downtown, 
Terrace Hall, uptown. New Plaza Hall, 
Brooklyn, and Independence Hall, Browns-
ville, were filled with enthusiastic Waist and 
Dress Makers Who listened to the message 
rd unionism brought to them by Hugh Frayne, 
General Organizer oi the A. F. of L., Morris 
Winchefsky, the Financial Secretary, and-Ah, 
Baroff, General Manager of Local No. 25, 
Jacob Panken, the attorney for the Union, 
Ab. Rosenberg, International President, It. 
I-'eigcnbaum of the Forward, IS. Weinstein of 
the United Hebrew Trades, Jesse Cohen of 
Local Xo. 10 and a number of other speakers. 
Ever since the Toronto Convention en-
dorsed a general strike the Local officers have 
been busy conducting an extensive agitation 
and educational campaign among the workers 
in the trade. It is expected that the Execu-
tive Council of the American Federation of 
Labor will« take official cognizance of this 
movement for the uplift of some 30,000 work-
ers, among whom young girls of tender age 
predominate. One of the educational means 
employed by the Local is a weekly Bulletin, 
The Waist and Dress Maker, issued in Fng-
lishf Yiddish and Italian. 
', 
THE REVIVAL OF LOCAL No. 38 
A few months ago when Local No. 38 was 
expelled from the International Union almost 
a revolution took place in the ranks of our 
members. Hundreds of those who dropped 
out did not return even after the Local was 
re instated at the-Convention held in Toronto. 
The meetings were very poorly attended and 
even those who had always taken an active 
part in the affairs of the Union ceased to do 
so. 
The Committee of three, appointed by the 
General Executive Board, worked hard to in-
fluence the members to stand by the Union. 
W e found upon looking closely into the situa-
tion that the only reason why the members 
ceased to take an interest in the Union was 
because there was absolutely no work to be 
had at the trade. But this reason was a poor 
comfort to us. 
The employers, through different sources, 
learnt of the Union's weakness and started 
to play the well-known game. They pro-
claimed in the shops and in the press that 
they would not deal with the Union again. 
Ill other Words, they declared war with Lo-
cal No. 3$: This announcement was naturally 
received with regret by our members, as they 
could not accustom themselves to work under 
conditions thai had been abolished by the Un-
ion a year ago. As there w a s very little work 
in the trade, the Union did not trouble about 
these threats, but the matter, however, be-
came serious when the busy season started 
and employers began engaging the help they 
required by advertising that only those who 
were willing to work under non-union condi-
tions need apply. 
These advertisements took our members by 
surprise, not only those who were still loyal 
to the Union, but also those who had dropped 
out. They all rushed to the office to consult 
the officers how to act under the circum-
stances. The answer given them was to ac-
cept the position, without question as to con-
ditions for the present, and to be ready at 
the Call of the Union, when it should find the 
proper moment to act, in order to hold what 
had been gained the year before. This more 
or less satisfied the men for a while. We 
filled the shops of those employers who had 
declared war with the Union with our best 
men and waited for the proper time to give 
the employers a lesson and let them feel again 
the strength of the organization. 
In the meantime mass meetings were called 
to ascertain the sentiment of the members re-
garding the threats made by the employers. 
These meetings were crowded and great en-
thusiasm was manifested. The speakers were 
much applauded and especially so, when the 
words "union shop/' or "continuation of week 
work," were mentioned. Credit is due to both 
Brother Mitchell and Brother Lcfkowitz, Vice 
Presidents of the International Union, for the 
very active part'lliey took at these meetings 
and in the affairs of the Local generally. • 
• The employers were disappointed in many 
.ways. First, those employees who a few days 
before had agreed to work in an open shop, 
broke these agreements, and secondly, the In-
ternational Union gave the I-ocal tljcir assis-
tance and pledged themselves to aid us in 
every way so as not lo lose what had been 
\ 
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accomplished the previous year. The Com-
mittees in charge of the Local were strongly 
of the opinion that Local No. 38 could not 
afford to allow the employers to force its 
members''back to the old-time slavery. The 
members could not stand for this. When 
;hesc facts were brought to the notice of the 
employers they began to consider the matter 
in a different light and to consult the officers 
of the Local with regard to an agreement, in 
order to settle all difficulties before the busy 
season started. As the agreement did not call 
for any extraordinary demands many of the 
employers settled without any difficulty. Some 
of the largest houses in the trade who said 
they would not deal with the Union in any 
way, changed their minds when the people in 
their shops walked out on strike. Up to the 
present we have succeeded in settling with 
these houses within a day or two after the 
men went on strike. But the most important 
victory gained was when one of the largest 
houses in the trade. Miss Larkin, who had 
been at war .with the Union for the past ten 
months, was organized after much effort on 
the part of our Italian Organizer, Brother 
Chianlclla. The surprise of the employer was. 
great when all the men left the shop at a 
signal from the union. At present the shop 
is conducted under union conditions.) \ 
All these facts were taken into considera-
tion by »the workers and they have iibw-'-re-
turned to the local with more enthusiasm than 
before. The erstwhile active members re-
newed their interest in Union affairs and men 
of a number of unorganized shops called at 
the office asking for our assistance in organ-
izing their places. 
And so Local^No. 38 is again in a normal 
state; new members are initiated daily and 
the finances are in splendid condition. The 
members are more willing to be guided by the 
Committee in charge as well as the General 
Officers. All questions in the interests of the 
Union arc considered in a logical manner. 
The next step is to establish proper union 
relations amongst the members in the differ-
ent shops and when wc have succeeded in this 
we can say that we have truly gained a great 
victory. Local No. 3$ will in a very short 
time be one of the best organized locals of 
the International Union. 
JACOB L. BAN'ACH. 
Secretary, Local STo. 38. 
Philadelphia, Pa . 
The Cloak and Skirtmakers' Union, Local 
No. 2, has issued its 6th annual financial 
statement ending Sept.,' 1912. The items «>i 
receipts and expenditures rare as-follows: 
RECEIPTS 
From Due S t a m p s . . . . ' . 
From Initiation Fees 
Prom General Assessments 
Donated by International Union 
Refunded by International Union 
expenses incurred in Cleve 
Strike 
Drawn from Bank 
Receipts by House Commit tee . . 
Constitution Books 
Balance at beginning of y e a r . . . 
. . . $0,203„W 
• - • 79R.J5 
511.50 
. . . '3,20o.on 
for 
and 









. . . . 7,->-fM-4 
$22,781.7; 
EXPENDITURES 
Strike Benefit ; '. $6,094.50 
Strike and Court Expenses 4,991.37 
Salaries 2,550.50 
Rent 1.292.53 
Sick Benefit 1,164.00 
House Committee 719-57 
General Assessments 500.00 
Bank . Deposit. 500,00 
Joint Board—Per Capita 454*' 
Convention Expenses 225.00 




Executive Board * Relief Expenses I35-&* 
I. L. G. W. U. for Due Stamps.. . . 100.00 
Auditing of Accounts 7500 
Medical Fees 68.50 
Books 53-50 
Central and Federated Bodies 28.00 
New Post and Ladies' Gar. Worker. i-*4 r.: 
.Miscellaneous Expenses 3345? 
Total $20,135.65 
Balance in various Banks and in 
hand $2,646.12 
Examined by Mayer & Schcctman, Public 
Accountants, for the six months beginning 
October, roil, and ending March, ipM. 
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Examined by L. Scheindelman, Morris Rod-
Mi, Sam FefTer, M. Grishkan, and Max Levy 
for the quarter April to June, 1912 
Examined by A. Alterman, L. Scheindelman, 
M. Rodbil, H. Gross, and I. Apple for quarter 
Inly to September, 1912. 
M. SANDLER, 
Secretary-Treasurer. 1 
Buffalo, N . V., Reports Victory 
Secretary A. Madow of the Ladies' Garment 
Workers' Union, Local No. 90, writes: 
The strike of Ladies* Garment Workers in 
this city has been a complete success. 
On June 26th our Executive Hoard met and 
discussed the condition of the trade ami de-
cided to call single strikes in al! the bes,t or-
ganized shops. This decision was reported to 
the Trades and Labor Council and Brother 
John Coleman, their business agent, was in-
structed by the council to help us in our 
struggle. Let me here, on behalf of oursLncal 
Union, heartily thank Brother Coleman for his 
valuable assistance. He attended all our meet-
ings and obtained for us financial aid from 
Buffalo local Unions'. 
The strike is now over. The employers 
have signed agreements granting an increase 
of 20 per cent, in wages and 50 hours work a 
week. Both parties are satisfied wjth the 
practical outcome of the dispute and with the 
provision of the agreement. The employers 
believe they will be benefited in being able to 
get their work done on time, and the employees 
with their gain of better conditions. 
Now that we are able to review the situa-
tion calmly we realize that our victory is to 
a large extent due to the financial and moral 
help that has come from the outside. Had we 
relied on our own powers we could never 
have won the strike. 
Apart from a few active members the 
strikers mostly had no knowledge of union-
ism. Therefore wc value highly the assistance 
<>f the General Office in sending Brother Is-
.Tai'I S- Feit to take charge of our affairs and 
lor coming to our assistance financially with 
$100.00. Other locals of the International Un-
ion contributed $7309. while the Unions of" 
Huffalo contributed $107.30. making a total of 
S^8i.29. The financial aid and the personal 
•i'Tvicts and advice freely .given us by the 
'International Ui lion and'fhq Trades and Labor 
Council of Buffalo, all contributed to. our 
' -cess. Below is a list of Unions and locals 
pal contributed to our strike fund. On be-
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half of Local Xo. 90 I. wish to extend to 
every one of them our sincere gratitude. 
Donations by Buffah Organisations 
WorkiiiKmen's Circle Branch $300 
Painters* Union, Local Xo. 43 25.00 
Industrial Workers of the World 10.00 
Journeymen f lorseshoers', Local Xo. 23 10.00 
Journeymen Bakers', Local Xo. 16 10.00 
Press Feeders' Union, Local Xo. 15 . . . 10.00 
Steel Metal Workers 500 
Beer Drivers' Union 10.00 
Moulders' Union 2,00 
Industrial Workers of the World 7-.i° 
Bridge and Structural Iron Workers.. 10.00 
Association of Machinists 5.°0 
Donations by Locals Affiliated 
-.. " /. /.. (/. W. V. 
General Office 
Local Xo. 2 of Philadelphia 
Local Xo. 4 of Baltimore 
Loral Xo. 10 of Xew York City.. 
Local Xo. 17 of Xew York City.. 
Local Xo. 21 of Newark, X. J . . . . 
Local Xo. 38 of Xew York City.. 
Joint Board of Cincinnati 
Local Xo. 48 of Cincinnati, ( ) . . . . 
Local No. 72 of Brownsville, X. ^ 
Local Xo. 85 of Cincinnati. O . . . . 
Local. Xo. 67 of Toledo, Ohio 
Local No. 13 of Montreal, Canada 




. . .$100.00 
5.00 
2.00 
. . . 24.09 
5.00 
5.00 
. . . 15.00 








. . .$301.29 
Cleveland, Ohio 
passcc «i The Joint'Board of Cleveland 
the following resolution: "\ <  
Whereas, by the decease of our loyal 
brother, Michael Slierx. a member of Local 
Xo*. 26, not only the Local Union but those 
who were nearest and dearest to htm. have 
sustained a great loss; l>e it \ 
Resolved, that wc go on record deeply, re-
gretting his * renifival fnuh our niidst. It "is 
but a just tribute to the memory of the de-
parted (o say that he was worthy1 of our es-
teem; and. lie it further * 
.Resolved! to assist financially and otherwise 
the family of our departed brother and make 
v
 ; 
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them as comfortable as possible; and, be it 
also 
Resolved, that as a sign of our mourning 
for him the charters of our five locals be 
draped for sixty days and that a copy of this 
resolution of sympathy and sorrow be for-
warded to the bereaved family and to the 
Ladies' Garment Worker for publication. 
H. BERKOWITZ, Secretary, 
Joint Board of Cleveland. 
Cincinnati, Ohio 
Charles Fromcr has given a good account 
of himself as "business manager of the Cin-
cinnati locals. This is evident from the fol-
lowing official expression of thanks: 
"We, the undersigned, desire to express our 
thanks to Charles H. Fromer as a mark ni 
our appreciation of his work for our locnN 
during the time he has acted as our business 
agent. At our regular meeting the following 
resolution has been unanimously adopted: 
"Whereas; Brother Fromer has devoted 
himself with zeal and energy to the upbuilding 
of our four locals; and 
"Whereas, a great improvement has taken 
place in the condition of these locals, both 
morally and financially, largely as a result of 
his untiring labors; be it 
"Resolved, to appoint him for a second term 
with a raise in salary. 
"For the Joint Board of Cincinnati Locals 
"AB..GRUBAN, Chuirmmu 
C • "EMMA BETZ, Secretary." 
Reports of Organizers 
Chicago, 111. 
General Organizer S. Polakoff writes: 
"With the advent of the season the strikers" 
of Local No. 71 arc quickly finding employ-
ment in other union shops, while a vigilance 
committee is on picket duty in the shops af-
fected by the strike. 
"There was a strong desire on the part of 
the members to declare a general strike em-
bracing the whole trade. But this was con-
sidered inopportune by the General Executive 
Board and the Local Executive has recognized 
the wisdom of this prudent counsel. 
A special meeting of members isftcXdecule 
upon the raising of dues in accordpnei with 
the notice by the General Office. IVijL>e*-
pected Jhat the dues will he high enough to 
cover the payment of strike and sick benefit 
and obtaining a free copy of the New Post 
and the Ladies' Garment Worker. 
The following locals have contributed to 
the strike fund: Locals I, 9, <*» 23 and 35 
have sent remittances amounting in all to 
$190.00. There was also remitted to General 
Office for Local No. 71: 
Local No. 10, $24.99; Local No. 20, $500; 
Local No. 100, $3.00; donated by the General 
Office, $r,000.00. 
On behalf of Local No. 7' I thank all these 
donors for their assistance. 
In order to tackle the problem of organiz-
ing the cloakmakers a vigorous organization 
committee has been appointed by Local No. 44 
and district shop meetings arc to be called 
Of course, the employers are trying to pre-
sent this by keeping the employees on imag-
inary and gratuitous overtime in the shops 
utitil 9 P. M. But we are determined to frn^ 
tiatc their devices. 
We contemplate inviting Meyer London to 
pay a visit to Chicago soon after the election. 
We believe that our future congressman I.011 
don will breathe new life into the dry bones 
of the Chicago Cloakmakers. 
A successful mass meeting for operators. 
finishers, cutters, trimmers and pressers was 
held here on October 17th, at the Palace 
Theatre Building. The meeting was addressed 
by Miss Gertrude Barnum, Miss Josephine 
Casey, M. Seskind and myself. 
St. Loots, Mo. 
Continuing his report Vice-President Pola-
koff informs us having visited St. Uwii.-
where he addressed a mass meeting. Tin-
situation there is not very encouraging, 1»» 
Local No. 78, Cloakmakers, and Local N-
105, Ladies' Custom Tailors, are alive ami 
kicking. Praise is due to Brother Sam Class-
man., the chairman of Local No. 78. Brother 
P. Pctchersky, the secretary, and sisters Green 
berg for their courage and persistence i'i 
keeping up the union in spite of untoward* 
circumstances. The mass meeting has brought 
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many new recruits to the organized ranks. 
and this despite an attempt by the employers 
to prevent the distribution of hand bills. Af-
ter returning to Chicago, Vice-President Ptola-
koff has received very encouraging letters 
from the secretaries of the St. Louis locals, 
telling him of a perceptible awakening among 
the workers in St. Louis and of a considerable 
increase in the collection of dues. 
Local No. 105 had a shop strike in one of 
the firms, but as the employers' offer of a 
settlement \\;as considered unsatisfactory the 
employees, in order not to lose their season, 
had found work elsewhere, while the em-
ployer whose shop is affected is being starved 
out, as he can find no work hands. 
ORGANIZER I. S. FEIT 'S REPORT 
At the last quarterly meeting I was ap-
pointed on a Committee with Brother A. 
Mitchell to investigate the shops in which 
members of Local No. 17 are employed, in 
order to be able to adjust the jurisdictional 
dispute between locals belonging to the Joint 
Hoard of New York, and Local No. 1 
accordance with the decision of the last con-
vention. 
Before I had a chance to complete this 
work, President Rosenberg directed me to 
proceed at once to Buffalo to take charge of 
the General Strike of the Ladies1 Tailors. I 
will therefore report the result of my investi-
gation at the next quarterly meeting. 
At the time the Buffalo ladies' garment 
workers presented their demands their em-
ployers refused to acceed to them, and a gen-
eral strike was called. The strike lasted 5 
weeks and resulted in victory for the workers. 
Tbcy gained an increase of 3 to 4 dollars in 
wages per week and a reduction of hours from 
54 to 50 a week, time and a half for over-
time and legal holidays to be observed and 
paid for. 
The strike proved conclusively how utterly 
mistaken are those locals and members who 
i>clicve that local unions need no money in 
their treasury. 
If Local No. 90 had a good treasury of their 
own, their demands would have been granted 
without a strike. But their employers knew 
their poor financial condition, so they threat-
ened to starve them out. But thanks to the 
*'ipport of the International Union and some 
°f the locals the strike was won. This should 
*erve as a lesson and a warning to other 
•' small locals. 
Once more the necessity lor raising.the per 
capita to enable the International Union to 
pay strike benefits is shown to be absolutely 
indispensable. If this is not speedily carried 
out the small locals run the risk of being 
wiped out of existence. 
ISRAEL S. EEIT, 
6th Vice-President. 
ORGANIZER ELSTEIN'S REPORT 
The main obstacle among our large locals 
in New York I found to be the lack of 
trained and influential leadership. Mass meet-
ings and Executive meetings of these locals 
are very often conducted in a manner show-
ing want of knowledge of trade union prac-
tice and lack of guidance on the part of the 
leaders. Mass meetings are called in the 
largest halls and no agenda or chairman is 
provided, speakers being selected without 
thought as to their ability to explain the ac-
tual situation. At the Executive Board meet-
ings there is lacking the respect for one an-
other and for the higher officers. The situa-
tion is not very serious and no drastic meas-
ures arc necessary to change it, but attention 
must be given to the faults, with a view of 
removing them. 
The situation regarding Local No. 38 is 
improving. Since the strike of September, 
I0J2, the Local has been losing control- of its 
organized shops in Brooklyn, Harlem and the 
Bronx, especially so in Brooklyn, and the Lo-
cal was compelled to give up jurisdiction 
over Brooklyn to Local No. 72. My impres-
sion is that since the Madame Thurn case the 
local has been losing ground, but the work of 
the committee has now brought much im-
provement. 
As to the standing of Local No. 25, the 
situation in the Waist trade is such, that 
should a strike not be called at the beginning 
o f the new year. Local No. 25 will lose its 
membership. 
' In order to agitate for a strike the Local 
needs and should receive the very best supr 
port of the 'International Union. For the 
next six months the. local must carry on u 
strong agitation and this agitation should be 
conducted by both the local and the Inter-
national Union. - ' 
The slack season is a very dangerous tiluc 
for Unions composed of women. Women, as 
a rule, change their occupations often and 
when the Summer months come many thous-
ands of them leave the shops and the union 
\ 
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conditions kept up at one season become lost 
in the next and the unionizing of the trade 
becomes a problem at every Fall or Winter 
season. 
I next desire to draw your attention to 
Locals 41, 50, 62 and 72. The first three are 
composed mostly of girls, and as far as the 
condition of their trade is concerned each 
needs a General strike to improve working 
conditions. Local No. 41 is pretty strong in 
Brooklyn. It has all the contracting shops 
organized in Brownsville, but the Local is 
weak in New York City, where about 6,000 
people are employed by manufacturers and 
contractors. The members of this Local have 
gained union conditions and it is this which 
keeps them in the Union. The Local needs 
the assistance of the International Union to 
carry on an agitation for a General strike in 
Greater New York. Large masses of workers 
cannot be moved to demand l>etter conditions 
without a general strike. All this equally ap-
plies to the Dress Makers, Local No. 50, in 
which trade about 20,000 people are employed. 
Local No. 62 has, during the past two years, 
agitated for a General Strike, and I am con-
vinced that this agitation has done so much 
good that the girls will gladly respond to the 
call for a strike. Local No. 62 has only a 
few hundred members and these arc working 
in union shops. The union conditions were 
gained by the Local from the employers 
through fear of a General Strike and are 
maintained under union control by the agi-
tation for a strike. 
In my opinion the agitation in the—trades 
alluded to should be starteil at once, and the 
waist makers and White Goods W i n e r s 
called otlt as soon as the time is ripe for "it. 
Local No. 72, which has now assumed the 
responsibility of organizing the Ladies" Tail-
ors of Brooklyn, also needs the assistance of 
the I. L G. W. U., as the work will require 
larger means than the Local can afford at 
present. . 
No city or class of people would give the 
International Union better results than money 
spent on the women workers in these indus-
tries in Greater New York. Local No. 25 
needs at least about $75-°o a week from the 
International to conduct its organizing cam-
paign for the next five months. A similar 
sum is needed by Locals 41, 50, 62 and 72. 
T o Local No. 25 this sum should be given in 
payment of bills for organizing purposes and 
to the others the amount should be given un-
der my management, and on condition that 
for the next five months each Local will help 
to pay half the expense for organizing work. 
This will stimulate the locals to self effort 
and better results Will be accomplished. My 
recommendations would meet with the ap-
proval of the locals. 
My opinion is that New York City must lie 
organized first if the International Union is 
to meet with success. Organizing work among 
the girls in any other city will not give a 
tenth part of the results. The International 
Union has often employed women organizers 
outside of New York.. Two organizers in-
volve the International Union in an expense 
of about $100.00 a week and I am certain that 
in two years they will not bring to our Inter 
national Union the results that a similar ex-
pense would give us in this city. It seems to 
mc that when an International Union can 
afford to keep organizers outside of this city 
at an expense of over $40.00 a week salary 
and personal expenses, it ought to do a little 
more for New York. For the next six months 
we need no men and women organizers here. 
We need money and we need to spend it in a, 
"Thanner that will make the locals do good 
w<\rk. Any other form of help to these lo-
cals) would he a waste of energy. For New 
York another man or woman organizer (Yid-
dish, English or Italian) may be necessary in 
a short time, who should be selected either 
by Local No. 25 or by the International Un-
ion from active members in New York. 
Regarding our Official Journal, the "Ladies' 
Garment Worker," its literary make-up very 
favorably compares with any other monthly 
Yiddish or English magazine of its size. The 
Journal is highly interesting and useful f"r 
trade unionists. Its circulation also is com-
paratively good. But the most urgent need 
of the hour is to increase the circulation. We 
must strive to find 10,000 more readers within 
the next six months or so. I therefore advise 
that the Journal should l>c sent free to every 
member who applies for it on a special blank 
This docs not mean to force it upon unwilling 
minds, but to give it only to those members 
who apply for it. 
T o meet the additional expense I would 
suggest that we ask the Locals to pay us -•? 
cents for every new member, so as to help 
defray the cost of mailing. 
So far as the amalgamation of publications 
is concerned, if this could be carried out 
there is no doubt that the Joint Board would 
gain by the change. By the amalgamation we 
could g e t ' a better figure from the printers. 
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saving at least $50.00 per week. The postage, 
mailing and management would also cost us 
less and would be divided proportionately far 
each issue. In moral effectiveness the gain 
would be inestimable. When the principle of 
amalgamation is accepted, we will then have 
to elect a Joint Committee of the Joint Board 
and of the General Executive Hoard, to form 
what is called a "Vcrwaltunsgrath." This 
"Verwaltunsgrath" to be elected for six 
months with full power to appoint a IJoard 
of Kditors, composed of two or three writers, 
each one of them to be responsible for some 
part of the literary work and one of them 
acting as Editor in Chief. These would nat-
urally represent the ideas ami policies of the 
Union and not their own as is now the case. 
Respectfully submitted, 
S. ELSTEIN. 
DO YOU WEAR A PIN OR A BUTTON BEARING 
THE EMBLEM OF YOUR INTERNATIONAL UNION? 
IF NOT? WHY NOT? 
Get one from your Local Secretary and show your 
employer and your shopmates that you are a loyal mem-
ber of your organization. 
MEAT CUTTERS' AND BUTCHERS 
WORKMEN OP NORTH 
AMERICA 
^X 
THISrs TOCIRTIFT n - ,m mm «**« H. 
» I 4 4. ~-
This is a fac-simile of the Butchers' Official 
Union Card. This card is found in markets 
employing only union butchers. Where you 
find it displayed it means that the members 
waiting upon you are not only union men. but 
mechanics knowing every detail of the busi-
ness, and whether the meats they serve are j . • ^ 
healthful or unhealthful. Hence .for sanitary 
reasons alone it is advisable that you trade inno market where the union-shop card is 
not displayed. - *N 
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cur ,n PK ,OTit3 tyr^K^cyrcK cny*iK-D 
yv.'K "KE o;y2y^y; Sipa $ in ;y:«n 
35 
( 
MC ffSjlti Dyo$3 ynyuw m *iw ,m*n 
1WB KitDopy DJjnnpB jnvayr iy:>n$v IVT 
"$3 JTTPMTK »fl MW {IK ,D"2-iS PVWXHI 
-;$ PK ,jjfc"$a D*J T?TOIM oy Brftm oyc 
jy;yp e"3-u$ D"onjm* jyaya iv T;IK twotr 
yvjw H pK DWPW "qtf: ftfttyfttf nt^ a M? 
-$? iKsnyn tfjnam tnyaenyfi j p oyn n;inn 
T"-IB nyn [im$5ny03,n» ,ny&"3*i8 ,TD ptf 
rvryr D$DC:$ pK ,o»:rni Epnmmti it$B 
rxnyc jyaynp tnSa T O fjfctft rawpB 
iycy^8 T;IK jyj*T oyojp n »na ,!s:yvip5 
yv:w; *i PK #**3H$ D"0Wnfc ' I W D iyay: 
ny^jyn D^C jynyr, oaKoya ft$t o^ans 
,pn oyvi pc-iyn m r Sylfi i n .cnjjTW 
THTP ly^yp o'- |J#JW bfn ,onyvw n *8 
fyjjni ,3:n^"D BJW5 "3 o^na p*p ;y:-
-*K p#a fy^yii oy PH , w w nyn PB pyv,s 
• n e w w f l PK ytDD^pnxn H jya^fcriya 
o iyr ry j twa in oyv, w*w n p« ,y&D3Jn^ 
-'DonypMfi yf*» pun jysys mea 8 ? I8^B 
Tiyn i« D-iysc$3 fwoir o^e M i f w yc 
-DTC 8T8 iw"v 0*3 T;IK jyp iy : "P ( ! v rav 
•nRi*5fo p« Btenaijw f'no* ps nyo 
J U P P W ycn^K H MI
 f5n,fiya*Doyo 
8 pfi o io r j i fw ny'ncK Tfci yay5 oy 
! w w tftipjidt tDosyn 
*W W85»HinyB typnyo* nyn D's-iyny^: 
! nynynjK Jttm* PK "yp"5 
ix JIK jnyoynpyo ix D ^ J SBPfegm 
-nycojyntD w lypsxn isAmi ,D"iy:Dyc 
!« pK ^etpij? p'K ps B'snyaeyo ny«i jyn 
nycD:«iD iyE»enyB ^n jyno ,iy^y^;« 
"iy^T PB pjmu jyin$B «i nyn"«
 Pon«p 
D«wn»iw iy3*n «i jy:yp ena uni ,oi$Dtr 
-iv:"nfc? nyeyc pn -iyn« o«ai* tyjnp w 
.jysip 
5»p«^ > njn:» ;» PB nfJaona « (W 
Dn»g nyoynpyo nyn no
 fiyBo:me » taa^ yna 
ixn»K ,112 ?utnD'DD:«p oy^: » ty3yao*n« 
-jnpyo .orn "I«IB n^y: DH'K PB ocnyj ny 
•DVT i"p iyey>p D*: DSUBDW^P I'y^o ir>vo 
"D;nD n ps ^ 3 * 3 yo^B n tm DficyoD 
.I^vyry3:w r^ K om -Diysoyo yonnyfi 
-«B ->*D S p/p oy Difii j i w p o;y^s ony; 
! j y rc 
iv jya'Saya jyj^f jyTK :O3^T «nw H 
D'D 5lB VH D'VUfrl 8 »H MTU tllto^-ltfw 
" iy i j i ivb »»e ^IB n^ K « T^ K nns ,nynyp 
y^ K pfi Djni ,5>yD"-(D s |jn»n 8 ni: c;:^ 
MI MTK IIK ,mvo jitan'Bf jyonyj T> IVL^V 
, iyr« IV m t f v a . j n ^ t w yiyrjw 
,5yo«ib jyoia 8 jysya nu " t jyc (n»i 
D'D C5iB jw*'t ".r r» jynyr nn»« oyi> 
oyonKn^ijD ^^^ysy^nyi'K ,DiDT*;if<:i< 
.y2y^-iy-rn3 p« 
n oy T^ K | ( w on*5"D oyn»^ n 
p« Diysyo yt3i: ys^yry iy3ijn iv ys -jy^j 
.yo^e in'K 
"Main W3V H oi#n intj^ lyovy? 
rvBiB 8 "i8C p»nt)D JKnyiycn 8 DI.TS 
PB 5«PD'Diou^o 8 tWn'W'taig yaniiuc 
mavt ii« Wii 8 nSJijn rv:«nv PK iy*E 
^.o^siw D-^Bimui "IKE KifiDpy DjyvipE 
"iy3 i^ iy3tjn Dijrr«3» H n^oan v-vrsn 
VWP iyc^3"iK w, fys \y\\ TK
 rjy:8DBny£ 
jy?yi: b*a oyo^s n cy jySyn j r u i w 
psny-i iysjjn ^i#: jyp w w n P« /|y",,?, 
fiyD^cy2 T * ty^M^v «i rys^r: r5y2ijnD 
TJIQ p« iyi:iDtr yny;;y^ iyo"2iM or^y: 
D^ii ,DMK o^; D38c oy /tfy: nyj^yvi iyo 
.iyn;8DB'"iyEr,,K D^; t^o"iyi T^ K |ip:v n 
H i*w oini nyoyfiB* "yT« winB ,WPC": 
nyi o r ^ y ; jyaijin I'O TK jnytr^K w*:^ 
T n w vp«D t'K w w n PK naw D'W*^' 
Dijrtain *I:»B 8 PB .tinifry: Djnwoinys 
DT^ipwjfp D^n w w H DIP^ ,"yEy" 
-yfitr |yD83^t) 6 PK T'K J)'nOD i'3!j; T * 
T^ K D»n p« .D-iyn::n 8 ons tjr3v$3W "V'C 
njnMy?p 8 Dftt„ t8 .Dowi^ ya |yey?« W< 
nyoys r^K ,n;inn iy"i »IM* DCIP cy cfiy 
IJttijliyj r^ K i^^v n PK / T T jye DWICK 
! yojya^vyaDMK is 
D"3-IK "iyoi3 ".y^i pE Dp^vory 3n;y**t 
nys ^MK ny3i? »»t jya»n
 /D^cT•;^,:•, i'"^= 
jnyc^ j ya^^ D^: »fp WW « Jx , } v : ^ ' " 
lyase iv inyr no \vo PK ,DII? pn ^"s 
-y3Di$s inyt^iK PK jtonwrwjE r.yoM« 
nxn D3"?y;n^B iy3(#n yo"? WW WW*"*" 
typw* tsaj? 
e5yBM.tt*ya ?$D K otfn unoy an* 
-n| B"> WJi* W T « y-iyr;iK TB ,oyn |<« 
D*« i"nn "5BD'D ijy nvfi„ nyi pa D>J jyj 
p« mSa onytDK*y2 DIDPJFJV *umva Ty*n 
iyO"218 PK "UnrQtt $^11 B "iK^I B IVJ^.P 
DIBP:IJUV 1W3W TO ,Tyr:yr. row* 8 
\"\ \t n#a Dif^ a ^ w o a n , iin ywns PK 
p*9a VI "ins P« W pw PK JBO tV*av «. 
DtyB r^.vya D$n •UBDJP S^ K — fcy*PI( IK 
.D2KDya P^ BD^ E B IV D$H fiVl pK 
• m ytD"^  yiyr:iK jyj"i -n: D'3 
D>J |j#ni DVDIP n pm j m y o tftyant 
jyijiatr Jhyrw nyi* -tfya inyo \viy: 
;Wnj oyotja n iMii ttfjrfi p« tfnw TO 
rl9)Q Tnyo jyaya iv jyastMnyfirnt. pw 
-«a~8 V"iyT:iK pc y?y^ E TIK *pi iV-8to;y 
Tvrt V* TKB jyvi: y^y -^iyoKc |yn»x is lyo 
IKE iro"3i« DBnya*? |y$m PK ,row lyi 
• W P D * J * W ijn *a* ,Dye>n"H V^:V>P 
o^TBsnyB tiim Tyi TOW 5*t P:8Ty; 
•Bnw 
•;IK wpi i^«n jyt^Bn yo"5 yryUlK 
:nu« PTBpK Di^tyj iya$n D*wn yiyr 
o'; piwrnn n TK *na mar* c m p K^I„ 
iyrrv ft ^ K 9 o pHMft |in*iw: fyayjya 
•riin lifw H .jyvu Kribyrwa pvwi 
iyf»BT Tyny^jcn yirrK TK , tmwfni D*3 
w h iyc TO ,iysi: yjy^atotto w * n m n 
• .|#*iv mvo w 5 row iin « |K3V$va 
iv nny:yj;K w oy PK ! p^K o:*t 
ww wnwm PK W B Tyrant TB
 #JWII 
•:»;yi iin»5nyc c : ^tp «p?W PK D"ai8 
f^cMwwjft DIP iyinc Dipi ayJii P* ? IV-
ay#>s D<: a*m ,*V8"anM ijnna y.yr;w 
'"3IK P*K pe 5n l^sKrot3Wiin»5SD o n 
PK cy:"K n»D y^ Kw ?|jr»Mnv civ.nyo 
.^DD?D nyn PK C^" — *.! v^ "KE nyr^ K 
»T« "»3 lycmo DifT TT min.jrwoa 
"n» yiyt:iK p& ny;"P Wfn M^:^ ?*W# 
•-^B?:»*: Dyn o^e Dpyrcy:;^ T*K D^V. ,nyn 
"W 5y*B tr: »n pE Dijn ,CD^: JWBD'D 
Tin pc iri*Vi»3 iyDtfw;D^K pmv> e»v K 
c:"n .ty;;yn:'K DjKDiywifa iiE no«T Din 
« D^«^ TJ?T 34 
on»i in iy^ -PE DT»a»ye mm:w .i"ccK 
•ynBiv ,coDKMinD;y 5*e K uny^n D3*»n 
n IIK iysro^ ^ t n w tyTs'iros "t
 riyn 
f .Di3 "iynym I»T»II iyD^re D:^JV 
•it rt? ,D'J Tyaij |iwn oyo^a tfryraw 
Iir5D>a y:yiyciyE inn innyraw iys 
D-.yscyo n PK lyayaw t:iK iyz^n »t tnp* 
iyD^nzij PK 3'oamiJB pn iyE*,Ki |y>yn 
-BMK Dt3 ^n SyvyfiD
 riyDlnywK yry^i 
lysnKT »"J row MI lyeytr n PK iy-irrE 
K PK oyr, 38 ?>KP^ PK jmmfib^M IM 
ytDDina n IIE ya«M p'l o,nv Tyxnip w»a 
.^K^f^nyD^K njn PK Df»KP^  ytDoya PK 
rot">a jya^nmna ona 
/ .11 .: .? .K' ,38 .p^ ,-ipyD 
« PK ,iya ,^K enjjt nrpH oyn D»T 
-i%mnuni n p JIB T ^ 3 nyenyBynanys 
Tpwia nyiy^ ftrfyn 'UStotja- >«H>» 
#P«T pn JIB ^ys«^ p« oj^tD ijrtJBns 
DJJII B^DIJH B n ^ R B * ny TB jyPM*. ix 
' .jBD'lS^v B PK ny 
•IKcya JIB P^D jKPttapl *1 P» cyi . 
yajn^i B^D ^ yayiy'B^n T^ K i?>jjp njn 
T^ K lyta^ D p« 5 y a ^ Tyi .lystttttrrna 
-BiD^Dia yayn^a-B^B ^ycyjy-jyD^n PK 
1
 yjyaaftyrBDayn « PK jytssa nyn .jya 
Ty^K .B"2T« ^yp-'CB' ytPftfifilg 
ojn lyoipya |yayp T ^ BJW Tycynpyc 
fsBljaj 25 PTO T8B UJBtja 
33 nypnsjr, ttgnnta onto IJ?T 
v m maw D*r? -38 ^ps? rs ttapftw 
lyayn [8T ,iyaaiaanya w a r ta'a ipm IVD 
jnv pom oifii H l^wt ,myaoyo nytaiK 
•$E pttMJW , i*w njn pK jyiiya ta'a o^v 0 
H 3fl5yw 8 jyonya jyfcji TO TK ,|jnin 
« lytrumiosai* (ynetnya ttravn yoosya 
jatfvop 8 jycny: •yny^ao'o n ilftip (in 
oya^jyc oy?8 pfnoya VD tyayn yS'nnm 
>nun cyi p« -naBomyE oyn iypyiny n 
PK Diyacyo ynytaiK pwwr o»prj"K pB 
TK ,iy-i$nya caiprun. print onyaeyo H pni 
pD cyoD^D -ly^t |1K "EKE? i$ww "iy^ T 
•1 iya$n ,nnKEya PK twiyos? fta»aiinvtitf 
-oyp iv DiDTKnintaay oma prtyiWDniM 
V i ny:nnwB"i8B iy"i TK ,Dyr 1KB iycs 
PK ony-ip ?y*B .jnya jy-i$5nyE b*a 5$T 
^ytro'D njnna IV.ODIP w x w a s warn 
•mifpsy? iwra is p« 
PK D"v n TK ,ttfn'&ya jya$n n*e om 
-*n ,iyaanyi$E tnyuiM lySytat? » J^OD:1: 
iyasrvoyoip n PK ttfyDtpya eip I*B jya 
m njrtnini y-iynas n*a n r rn iyaa8Ey;;$ 
pc yos«ya H Dta ^ " ^ n c mynya pfcun 
yny^T {yajpseww - jyaipi PK pfav> njn 
-*D i r i irp** jyaKis y^ K jytoyD yi y&Mv 
I'D 11 »«» .aasa jy?i2 pK pn byn #? 
v^yivygD i"p ttfyotrya D^; nqp nyi jya*n 
•ycy; -s?Ka oyD$a yjya iya$n jmrwiiffi 
D'C tfvovoy: T W l»*n run :* PK ,t^yo 
-lyoanK iya$n jna nt cm 1$: jysp lyn 
nm$ jiftt « nw: "lyo a^-iK rw«t R&iayi 
D8nya T D jya*n ayt lycoyn; cyn /ms 
nyta5 ^y^ pc ,ppi8? D^ D nriw "yn D>O 
-*^ D wn .nyey^ vooyia H pc y;"K ^»amy 
5»nD3*P"|*':v 8 tya*n iv cany: tyayn 
.lyEBcyp iyc8:^3 DEn«iy; -iKE-iy-i p« 
"•R nyTaiK pD ts^ anK yjyvyfio n f i n 
n T^ K ,«5ytDa^o nyT":«;ijj iyr^y^sca 
Difn JKT IIK p'nco PK TyojTTK EKC yv;»; 
jnn^K f» a;i;ypny;8 IK jycipya ppit» n 
W « pn^ .v oa^n ,«T^8 ,e^n 38 5»pi»5 
v* ^cy^oijDij w^trtt-iw H D^O cayon:* 
oojyenan S m ^ l ^ M PM on»5»o Dy*n«? 
njn iv D^a ]ya:v^ya D*pi
 fcycva *i ens 
?»P«JJ \vw ,pmv D8a«D ya^ a^ K B*O 
•a^ K iyi. pc lyD^^cyaonK jyi^ny; PK 38 
ya^iniin 8 iyc^ pyaiifD T^K jfvtjipp^yw 
-D^O lyoiynain ispijj waiK PN aanyiay 
-a^ D c^ H dipip. H lytspys-jyaijn ny-yr; 
-tjiT PN opirya a»ayii nrufc iyi{?i'ya jy;^? ;y; 
•y;EMK jyaijn lyiy^aepo yroyno n -«; 
-iv Tyn .?8P^ 5> cyn nKD jyta^ a-iK tnm' 
D^V y w n 8 i5'B« lyo^ny^:^ D n^ navee1 
pmv ijnr^ nya T'K ?8p8j^  "iyT m oyia*: 
.nasaiyE PK iy.^ iay;;"-:^  
D8nya nna jya^n D[#D lyoma 8 PK 
IV PK oy >»ni /ia8Dtriv KTK [yasnivain 
'.T>VID p« py^o [ynya yw O"^ -iva^r; 
ipAnB va8^ y^y^vaBa^ H TSK yj^injn 
v& /\IK ,o"iy:y^pny2 ?y^ B prvfYura wur 
^yp-»o^ yonyayaasaiK inyr 8 DBnya [yajfn 
.D"V 
^Ka^ '^^ aiyoa'K n yaSyti jnimipp ^ 
I'a^a DD'Drjra ta«n insija tiimiviPV 
-{j? v n w VW iyaya IV aaioas riwavnavp 
PK ?y t^DiD
 rnivPfiy$ iynna n — 5>8P 
D^ K oycaoya nyw jijntDya iya!#n — i8D3»5p 
IV nyny^atro yiyta^K |yDi5aa"Kya w 
J99$M 1V"T WilD IV JIK [«JUV pK [HVUr 
"aiK in jya^n \V$mp ytywvnyt |IE 
ya»5 nytaiK jyjyn Domniin oyDjja yny: 
Dyr TaiK p*o (yjAif iv jyaassya;^ jya*fn pK 
-" i ]yo«ya jya$n oyo^a H ^y^c* iyo^5 
T8 ,jya;ttD"V my«i PK PK lyfiyt? H pn pn 
K^pt#? D>D |y -^ia8n tD^a nnyo |»w |yfcm "? 
Djjn oyot^ a H pa lyaannyJpny yiyn .38 
M» .Diyaoyo yiyT:iK prcuiTim V- '^ou^ 
-^y\H pmv lyaaKEatj o5«jnya ta^ : SJM D*n 
lyayin »n yaJyn ,iyaaia;Hya s" viic lyo 
•nif* 8 D'B Bpav nyT l"in OB8^ ya38j 
.p'liv 
PK pyi>D ivnya PK oy MI ,M8$ *itu 
aai^ yoB' VP \yw:v: ca l^o JW*n / m s 
-.yn iyn nya^ xypawmoo Dyo»3 n w 
"t^ n T O PK iya:8syaa(# i n taijn |^PD -^a 
-sMiK ;.s iyaa8B oyo^a n TK AVnvw IJ'-
•na „j»?3t' ijn j i p D^a nyo^a-8 |ya^aiv 
PK jyaana^v j*i PK cDayoT"D*yr-« TW 
-»aiK jy5*r Djfii ,nyta^aiK jyai: »i B»i 
\ 
nypnyii mjjoujj anvb "\yi 32 
caiao VK aipn "lya^ops jyol3 cvi 
— njn .36 $w& HE a w o [ySyay^  ojn 
DiyD'B* P"J .DDttm 013 lyr.y; PK H*D 
•yapyius V* i'- "w^&W iyoi4 cy-
pnro- PK ontp /mown ^ ; |ynn*s 
,'i5 5KWJ5 pB MlSOKtiyB 5? BrfPttlPnt 
-sunn n -lyase DTIPD PK PISJP IKE 
nys "iyn w .Dairy:: DU pmya PK S:I5 
$ lycgteyaatf matte TT im*fl aatfoKi 
-c {< Dgny- v * 2$n o"X "iypi *pn 
.nyagD DD"ii itfoc^n ,49 fcpq$ ps a;»D 
PK oy .oanya w w \vvv: PK a w a nyi 
-lysjyoBD s pirn iv prwwa [yottfeys 
~"-io D:W»I\ iyn ps yo*D$P t* .aatfesT 
[yatpyajt* pK iy:y'Bny PK ay<9*ww 
/r*np oy"! Bn*MKrH( w tf*n UPM 
-c$3 PK ip D"3n« n PK pnayate PK 
TDjai yiptDps n ,yD3"$ p«p my? D>: I$D 
,nya$ n$n TK .VW "inyt pwaTK oiyz 
you prajna WWP p« Dm D"ai« H TK 
.IVD8D5ltyi 
!»>n b5»pif5 raniw pe yaa«D-pK 
TPBta *inyr P'p p« DU wa'DaWB n 
Dij tr*v ?yip pip iyn^ nnm oy .aaimij 
'« ,p:m 3«tt .pnyoyaiVD'iK ,"? jy»ny: 
Tps^yw&tt **i D#i oywyeopy y?K H. IV 
jny"t DIK Dteptf? H IKE D3KD 5KJ 
'iWw$ jput »t oyn ,prvp:Kn$ iv D W O 
crgp^ H jys^yn iv Djysopy IK tyaBD 
•K ,«i»n v « •WKTMira n |rorriya"tt 
PK ,c:K-)Dyn:K pM prom jyawya oyii Dtp 
PK jyai^ n DP5K TD |5jni D^V nyn D*B 
,3J13YH$ 
,Un»« D13 
wuv ni"T ps |yi2nm*B vrs imiwroyi 
TK ,n«>^n 500 "ss ois#: » iy2y;y; IMK PK 
•linyn ivoSsnw oyn tfjyonjM iyT 
•y; T H 2{?n iyacyoEyo ;yo29 cy-; 
*"D Dyi"? ps ::iPc«nyE s SIMK DTyi 
"KP iy ina *pitt .tumMiipB pu ,DI^? 
3;i?DKnyE mn ^ 3 .minya D^n K^KC 
-Dj^vKp^nij is iy-^v.y; D$mnnp T^ N 
IV jyi^ K pc p« nyjy^gD'K IIB PD^D^P 
.D"2"IK-D:^*VNP;WI^ WHO 
oyn1 ,r n ujjn ipa^DPjj ;yoG cyn 
- y ; ^ WDDya ps 36 >6!P^ | ( w Dmj5"B 
;K iyr.y: T^ K lyafrii , : :^csnyE s iyor*sn' 
1M ivstjn lyny^ao^D 25 ny^ ^K .aJ^aiy' 
MI JiiJoKnys iyn i^: iyoippyrs T ^ ; 
-I*Q oyn«5 H iyp'0
 to*vw T* DP'V oy 
-IVE'IN pnw oo:iy w»a 1^00^2 ps Dnitf 
•H»nfi p« I^K . i»w ypnsDK* « jyna 
foWiifH. twyonsa lyo^ar n IIE rjn*p 
n^3"5 ^Kioayo n ps ,^ 10 i ^ n s -PK 
T(n i^D^p^cn ^"IKU'D Tpna ptt ,npiv 
.;;^c«nyE "iyrn PIMK unyny: ;y; 
lya^myaD^K tNfn iy-^Dp^ iyo8 cyi 
Ptt .piWJjIH pJ*J KOI^ E iyT "2 P""(13D 8 
p«iy5i^D 25 TT jya^^noya P"-IOD jym 
•'u iy5n"D H ps yooinyo H .ny:y^ 11 
o^nsy: lyn^n ya?yti ,-iyirp y;:p p/;' 
lyatfrt "i |yii .p.i5 nw$P nnyt « n«e 
cpyoyj *p»5a ycn^ E H oi#n iDin^Kai^ ^ u 
:« >D^iiy: iMpn yci^ E n .^r ps yp:"« 
•"D cy,v5> nyi- iv TV--^^V2 tjf O$BB>:$ 
"iyE-SKr 8 tjnana "t \v$4\ m w on^^ 
Syp*WK ,-; ,iya"&Bi iyo?s ojn v w I^N 
pniM |ya«? "T .Dawoay pinjh i n jys^n 
iv D»3 ;yD^u'D:y |M«I p« P'HBD p« 
•n^E. pAm wi .ynyi;« n y:"K lyno^-nys 
l*i Bjrn oy m ,a:*tf nitt p«*»b V ' t !yT 
. • - .|ynyi»c 
•^B nynyo y
 #imyDy3 e p»i iv nyan T^ K 
*y^» DDip .w^p p« nyaoyo nyanjyoB' 
D3»nP lii'K -DY18P IKE D'E«-pK D3"n^ 
IK-: tmwqm iyj"t «t r^ a ,i5ya mt "t 
VK jya»a pn n^ ya D^T ^»tt HE n^ o pon^o 
•t'nB « nyn« oaittpon fyoia « 
! DT»P 
nyo^aiBD^D ly^K pfi n j" i s « Diyn 
•FKOTnpoaiD K npno iy"« Dcnpnyn jitt 
oy — ""»ypitfii .Djymw on"5 F'IKB m«p 
^83"IICT lyn |mi nnKr « b:yo 25 PiJa DD)JP 
.D"n» "lyty^ DW Dp^yaiv oiyy 
10 iyn». 5* oonyj PK'D^E^ PK DDIP * 
PK'D .iycMpnyD w D^ane IIK D-PKP 
wy$ ny^a •any PK D"3"IK yoa^S K nnyr 
• 
31 lj*p*i$ii oiyonw Bn*5 njn 
BTKBjn D'flBMjr? M J h ^ T B D*m 
pe patf njn liMjni pR ,J$BD$3 p« c t ep# nj»Bopi#p n JIB Bjnatns ny-
.DB«!BD iSg&lJJ W n p i .* -V, .3 J? .M*K p§ B t e p # j n y p u 
•13 s ODscy: B*n PK D3UW DM jyiiya PK 
.yiaytyiuK H *HK pvro«K jyo 
ayi ,nnt? ,:$& jyom nyi mnfc T^a 
"i#p B'tmyscyo n Dvn ,-iyacyDsyD iyo28 
»3 PK ,ia?bn3 jyceny nyn iy»5»nya B»B 
proiayii&'lK »n iy3*n M'DVO iyoeny jytyn 
wj oyo^c |K atp cy:y^ pa .Diysoyo 75 
PK ^ v , 8 fyc »nw ytrctp B'tmyaye 
D9V93 UNH w t*a .D".y2nyo TIK bonyj 
oayoiKa Dyn"5>„ .oi: TyaijDPif p« 
pa Banya 8 p a w n T « Mjn "ny?-^.: 
1KB iyt":«r.8j o?8 tyaijr. "list va^-ii; n 
lyoipyaw JM«I mjp .' .ii .: .7 .D:*K -,y-
oy pK jp»:hM |"D pa p a w nina -,§; 
pa -unypatrc n D $ - .nDnniDjjnu^ r s 
oy Difii |yom iy?*t $natfP"nyD3Ht iy-. 
.tsntfuyj isnoyaaMK ;*« 
•ayo jyol5 oyi pa Ditjayi P*D p« 
-o*e 350 "lyi^ w jyoiaya&MK yo^etjp '1 D«n"^3V oyn jyayii Dpiyowij yx a$n nosyc 
jyttf8n;$ m* ?*t D"3-IK n a*iK .nxnjr^a 
iyi TK .jyaijt ftwm in* iyo jyp ,iy»"ii 
n * an;yDB^*fi \"i iWTWP PK earn v n o 
]ya:8:ya:*f r5* IV- »*K &"* -iyn Tin 
P"1DD n y n .K*3C#$P nyi pa p»nBfi tin 
- ^ «h .{yaipi cpyt yn:ya [y&fchyuif B$n 
i n rttrwA w P ^ K pfcafn baijw ?«p 
D^D p f h n nyn jw^wttvoniS n:fi&e>e'K 
*n |yat$n T* 3 ** S .B-HJBID jy5rB»»a 
pa D5W># ynyn:8 iv yv&p ^ a DV&BK 
»l « D'ariMfiW P« ^8:^ LM":-iytD;>K ^y^ 
3^„ H iv ,ttteft$ nyssop^f'p nypi^' w 
i ^ T$rrt3»K i n / n iyen yr:82 *n
 f"4 
jyry: T^ K onyEoayy: v*?3 bifn Difn ?«P 
pa onycyiB pnnw PK PII0P 35 ,5BPIP 
•JKB pyc*D K p^WHW ly^^n »>j .p1lf> VJ 
jyc oi^ n D?8P«^ y•^y :^8 n pa .-.K^T 25 
-nijE bnoya V* 3»n ^99Sl|fi .t^^y^y: DS: 
ivoipytpy n fyaityn pnij^  VJ p« jjn 
•jrfhOT pK D^ 8Ptf^  H p£ |VU^O T18IP 
-Di^ i n n«a l^no cupioy jy^r »M ts
 #tyj 
H B31TJO 2«n -^K .nysKcp^^p -y:^D 
,35 P« 23 ,9 ,1 Df>8Pi^  H pa Dirmpytpy 
5ijp 50 v^ tar^ryn Dtjn fsp^^ nvmr« PK 
Vn&ipny -.y:*BB*3 H nKE n>»n D?K 
-»p nxn D^C nfiCKp ny^r lynn^civsin 
^«m*P pajSp K*3D*5 
TMOt^ a Djn BO^ Pifcn iyiy-;:iTya 8 
•anna T U B P . o r*pn Tjri pa ojyrn^H 
-*Ti pK D"2"^8y: npw Djjn ny .^yt^y 3 
.P"IDD jyr 
"A 8 ,I^ t3D^3 pK '^nd"BpWf?P pK n:8DC 
-jjn D3*w y?8ptfJ n ur39ani PK
 tM$w 
PK / p n o BJP> -iyiTK OK ^iD;tjp |"p ;y; 
Din .n»nD pa lyo^aiK n "W^K D*: ^ I « 
I^K ayn ,iyoipy: in pa T K IWI TK ,IM«S 
WW inyt ID^ D V:$KV yo5« jyfitrioy: 
"y: D^y iyo tMfn y«3 PK ,Diy2-:ys yo?s 
.!(»» nyn pK jy>npW3"i8 jyair BBIIP 
Diynoyo ynye^y W»I»K ena mmne 
,D"an8 iyi iv ooya iyei;y: -qu jyc c^r: 
•oyc y^: TK ,tDnn'ay;:"K jynya PK -.yrr" 
-ya^8 i'nKE jyoipnije iyanKT jyJijt any: 
jnytiPD^K pK aa*D'D"nyaeye cyr"; 
-yaay y3:sc crjn D^T .iy;:ip"*:y2 ^r-.yrs 
iynoKiya tfT s^ n$n ^>K .lyciP IX IVB^ VR 
8 Haw w jxnijtiya jyoiayaas T^K oy p.« 
"Ti pa i:ynyotrya yo'cijP B'^nyacys 
•lyayo H m 5$\>& jyny* nc urw*5ao%2 
-a'nK Dayny?iB H jya^n >?t yu^^p £•:•• 
•'BW iy5yii " i '11 B»i5 oiyn^yc |ycny:iv 
yo>c^p B»myaoj» n PK >ntna IKS \V: 
,3>Dyn» D5»K jytMiyap'nK ySyo Tt ps i" 
.p'D^ypya PK oy^yn Tjrt'ia *i 5y*vysc 
Ba^crn H Bvn "(y3DyDByo ID25 cy-
*DKT"iya;yD8C) 8 fycmya DKny; i*w-
-ya D$n-D'e$ ^s^^^iyts^K iy" .-•" 
•DKT-.ya H i^Dts^y ^IKP W"3Kn» t-;",:" 
•Win njn iyiiy: T^ K ny .jjh'BJnn« w .'""" 
yoia n^K is f y s i n t w s o*#n PK -.i '^V" 
T K PK jjrv*n ^:y3 w\~& T 'K -V">" 
lyiiy: PK iKoiyPD .onjnya lyrtjn cc r ; -
a:'B*o nyn .56 .P$5 pe lKt2any;-. r T ' " -
iVpMgv, Kjsrup trri njn 30 
s o i{j?KE^3 pa oanya 
-$5 ^2 nyoywo ,iqpye .N - ^ n : 
cyn prjyn w i a 8 I;;K B3«n» ,9u rt>p 
,cpiycv2 pK
 fp«nt3D |j/ta:n;yya D*II m: 
••ti 31 iy?»TE lyo^anK ,_i m eyes*:: H TK 
njn wa wp PK cayonav oy~ on: jjnyna 
Djm v»a$ i n tg .aauyevn you w w 
jjriynBttt ".nyi PK fcijv •>-, ,|yD^n *H 
rK^u^nycr.K *i Kftm ,*i5*n ny-s ona 
TO3W3FIW jP"U9D |ym pK jyayaya B8n 
-;iu*a h VHI PK ijnrJ D:K oy»£ -v-
PS D?8P«P **T PS PK D'EtJ pE V*S»T\ V?V^ 
.nasanyfi 
•- |jfDjW2 90 *8P*5 0$r; jyesW 
ftnyjagpn pc : aatiPttenytwiK in;ytf$E 
;*.K .ftjri 73.C0 &8P$5 ps ,n*£*p 100 D*B* 
C'C DTK'^ EK ,^8£$3 PK DSlfW .5 pE 
Ap 107 ,^nr.Kp n*a»$ wfrnp ijn 
DPirws 90 5BP»5 niMpi 281 jyoienv 
dip iys yaSyii jnrop njn -IKE prate 
M M HI 
pa D*m cm TJD^K t&artvtjh Tprw 
.T^B^v.^ p ,-njrtr tymra njnna 
y;:$ &*n •nwps bafBfi ii«>iv5p n 
eiMD on -W^K ppvtf^ Tin Tjr'vw 8 jyou 
26 .p$5 PE iy*5aD*D 8 ,vtyr ^ytrn'? PE 
ps m^D cyT PK Dtp o^am&yajK p« 
PK nt*aB* *i t>$n unra jy»3$onjn ny-
8 iyu^nyE oaypy; Dft'ti ptaipi y#yii ,yte 
IP vc jypm ; J » I E PK njnna tyno 
PK ,D*ID p*t 393*1* Unjwya nyraiK D*j* 
PK $gtttat3»fi |jri£yn w *pr iyec^E-yE TO 
;ya TC -jp&gfttfi pn onBiK' rout *WK 
:::*D3« lyniK pjtvttion'riii inn fJwte' 
jj#y« TO D$V. cm Dns Tjn?T3 "^ yr:iK w 
"VV pE D"V 8 n'E DW3W13 »^PIJ^  *U*E 
:•« irat^ipjn. p n irw*few PK ,PK:$r: 
jSnmw BJwniB : w ^ * 
rp^pnj?3 .n 
-"^ Kvr- e r $ m ^w$»*^ "ycy^pyc 
,ljn*v.w lyr^cyi r^K- oy PK wtv iyn 
"•o K;K "i^; p»t Jijt i:y:K 3KDt?nysifi TK 
Tfitsra Di'onvAra v* i1- 3HD3KO .are 
"V" ,T;^V. 5p po p9pjjnfi ^yoz'*? TK
 rjjn 
-ojm n pE "nycynpypw iyn«f '-iy;^;Kn[j„ 
,i"ccK D-iyn^ DpyBi:8D DID P« pi^ppyo 
TN Dipi :tje |ya>yi cyi prmpyuif vw T^ 
TC PK ny IK ,IV:IJT c^ vr- .CK^ D;yo i^: 
yrn |)nyD:i6B^w ^0^3 « iy*n^Ey;r :^ 
,inyr»yi ^MK yp»o p« "onyicy :^ iymaH 
-D^D .J^ HD iv iyp:yi Diyp"op^P '" oipi 
*i "lyr'K iy;;K;y; TK yo'Dijp n jy« ,i^i. 
cy" -KE oJon:yn »n lyS^ nDDMn ".ysyu1 
T^ iy2$n
 fjMDBny3ip M^K 3:'t3*c fjnryBD 
"DMK o*: DTt?r> D^ «fB n TK JWIBJUDW 
•"y- T'K pyi fipo ,o^2n:yn n |y^^na 
-y lycr.; K jyr.y: aicotnyjip i'.E arona 
•i;ya n5«a pyc8?: H \V2$r, IJ-I TIK .a^E 
}yony:« lycipy: pa y» TK
 t|y«nv jyc 
pa: iyzf»yt njn .p'urf o:yo ps a'ntt Dyi 
•y: pa TK C$V. ^^V. *yi yin .SBnya^ K 
"*C »« fl'K Stfrt ,0*8^ D3VD PKi|yaHDt8> 
- ,r K |ya:jnawn8 jyB5uny«v 5y*B ,MH 
-pii|5p ya i^mp n ;y^v.v lyryf1 nnyo y^o 
.D-(yp"c 
ps lypy? K jya^pya i-.yooy: a^ n TK 
,58P*tf pa nyDjnpyo ^pDiyrcs unvia 
TNM yovy5 TK
 rvo ami? ny iyr^yr. PK 
Di»n "iy P« »*on3 f'yryEC K iyr.y: T^K 
MWO Jffm PK t«5ip 56 ;yci:y;;"K 
iv Tt Dony: ,Dnyp"epuj5p iyD*Ki5 eyo 
,D"an« iyn 
PB -lyoyf* K jwaipya-TW a$n TK 
.1C5 58PU5 PE wvwo ;(ifDfi5»ii njnna 
• "5yii (iyo**ai8 i r s *i TK
 rvof-oa**iB' -.y 
,ic;yo v^2 cyi "2 Dp^ npoya |ya*n ya-
W* iyo a^^ K inya ^ o;KTt3:y TT jy:^n 
•yai«E cnr, cnz njn ya^ yii
 rwy^ytSro K 
rjtp»D ny-i jyn^yB iv tr; na PK |I»VMP 
nynj #meny*u8 jyo^aiK w>$ "I |B»«? 
n*E "«0"3i« p»P O': Dc^ .pyz DKS nyi 
. ,T"-3 b'P 
-iK y-iy:;iK. »»a ;Bip 13 BJKnn nt8 * *", 
PK D-irec ycoy-.a *i fie «wv PK 'nyo^a 
• .Kp'-.yoK 
,3^028 CMS 
29 nypnw Mjnrw pn«> *ijn 
.IPJJP'B' p« jjpjfr WD 
? p»K# ciyo p« I V BTjfll cyV, 
-:u *p« pa D'Ktf DWD p i iyoipy::$ 
•T .nyasyosyD iyc22 Din ,nnB ;KD 
-;8"iyE Dtjn 78 tfflfi fjjpjp Diyp"opi#p 
4V979 38o:u *IMK wnanSBWD 8 Dyo5»otr 
•yeo 8 o»nyj 5pn 3$n aro^eroo nyi -IKE 
PB THNp woipytpy nin »*o uMra Slftf 
8 jyayvi ,DT$$«0 oyn"? ,105 5»pij5 
iyc$: cjn D>C D$2 lyo^ya 8 «3 p'n&D 
-y;:ye»nv *pii* T* 2$n *p(i . "WSffb 
^pvw iy"i pc cnyscyc yaugtb bua onjn 
«t »*i pM ,Dnyp«s piyStp *n pE Tuna MD 
pc i;8w*.v o n lyawwiya'i vo iwtjn 
pc pfilfp 8 oyc2 DHttf o;yo T*K ,vno 
-Krhn^bjn yoma 8 ocnyn oy jpypn? 
n .^SB oin pfi "lyo^ns n jytp^v |$*x 
#w5tflnys "i$: by pnyii onyaoye yw&p« 
-PI»5P H w ,oyD$2 -*i ps mtiBBwa p« 
D'D nyny 1$; $*t JW8M3 j«5* Dfwlyie 
pw6 mvp PK * i wa«i ,tw*t lye^ifp 
." ! tt**"ftn P* tHBPWn TIFB1 ovn 
-ixn pc Diyaayo you n |ft£*mr 
-xrifi iyn jy-iyn-D;$myi Jy^ vysD tic jt^jv 
,tiNan& oyo ninro j ^ w i m pa ,twjnM 
PK t'ttrwwD'i .e "vara ,"iycmpyD -ijn 
jryaa^u isow i o's ^ySnybbyw I$S 8 
N lyo^niVEMK oytDoys "iy"t lyino »«t 
p* 3rD*M8c yoalpyiyTnynni! *i 
cy .:$D"3 "iy:"T 8 2 *rw pnij iw jyeiiy: 
.tr: ^ i D3«v "iy-MP PK inw 3 pw T*« 
IK ,pn*iw mnyiif&rii tm w lw«i TO 
Diyp^cpitf^P n dxm^ya jy2$n oyo^: H 
D': |y>»r " t DIK ,:i#t2 iyv;8: 8 jyD"2i8 W 
DTW .3:,D,!3 err "a pn w i:8orc*K pn 
^*fn;y .jyc'tpy; p>»c DIJT T^ K 3 w: 2f»8n 
iyeyr n pc |yp»a»p»n* VI ^r ty2i#n 
-y: -n BSn-iyc cnmi ,DDyo^ -iE 8 D>c 
-y; ; ip :yv:8: 8 i w r r w tv vnvwt eftpi 
pmya r»« ;rc*cD8*: i jn jy^ i i nyn jy: 
tj»t ijrzifn D-^yrcr: n rap i n .oyopiD 8 
jf»ifc-y 8?8 :yr«r: iv oanya D*3 p«Si 
;» iyDif^y;:« T * WW PiJDojfc! y>y*c 
P»o lypmonK J»« T « ^jni '<"" ^a 
23 ,11 ,9 ,1 O5«P#5 H M P:8T nra^iyn 
D*« nhDtf n y ^ v ^ r c ny-t -,8E 85'PK 
jyavn 5y*B» p'b vtn iy2y;ya ;y2^n «; 
r « I K ^ T 190 pe yeio n .71 58pij5 
,D?8P*5 5 n pE [yoipy^ns 
"iy-r Dtfn yciD yD:rn#oiyr >n Hn 
iyoiD jhay^Jijfi H tyoipya D^EIJ 5«nyjyB»t-; 
24 — 10 5»8P^ pE : 71 fmfi \vm:\: :v , 
.P^ pc p8 .^n 5 — 20 .P*5 ps ,^-
-»a D»n 5n:^K'":-iyD:'K n ,5i»i 3 — 100 
^ n o c nyn IKE "IKSIP "uytnb D•^y"^ i^•;, 
5'mnjn .D^yp^op^^p n pani ovy 
lya^n • » .I^^D yjyo'3 8 iv {?-: bny; 
n>o JKM9WP iw^raimw i» eSnyniy 
•jyaro'D BK8? opntDDn pen is ttj |ya:8s 
jyn jyr, ,o»; ^ i« pnnf9v oyo^i H fl'J^Df: 
•"DPI*5P H iyc onyn$ ,Iy;:,t^,': ,-r as-
33"? 8 9 r'3 D^Diyn^ iyD^2-;8 nt nyp 
pn no jyo ,o^: iv ,0^218 * I T"8 Dy 1^  
D^tyj pi» jyaijn oyoip y^i^K .BNU* PK 
ENfll 18E
 fOD»« "l.T8M : iyD"2n« H *V 
t^ K ^P8^B S"11 ?D"2n8 p*P <D^ t'N CV 
^"8 iy ?^T ,nn^ K "(v ony: .timfW p« ! j " 
"iyn« iycipyj ^ T T^ N ny ,tD»ai8 iv:y; 
-^8 n "•!«¥• v: PK D^ms n ivonym 
n .iypy-iB"iV2^ voyvvrzzvpyw yD?8
 fy» 
,<|*T prWJK)1lf IV D'J iyD"2"i8 
oyo3 f « pnw lys^ii i^s 8 D'o ha 
pw i n D8" Bxy* JWW ° , : D":"K p»p 
•ymyc iyri# .D"2i8 5yD*a 8 jyj;8By:;*j 
iy3«t lyt'nfi n ! 3^D iyrcry: ?< ? iy: 
-yne pw jnayDB'iy n .jypJWW T^y^" 
yjyrjniya y?8 .ya^pyiB1 iy-M,t "pnmya 
W v: pc lysyia-p'noD p« oaypo -
1»i lya^n Diyoir y^yi:8 p» la^wSp 
•2*n H ^1 PK I J ; * ? ^ *|»3 Dflfftnafi* 
* * iWH^Hvni i TT " t jya^n jySanc 
•P8ID:^P n i w iy-1^ •*! .n"*»o cy-
Dipi iy*yom»fi pw T* V * o :x ,p 'c"s-
•jyisiva^nw lyj^ iD^nyanijD iy:8o TC 
T^83 ^iSP'C 1«: ?#i:*5 V " 0 yc^:v* U" • 
»ttD I4TT40 TK
 f»l»n T8 PK *WB>M#y ^^: 
- : IK D'e n»o PK DI5B:«K r y r ^8 "^ '" r 
•^8DtWK pn |y5yvi e^ans "unw*' ^T 
"Pi*5p n I*K jyay? inyo |jajjn3W,,"K 
/ 
vhlttUi ^yay: iyrn lUDtfs yen* n p« 
H p« "yaoypo,, -iyi w prvfttn iby; 
|yBi*iw ti'fiR v i |?3*n iycir2 n ,-avn 
nya iyp "iyr. nyatf .*pw es«nya new lis 
' nyaij PK oy jyn ? "Hmwnyotfa,, inyDP 
•yj D*: ny;"p *pt o$n jnrwo DIV |yon>ya 
,jyp$?WD &$n P?$D DIP .DI$ ps tywn 
nip /oaynya o^n 5«D*B8PW ,ypsD HSK 
,D:*TIE nyn pK "y:r3ypD„ s DVD jyctanso 
D'D. D^raypD nyn 5$: .D*a "I nrSni Dip 
oy .jy^n »i ank ,iyew8e ya^aypo "iyn 
T» &$n w p i$ : ,5ymo s imynn PK 
-,jn D$n mo oiv .OI$ pe oinny: D*; 
,ivrenBc o*; 2MK„ : Dj^iy; D$2 aypo 
o*n iy ".pniv ity: | » D 2* v c D'i $D 
jyjyv. ta*3 tJ^yil D"J"i*»:v n TK
 rtM'«aya 
.*a®ra » ivupiya PK oy /tfya n pya 
•"i oyivnaipw jy2$n i m a m * irwttw 
•ya PK piro i$s K pK p« ,"D:y2„ yny 
IHttSa n p« ,$24.65 pB yoio n fjnifii 
•uny pat ,eyp y-iyn fyanny:??)* jy2$n 
n - $pi "2 an'2iD or ttfrrey; D$n 
•ya jysipi nyoDyntr inyirw pB "ty'jrafi 
.oaynya Iy2$n *Q p* pnv; pc DCK^E 
.pan 3*0 i»D"ii pM pa tttnsoya B?n iyc 
•ya PK ,ny2$op$ iycll oyi ,wb*nfi ,• 
•;y iwjm u i r a SPEWED K ijnipiya lyow 
IBaaiSaipt wJoayayr. *IMK DOT n jyiyi 
•ytpy Jmyay^n ijn pD ttftvyi o n jwa) 
•ya »n iya$n evy* P3 DYiipi ,Timp i r w 
"Sa PK oy n*3 ,(OKJ*O 8 o:yp 50 DJrojv 
|»p»* 0*11 ,iyam PK cyiictr KTS pm 
•DDjn pc .lynyty; w: xtf pw D*-: e$n 
Diy2cyD 5n*v y^2>n » tBbifiya lyj^r pyii 
cy^-tK ,uni»iW3 *jyo»5e'y2 PK cy. p« 
TD ^yryfiD H I « ; PM 5*T"ny2«jcp* jyol8 
. anyii onyDyny: 5«r mn n jtn ^ ro 
v n« P'noo lyJhijv |yjyp 5*T rye r« ,Mt» 
V 3 . n iyjnp VW pn e^y:y2 IVP:K"»P 
.""iyp"W\ b;yt:^K;rt PK "DC^E , 
7mm v^"v, » -)«D D»n 71 5KP»^ 
D'o ovy* 5yD^aN». v t lyny^c cyc*2 '" 
"TOMB? |y*an*i ^T nia .,?^:r awfr,-**** 
jiiytD ty1*? iy;;cy;pvK 
"^ : "lyntjDp* oyn p« Dn«#sy"i p^e pN 
T« -*n "iypit$r, Damnw Wi"?„ nyc 
|yayn yoc:vDMN y?y>s jyayayanya^ K pic* 
nyT fjraom [IK v n o PI^^P p« y;»? n 
71 SSP$5 Disjr^D oyn"5 n p2 p^nuD 
"oo^mw p j ^ i w 8 cyi |yo5»mvBMK 
D^S ocspya ijayp^ pc 5«no Djn p« :t?o 
."i"D-tr(KD„ n 
n jy3*ri ?t?f*D pc jycip;* cyi o ^ 
p« inyaijnaBaiyfi [youya y\ nyp»nDD 
n ;n;yT^-y2'K ^ n w ^ V ^ v vw:$ 
"*P fc? "3 D*ny;2^ jynyii w iyvy?B P ^ E D 
• w w ps yo"2 
•"K lyaijn |»»oyaJ8 p« D"iy2cy6 n 
Smyaypn s p» inyao^n« e^iya ^^o:y: 
'V\\ iv Dyo*2 uj^v n jyariiv p« p^noo 
•Wflj DyD*$z n*av tD'3 yr:"K n spiK IVP 
nyrn ny2* .:*D imaiov 8 cyi jyjypny 
iyn »3 pnifWJ lyfv.yjpmv T^K aa«?nyc 
tt&wm "in p« t*niNfa tropytpy ^myawn 
|jnip*.ya lyowyaaif D»najnynEiv D^O 'PK 
.irDipyrpy^p^ nxn "2 
lyayii lyoanya I ^ K ^yii I*K ny-^N 
-yany2,« ^^K «|>K >m VtJHpa'Dyno yiy*;** 
jyoipyri*jfi PK D«II ain^nn v;nyr s jyi 
•ya PK nyaSim ,71 JKP*^ PB WK3 8 WK 
IV .Dnyp"nbfi n fyBDJia iv tsnipwa iyaj); 
•ma 8 lyeipy; PK W^a ini cnyvtp lyt;-; 
•tt jjmya v w PK "T IJWMW PK cMy nyo 
•T^ K D i^y "iyn .ya^ypo pM PK c*3-2ypD 
oy PK
 fopya ytn.D^.iy^ynE^vp.K iyv,y; 
lyo .^n *M ?$T ty^ T«
 fo5yn;»nya'v» W" 
•*: .nnc^ n ijnyDBnyE 00 PK ";H; f,n*,,2„ 
,
wy-ioy-icrt ^D K iron m^t oy MI nw 
• nf5 **i oyr. jyc TK ,D;ysy-y2 ^r jyo ti$n 
|yo D n^ M«a«*3 inw ^ v cn» ,p»t jyt 
,iyc^2 Dypu' K WWW* }* !y2\iny;:« 
-]h ,iyBMPcnK ]vvfc vvi w.ov nyr. pK 
-2ypDw *nh -W :*jmwf wn (WS*?taro 
wi52 n iyc^ pDMK v^ {ya^.ny:;* t3*n "D*: 
W?1»?P |»*av n ."y2'2ypD„ pn nwa iyc 
,;yt*5nyT D^ry: oy p» ,DEst:ypy: |»a*n 
ys»*3ypD PK ly^KErrK jy5*» |ytyi^ 3 n TK 
c*2-2ypD nm iMfri IPD wi "iw* ."^y" 
j^yeifc n IKE $24.65 D?-$vy2.pK DajPty; 
£ 
,nero |i« iwrrtun ,(n?=rp;: is trmn) »pwwhn»" i(«tr») r*iikpefco ,(•??=) HH»**A ,r:<rr=*e ,-*?*?:»« ifj/ty9*t) v* *•**«* 
lypitffl tujiens: w^ njn 26 
-y; D$1 U i a m n WHMPftPWD yr<r;;y 
» astfyw y s ^ r n s s anayonytttf ,D2KO 
H ona 1*1 *»T9ywKnyB ,D:$*3V v n o n 
,n*WiB lya'SBfiStM^Dya s *PIK Daip:i' 
-$2 |%D Sgwuy nyn im ,DmnpB s IPIK 
jfit&WMKM w« jjntpiw PK Diatom 
,»Dn»B ytPDD^K*X$D S n$2 p*t \ v ' * a 
,OPSE JVT,,"i DJTD3RirHttt
 t
vY\W D3$T ,*|$1 
-"KIM DI*D nyi o$ TS ,nya$ TO |JTO*MI 
TP?:O*D nyD"2-iK 41 &3Knaya o$n ;;ir: 
ps.cip yDM"i: 8 pK ,o;yo85nKB p» -jn 
iyo"3i* iy*i n«s prunywyfi yftev$D 
iyoD^K^v^D n PK i"58 D;^:r H .c^rp 
lyojrfcjpB ypma n W"$ D^: ty:yp p*jg 
JS3tiT$ uratoD'teMMV V^os^n ny- pa 
lyvpwip p« Sjira n?K lyttfKn e$v. n pN 
Dipi ?*i rHP*1* Mf W#"iyiyfl [KpnycK n 
inqnpnip is vvyv, ISE frnmo |yo?»n 
&E-iKiya omyiv jyttfipi ,DnyBD$a ferayc 
5y»B*it8 pjntttHBMK tyasn "f TK ,|y*"v.y: 
D$n myso^; 5y»B*tt ,o«3r5K'V*fD I ' T O 
•ya jtgw wvp^WMl "V" VE ftnoyasMK 
y^rotf nyn IPIM jyihn «t W K ,;;i;yr 
'.prpp'tanp w DFTK 
onan ? jywihya srs 3?*K o^ n'yBya MI 
ya>^yo ya^nyrya '7- .e»DpRnB y;sa , T ; 
cy-i byosnya (yaifn prn** W p« ;y;rtr*v 
wri D^D y«9m my~i D'mgn pe S^no 
nyi p« -iya$ ,tt;$ry3 o$n ny c$ii ,ynyn;8 
~in Din iyo c*n yoy-.s WDD*$iPMfD 
! jyrt^ yaDMK 5MfiB iyo:$c 
-nyo* n w on« ary-.SL" p« WHS ODIP 
: p;s"ya po grs '-.$; "tyo^aiK nyssp 
n p z$- p^>« ^ K — i^o o;«r iyDw 
;N ,vo o:e?t jyo nyajj — onynp u^: i r e s 
rWyi^M p« *n DO nus ,-;K^ jytyn PK 
•it Dipi rjytDD^K'S^o — jye»3yo ^ jy^n 
nm n |yny:yJ»P"iyE w T»>aya D«« MI iyr 
i n TK , -"K ;$t I^*N .DT%3V^vn«nD pfi y-
,D2V'JV '" iy!;iKMKlX2JJ18 DD1T D r^. l";y-
."r^-.E p^p iyny"K u*: I*K 
""2-K n lyaJyM ,cyn;^E lyxjsa cyi , 
Tfiw P * ^:^n t o D3«t3yj tat^ n osrp nyo 
nyi .c:t^,:v T""D H ?pn D3Ktnw»yE |yi 
nyi |ynya PK ,n:"-E y r ^
 PP«TOD 
H ,P<nOS I'lKB K-1C n .JyD^ D-OBBDHP 
•y: iy;,%r D^T — DJ^JV ~"-.B H pc D3«e 
p.E nytr'nK n y f^'yr, c*»: ;iy&«n , - iro 
-yanyE H iy;t>-ry:oM-iK \v2§n w.v1? yMi 
cr.K-; ,ta;"n lyc^y: »M ya?yr ,iy;:nyD 
:N
 f |ynfr cy- p» (y-in^enye D*: Tr . t i :^ 
•n« pvj* t'N DIDP:^:V i"no n^ E t2^v n 
-^E ism*) "y^ ty:"T c i^^r n ,p*: nya 
vx cy iyr. Dy.i cy |ya?yn HMK ,D:yD8i 
xn^aya.yvaw n jynyii ^nysoMK |yBn«n 
".ta^n^nB ySyHDDnj'M ps 
w v v n oijn nyenyii yr.y-i^; n ^ 
yo»™ e: "pt* lyaifiBe'yaoMK m s n nyp 
.^«njj
 rt»ao^vP PK 33i5o«nyB 
n«p pK a;i5eKnyfi-Dny^a'K pn «IMK 
nyatfopif iyt)14 iy^ rPi^' PS ,W»n v*m 
p.E 5»'no lyooyis Djn uyrrv^y; »THJH u^n 
H |ya5yii ,Dyna«na oyi jy;yr ynyi pn si 
c c t^ »s»B<3« |8 jjnn'Bsy ?r»-ie r;'*s i>-i-f:»;-ty -er r nn»K- '. 
tnjRM^p jny^K jr i^a ,o*iwsf^ pnwmrriH »*nttrw»** jnwMWM*?*''* 
-»3 n C8tpnycE-,K i p s e .Diot^UT n^no pe jjorPH jw ntrX3*ii *i r» 
— ]ync C>'7N C8" B^l* "WTO :v«« 
.c^n» cp'trvrx ^jriwi cyi njny* c;j?np cr;c 25 T B 
/ 
26 nypnjjn tMjnr>w e*r*5 "ijn 
taw TTB uip.nisn ijrp 
BfflWffSKD *! ITS 
nyn ps lyoynyorK n p« i:85> yrn oan 
n pK IIK n$3"5 n« is^nyiya iyp>nyos 
WBO^IPIMJD nyjpn nyn pa pmpinM 
IftW) PK nnir oyn — "lyocny nyi 
-j«tDD3"n WBDI5K*V$D ,ty*ay? hup 
-iptfwiyD^ic VI pa nycynpyo ,ny^D>» 
»:in*unB PK ,Dyi«$p lyDBKPpynya iy^w 
H^B"D$p-DM8B'pnyiW »8WD«n n pa 
.(W*«YIM) 
-,y v5o"n PK iye$ wpi |jp«tf Shitp 
T W K n pa D38D wwro n t« ,o"iy5p 
-jfBip"* n jyin>E iv |yoD^K'V*o ye"« 
-nya'K o"ii ,D"N PK , W $ W i»no w 
-ny»B "iyn pa PWW H w i n M
 fi»ane 
pa aatfyw? n ,a:wmya jtjuv THD iy:8P 
PK nip"> Nf |$K»nynys jKpnycK nyn 
p« 'jyoiKiny w PK OV MI wnruupl MTJS 
P'0P8D KtK PK pK ,KPnyn« Ml 1385" 8T8 
!n*R •vnaSijiny p'l PK iy3$n i*p iyo MI 
pa aa^yos? n trpp*onp ^MK o$n jyijy? 
8T» lyonya «1 nn«w lyoD^KivstTWyie 
-ya H iv ajtiyov nytrs KIK ,yi^B"B 
•own \i iv Jyvyso PK ra^ar pa Wcs 
Yi$ mv"*tinm iwnRMt ijn pa ye 
."HP'*? 
-PJ# p« lynnyDByo iyD8;$o n i i n 
oo"rn vtya civ jyvtya *p PK lynijo 
ny&ayna nyn pa nypna Mn ATiiin ny'P 
"J'K H — "ITIKB ly^DD^K'VljD W S f l » 
-Q*D 8 PK »TTWl .^ DIKB "tip"? o:jn:ysyT 
?M} $tt3*0"J Tin pa ,e:yc85n8B PK nyija 
-;yoKnv PK ya^yn ,"OTKB n ,'BIKB nip 
n pfi IBIK lyiPDKiyiya 8 w* o^yoe'v; 
-pno n PK ^OIKB *iip"J D:yi2BynrK 
B*3 lyaas^ys wpi ,tyaip*KP;Ka-i* W"DO»J 
."OIKB-DBMH nyn « 
*n pa ny;"K PK >rnpi -iyp w " m 
jyttD^K'x^o ytDD;nyrya:K pK yDDyttfy 
.o>y« "ixn:y3Jnfitr r*toy ixn pK m: D*; 
rsy^ x^n DW PK .iv:^vK: y?« «a nu 
pa Dnynya DMiya ^ i#n DJJH
 fnyty5 ,-in^ K 
Dyos lyritD KpnyoK.pK n^ TK
 fnB»ye nxn 
y?8 DtjT PK nnB3 yma «IMK ow»< yrs 
nMK Dnyeoip ?yvoj(D O^ D w n y ^ w ^ r 
,-»ynn"»anyB nyt3"3*i« myo lyrn w ^ c lyi 
.nynn^ a nyo^^ns *n 
-"K pK TK ,iyo D?nyviyn wyn $ ^ 
-"T ,D"n MytD?8 nyraiK pK DI^T D$ ,KSJJI 
mun iyp tn *rt»»a lyanycF^nsr e 
"•DD^K^VIJD pa ijyn n PK D:^:V y^s ;y: 
n Wpi oy^ K jyino jyoKD n ,ny"in^ a yc* 
nya PK ,jyoiD»ya jy^oiKB n^ 0p*$M*vifD 
! poy is w 
mcyo n^ Mjf pa ?ys tDijn D;yovy5 . 
D:"D ,iyM PK .nyp^ oB' yv;83 ijonwvw 
— iyoD»5iPv*D ?jipi0W Dtf-r o*n ,nn*K 
-ya ixraijn yaSjm ,KB^"K pa jyoD^K^r 
nypnyn wyir«$3 D*T^ njn 24 
.cjrB 7j?*"ifK .ryns o^r. JIB M ^ J O 
! nannine vwum 
j x*n un pc UWD |p&vy? QVi "a 
•ya Swwe "irma BUD lycsns ?M pa .2 
n pram ys'Dtfp s p« Bca^ya isnwii 
-y; a$h w nyi^ K iu ,17 8^P*P flB D"P 
-ya T* 2*1 , w Tyi p« is$na >y*a o:yp 
-s ,$>tt!»p TO jnya is ijm$ ;s tyoip 
pnwvi JIB nfiwmnrra n |yBny;unya 
D^ T pa .Ditf^D RPT 'S n lie p»nDD' 
T« 8M .oamycaiK as#n I*K D$II nya$ 
• J JWD iWDDpy; DW iyBanya *p>K 
cyn"? t^SDtp n pa p"noo "yn 
iM$n su^ a Diymyj D$n 90 .p$? D-.$S>"D 
•I« n .aanayya spnayt ynsiiys PK PK 
•"n p* aanyayn s jyaiKiiya jyaiyn nyB a^ 
;IK ^ i s iKSifi nyc P I »m pa own 
•:$ Wi'W iy-iiiac 50 ovy> ire^am "i 
D«DTjn«J T& .p'nDD J'IBB m 54 BtfBP 
;w "tfsn K IIK B»X„ SB'Bpya DMP PK 
IPB8DD w u n s IT jyiuj? Dijn J^jn JjwS 
.&5>n$vya jyoipya p« 
s 1$2 p$n SCKES- jut p»nBD iyu 
•$? unP-'w ,r«'Dy aww »n ppim J$n 
-yEDpy P*HBD TB puvs pray) no 5BP 
m ,BDwiya jyBStpi oyoip H jyn .eye 
PR Tftyaarmb mayB'nya 8 a$n 90 J8P$5 
psw jyp 5»p$5 nyn ts nyi» ,nnswiti 
n iyttf$n /uftnya ps cEyaya yJyain 
"I iu ,P"-.OD « iv lyti^yaw B*J oyotp 
p'P D*a B*n 9m& njn w ,BOiKr,ya iya$n 
?«:iP"3TyB:*K H DIP p« "tfya y:ya"K 
•y: apt »T iya$n ,B<cyaya i"P B*; »5nipf 
lyanaaftinx torn 5«p^ ny-i m ,D3jrajn 
*y; t^K P"-IDD s |IM ;tipi yomy n n?»a 
D83ip3 8 *ii nnyc DV«rdBi o^n D*pi iyt:^ P 
T.l D? m ,r^« v? 3n:yt»n ^Bmva , " . 
Dpinyj ai:y: jyrsy; y i w ^ s l v n iv5 
-lycippniv iy>jni |i« 
Tps«wyp33»n n D n^ yt'nnya^P^a 
y^yt D^T PK y^^o j©*iwrj 8 ap$*uya $*i 
pm:x PK D?8P^^ rartaw i^ncy: |yaun 
":yr:«nv n ID^D pXMJipVKt^ KTi^  ntD'^is 
n tQwjyasnn VD lys^n ijn^y3S3*5WJ 
Jirn oxn na iya»n w5oy 
-:$p "i^ n r^ IIIJ jjfe»injnya iwnyoM 
\Wtwyiv 
riyo»m Dyjja^ iya ,»n pyo J»VH 
-ysjijp BRuyrori cy- 1^; -uyaK p« t^f-
•^K lyniM ps yu c^ijp ya>ym pifn r:jn 
BUD J3n*myD3tK is usnyj 7fcu^ c*":"iyD 
-D>IK jnyanyn ^ DIK
 frnivlwn iSDyEtps 
is lyo^ BnUDMK i^ iynynijivD^K yoej1? 
n ns y-B> n \y;]iy, s"iva"D33iainyD^K 
mtp\ ".{jDyEsj-.s .".""ID -iy:r.N p« ~:yo,,2"s 
jyaitya w ^ w p Daiftyais Dtfn r'liyi 
1ST .y:s? n lyDasnpya IV DIK P-,J^ r : 
nisi ipra n iv ;:u"c p*i |yaya *iy uyr, 
pinsi D!?T 5»ytB*n i'.N onyTi^ yii^ K iyiyr. 
.|yDinsni5tB»iK iyoDijp 
T'N iV2m\ fiwm u;yinyiE-D"V, 
nnybjiM iv yu*ct$p D^ K DD^ piyya lyn i^iya 
PD DV s^no;$p jyiyti ow W&VW H iya 
-DV n ay^ix Dt#-:
 royoanya ,17 ?8Ptf5 
PM lyaso a^nye o:ypy: D I^ ny o^n traits 
-t:aM; yau^a ^ ; DJ?r, ny .u^Eyi jy i^e 
•v; H IN ,|]iDyft?y3 .;yauya iv "lysytr y: 
iy?^; .a ,y .en iy-i pe nyny :^o^& njfpnij' 
s«Diyfi oyv. oanya nyi m va MTB
 (|9D«D 
.lyiyv, 
oyoa^ya pmifPBS^  Diyruro D"ii 
iynijiiya oo^rya vx c$v. ywvw nyi nso 
oanya njn .3« r»pi?> o^ o jyp^ansiXD^ 
.DjruijTB tDas^ a ^P^> "»yi DJ#"
 #oyDM> 
•i; lyin p« oa .^ya |y5yvyfiO ny-: onyi) 
•Jyva"K 50 imvn D3"n r^ a ,(nyn — .-.ys 
p« DD;ycn;s lyaynt^ nyoaiK cy=i$a y: 
oyn"5 nif ^woifD Disti'niy^ H ^m 
«i ..oayonaB is or^cy; c«n D-I^^D 
16 pa bD«n onyorya |yB?"»*o*DDK 
.oyci^E 
iv tjyoanya anyaaytijn K oayTTjna 
•D"ii bo^ osrya o»n ny T« ,.a..y jfrn "lyi 
n tynn»:«nif jy&jyn iv ty&wv Daynnyia 
y:WP p'« -yEK-- ,Dnypn*ii DW»»?mK 
ps cnyp^ccyn" ijmSw n pn D"ypi^ ii • 
.pii$' w iyD»«na 
riyayaynya^ K aroast tD»r: 
.-sjniirtynD-ijDyii>yD itpftawn 
\ 
njjjrwi oayc-is: on«* njn 
\ 
n883 mm ':••••'• 
iy": >$T
 (Dyi IKE jyi:yn «|*t |yftm 2 ?KP 
.jinyii Di4uva ayihin 
•M tM"i .K ,trn -lyoyipyo Jmyajran 
P* wpt^tfe ,r.yajyTyi ,na Dip lOVDan 
r:ynyE;$p « "2 jyiiya jy;"T »D2^ yr iy 
-»njr»fi lypnycw "iyi JIB oyo'ES H p« 
-yoy-ionyE D*p IVCSTIV ,"ilp"? lllj j^t? 
•yes v.jf D"iyp-i$r. EUWIIU nyc":r njn ps 
-no fy&*nwn H pn nyoynD-iys p« Kpn 
K jyjyv. jpantiBin vi DW wav D - ^ 
.p:y2iyB WTJ n nc aauwunyfi ya*?aye 
jyo^inyaaij o$n ftjny&aifp nyi m oyn w 
-DMIK lyitfiiya iyD ?^cry3 PK :$B maw K 
: 33jnn0piy rwytfijfi lyayjiv 
W i«r, ,-.y3cyDfiyD jyobu | in | ,»d 
PE -.yoyitnyE \y\wi ijytjnUK 'iy<Mix 
nif tsiypn^r, DiyaiBa ny&TOl* n 
Ijjyv D"Hf?"B ptewiffh H
 #«pnye8 
-.K3 Dy*t»$ 58:*tr";nyDJ»K n p« 
patnbya PK ,w\:v D-,yp-i$r. D:yo 
- » » ny-i PE iyDy-)yDr« *i m*WJ 
-y; lyoifMrya PK cy .noonrK Tin 
»*Ti H PE ttU^KWE « Dtp jrufii 
-iPllfE f^O^V ftp IWl^ VKTUKnif 
(t£& oyi jyo"3ni«vD^« »T3 PK ,jyo 
-jn ,|yDWM* inyn ftp oy TK ,*«» 
-DB'in n TB ,D«TnD8n. n«E TD iy;ya 
-$T lyoEBtnyenyp "in H JID Dyo*E$ 
jn* PK jy^Ey: T-T ;;KE:$ D?K iy? 
•KP:KJ-.$ "any PE Dtp pK ,D-i$Dtr 
-trc wsn pnw ccotrya prftft ftp* 
BtoipjyoKra vi iv^t yajyn wv^: 
>m y?»K *it DE$ MTK DBWDrajmoK 
iy^t lyi^vKPiKriij H nyn* ,D«3$C 
DK;*O « t i y^ K iyv:y-iyc:^p jysn 
-IKD'IK ii^ DEKL^^cy: jy;yp iv na 
^nrr'inyE PE ;K^E cy-: ;yo^2 
-y; ^^T r;y*sye:ifp nyoopy: ixn 
iy : cn^ : fyoll i n nnyn |yo5wi 
-jn PE o*'x *.rr p« ,nyDDyrDKi wt^ 
—i^** TO n PE aro'D iya»5D83ifo nyi 
-ipyrpy ?Kny;ycn "iyn pe nywtars nyp 
iyn tnifnyj iyD?tfnyj2{j T^K HIBIJ: v-j 
^ ^ T O O ^ K t^K ,1912
 rnyatjt3ptj \yc* 
,^P8^a .c
 fnya:y«ji .K wiywn' 
.K ,vmi#pEy^ .tr ,i«D3'^p ,n ,p»D8?T .c 
"08 .C ,pPB»8tDMl .2 /PD:'2H .fl
 r$yTD% 
)--IJJE ,n^p«^B .^ * .^"T .K .en p« in 
|VDJ»$P
 rpV0M9! .tnrOMli .-iy-;yr; 
yo^c^p K pK BD^wya p»»n vpoj^ an {w 
-nWD .12 po DJ"5BO*P ny-i jyamyD;i« « 
?«P^^ nyi m-iKi! 35 ?BP^^ iy;V3 y^r 
-ytDtr pn iyoyio-iyE IV DJKto:y QIVK D^ n 
,iyDD«y2 nyJepi^ J crs yr 
-y2 *^"T .K .B'H lytsynpyo hruoyvn 
•3jP«np WB |yo5«my o*n iy :N ,oyo;'-
-ii^ |^r>njnyc [KpnyriK njn pe D?ysr 
.tUtramMFP "ivoopy: njn w ^= 
yiyn:K n iv jya^Jcwnijs jyo^cya 
;yc^3 nyn .2 .y ,yn "iyn PE ijny^aD'c 
•D B^ , 10 ' 5BP^ PE "iye iKtrn ijnn: pe 
.tM»y?jn lyosrc cy-
DifT ^Djroanya ;iy2:yti$-i D3jnnyie 
B TE i^ tr^p^BK is iJRStany DJfn "V 
.nyascDiMpD Ty&JinK f^i PE nyoi^ Brts 
pw ?yn^ n »i T«
 /iytDB,iny2 iyD:Br*r5{<,-
/ijny f^tib'E 21" 
•Ds^B'n cyi PE lyiy^yj-i^ E ponvix 
:njjn^ DDyD«-ifi
 #n*B5yiK?*fi p« T W P 
H iv -lyo-iKtro « pE aaiayaomK n iy-v-
.lyrB^o**'?-
-ny [K.D2K0 nnp» »3yinjnB"D"n 
•DTIPD H PE 3:« i^yE Dyi ismni ainy^p 
$i&p$ PE yni'ia n o-ty^piy ny [w "y-!<-
Dyr lya^ K jycpHDmcn Dijn yaSyn --
e n |y:ya m te^ nyn DVWII
 fn»nD 
.ny»i8c» [inirunya » pf3yap*^ » 
nyc-iBire i"p TK
 tnnyMsva b w oy 
TDTIPD ny^E^yiK^c iv jyiyn iy2y;y; ?«' 
njny^o1© I"P w fb3«t jK^m iVaw 
/ 
W W 1 tMyo-wjj D*r* im ?2 
a? TT IKD w»* o*n im ,|ypjnpnyfi 193:10 .DJWU |yne 
err. iV2«j mp .Typyte jnyv P*D VP' -vy? oyn Myo'otr -wr iK VIE, , n 
PK pmcuwn (imiwya ,iyaH"5ya -I,VK HW — aati^ npan y»3 $ D-KVBW^K o;yp 
I p t t l W r t PB DI?E;"K ojn pagns-af -»noa« n ro«n nt« — "oSyii » w r n o 
*m pfiionar n v»* D»*J wi ,Dj$'av r$: ppmya owi "oSmi, n p« o-itp pit
 f»tf 
#«Ji w tfm -si* fcrem ,r#s Jys -y-ipyo po wwiv poanra p» wna 
ypp|p?tt«p ny-s* ye*ob*ans;« p*p -yv, iyrntr |ySm p*v. jnjn:* p« oynyp 
p« ,»«peBTno*n n pic p*: pa*tfa J:IP"Y .D3y*3V iy; 
-:$ iytnyn iy^r Dy t* ,p»pe»ppmfi Tin ! o*a PTW pip rip $P ?PU W MK 
p*t -jy^p oy r« lyis ,tn»VM nnjruwi p$n nnycu I$B ypeny n PK i>»a 
l»P .::wv.v2 ytihn *\m p« IPWVB «iw "»3*W»<M n pn'pttw iy::$£y;;$ pic jyp 
:;ip«x.yB»pp^K'xip iy-;jj y&"0D*a:n$38 ,p«n\WHfB yotr.y n .ynaya-iyD 58:*? 
-*p*P'TP ft Panfry p*a P3"n pa w o$n -»n wain p« *pSanywa v? trtn*fi oy n: 
s:$ vw ftttaraa "V1^ pa DVW*5 -n iy*i n«a nyo^av n lyoipya
 fyoyiE ytap*i 
*pw Hffioy; j#*ni y5g pnyr. Dm m p-,« *• >«w n#piyn ,Kpnyo* tit* Dtypiipi payo 
xunwa Bp»V T*TB Vi PB DTTI»»5 n pe w w "payiayfiyirK,, yomya K t» ,^r, 
Tn; ,D:^:V H IV DC P^ oy m rt»t yjnjfo 8 jnjnss n o*r: iyrr'K-ys: ^M ^rcny"i , ,:r 
"?;yc Dy^K Iiynb iwvB^X H PS W K iy^  n lynn e^;^  jyeJyn jix
 rn«ip p,s onyi":&* 
-T, c»n r^»iJP n iv B'tmip iyry; w ,oya ;yv;t<: ojn rrm*;*wi* « »wjm»a B'owr 
Ihi "I ."i:tfanyE ny^ n ps jyo^na* Tt [y? -n^v'^y^JS^E anve^yn fl^TPW — "^s 
•:n; ya^ jn; ,yr:y n « imnip |yaya ;yr> -ya » onyaoyp y^vn tifi nnr INE an;jr> 
praya jy^yr "i p« ^tf^r-D^'vn^^ fin •$?» n jy^ Kr: 0*3 n« ,KO'e*p nye J»MI 
•c'trya IJT>M: yaJim ,93%^ n is B'TKnip ~.$z n:eanye ojn |y$n«k tic |yv:w ya»5' 
.iynn*B-nyP"2*H jyefi p*3 a*ip
 r*tJ8 .p^^;m pc o-.yacy^ inyv 
-y '^nyD;i« ijn ^1 o-iyii DIIKII ,D:^ T .niyp-.^ v, p;yo*i»a n 
' i5w oyoyr. ? h»^ P3^5 sts p»o pauoya o'iiwvyn DCIP iypu lypopyj fc! ;\x 
PJ^ JtSTl C^Wi^ cj^ c njn I'£ Ilpsh^Vljn • ""tfHTa n P^'PSPK P« Diyo:ys-^r ytP'P 
.nyems c?iy;trt: jj»ajn* TWija •&* pvi:*»n -:y- c-oyiys-isp mr nm 
"-yorK -iyn I^E iyt«3Wni* -iy;yryry; nyc nyi y?"« iKBiyi ,j*w ?K:^ ^"3nyp 
riip3i» Diypnipi D:yc".i?2 DJT'T*5 J ^ ^ V : i» v^yj'3,nB'a«i« nc oyt:D'D N pyn i;»a 
r«m»a o;ypvy^ \*K
 rliftwnB .n D^IWO " i«|li »*« nyp"an« ny«; Vi a ,:yt:»Tpy 
-rD PK ni»ij2 Drjjcm njn TE W;«; - .$ *»y"3 » 5"ii i»£"y- pit, ,5"PD wsr v 
•v iyty-iciv iw?»t w PK
 ripirnj ,*P8?»e pe c-yg^E' yptny H (yjslha >nri nyabyo 
%
" M m ,j$»*£f*jh rtijttJw ?i jypni !:y:y"="yc yan?uv.ya .s^:ypp;&% PM 
rcP'tryaiv tr.K p«n pegpWiyp ""in BVPWMI >4Peyn «tte w w wsv n 
19« lyrrv. yptoa'^ nypsiK n
 ri»o 5ynPDip3*ic n PK i^*;yTyniv:S » ' w o 
c^ -y^-ic .n ,ro :v pan iyr^ K jypmw ' J%B"I*B*VH *V$ psi«ya D-^ y;: ;t>";^  
^ r i K n TE ;;i;ypny:« m \W* * n n 1 IOTPWMI o-yv. |ypE«E»piyyya H \ 
a ^ o^v ^^ ^ p i i^ mim eijr: ny ya^ jm im*w Piinaj^ nr^ K. *3 IW .^-.^ R n*".9" 
PK ,e;ytrn»»rDy;T^ w : w |Wp^t*« "• ^*»W3^:nP "2»a-yc v y : -y-s p« , ^ ;v 
"!%fi l^p^cy cn^ K' iyp;j?"y: iv \9&ti&V? "** tft'PWJU TW WW" cnyp^snup tifi? 
*ur tv Drr^K PK D^:-B ya^ny^PW |«t ^ ?» »oc"i^  i»c iij';r /iy-y ci?v ^JDW. 
;iaiw B *IMK pc^ syp 'iye r^-v tt pi-tK jfitm\ -cyi PK ;nf*ir t:1: PK -;;t:2^yc 
N . .D^ gnya \rr,' n" PS*1 twpi »i5»'npaii v^c K:K P« 
JC^i /p^rDrD r-rittfa crijtrtn n . p*ni DMP ^ m p i y o T^K cy w.ir .8 .E„ 
21 ippttttt wytniB tfiv** njn 
5$D V5»« IKE 5$03"K DVV. DV TK "1V21? 
ivaipi *nte "w *M ,iynyn ttfyotyyaoDyE 
jypyo iv DU oajn |»p Dtp ijn D$i yatr.B 
;yo Bjni ,jn:na jrow*3W y3n$ nyo^a-iK 18 
-*PB y^sryED s jy2$n iv ly-upmyE pw 
PM m I1M .i«o WW Woia 8 IKS jycpytD 
yo*.; garni w "i«i p'p "i$a DBMrnya'M 
PK B P » H 113 ,D'*S*ww ytwpSB' iy*w 
cyi pa 02y-i c*p lyopyosns xt vafaw* 
-8E p*t nsB D'tia o w m iv i w a n s 
D3^E Ht'K ISiiO DWi WW »1 5MK JT'JUD 
-^aiK nyi PK pM ov om , i)waiK DW 
iyD*m$ PK lyopyD -^iB w Dy-iyorK Ciyo 
.B«P pK 3MM pM Ml WW n 
,ona D'a 
& !* 
.35 5»P*5 ps nyoy-iB 8 
lytic jyvDBMpy tayn BVBB^B " B P t w 
PK pswat t rw D>« i«u nyn VIM inyw 
DXH jyayapaya w lyomSVB nrraManmM 
-8P — m u v v iyn y>s [ID lyoos^yo 
•«5 -ah |yp 5JP6 ">w £jhjs -iy2$ fc MD'S 
-$o £W»3 fljwtMW w ona lyoKnv 
nyn D»PMiD:y *p** T* °*n o«s TjTTUh 
pK DDXHB "iya>jm .DICT^BD'SBP Whrwta 
n s cjn PB TUSB ^ W iWa n DMM BBMT 
tsynmv P« WTWl 1|05yn ,iy3"2 D'nyo"2 
-ipe nnyo ;y38o & CIK D3y2y!> vuytvD 
n /vn jyBnm -iKcnjn ,5>8tyB8P nnyo ,D»B 
nyniK |yo*r*ye ya^yrs TO jyurwn B9M 
I 'D
 fD**3i» "ttn n a otfa v b m pk D « W 
-3iK *IMM PIPBMM via* P»P 0*3 iy2$n »ftm 
pM ,iyo"3iK Tin Tfl 11 o^na 5yp*otr nyr 
-Kfiftfij"*.^  ya^osyc 8 pn or»r»Kiyfi ny^w 
pw .w'VKrncnit yoDiKiiyasyDK^P 8 ,ws^ 
n^c cvii ^yo'c nra^njniw nyn VDMM 
lyMjt *»i cyova n iy:rv,v iv iv im:y^ 
tg >"HD ixnycna 8 ^yo^n 8 jy^ya T:IK 
I O
 rop"--DO — lirvvnipB vm Df» ,DVI 
cm ,Dn»B Dy,n: nyi Dnijma* ^»tn v c iy: 
5 j ra«^ww PB Waoi n ^vo% Byrn^c 
-'B8P tyaya TyEE^ yp "W ly t^jt i^: o*: 
,-iyE .^P C^K TW W nyi-V-^-lB D^ 8 c8t2 
-8^ -ytr.K TK ,0*3 >jw>n« p*p T^ K m p« 
.nny» D"iyry:iys cyv, y: 
.t*D*yp"B .' 
p« lyv. ^ynayoK-ciK y r o v ^ ' r "iyar.K r-> 
lUMBr yn^yin o^mgya Dny« "ysyr y?s 
pa ?"PD p>K iynsjn n:yn jyatfii H p« ; r 
J818S y'i T^K BKK' i^ K 2MK pK JDmtV™ 
Djnil ,D^ tD^nysy: iyt?"2"iK ny" c^r, ,cy£i* 
-^2 »s: i^K phyDjrajVDMK i^no ny^y: -j» 
•fvte Bjn n'3 
T1D W W *1 r « iW'0%3 i » * ^ i » nyi 
jynyv, bpyoya D1': 5tjl iy3"P t8 jyBpyB*j-.3 
-j^^vtsyn lyo^naij J*ti ny D^VI cy^ : r ^ v 
taym Dip "iy-it8 ,«IBV p .na tM"a
 ?.B»x:ns 
-,ynM : iy;tji D:VK pM "iyo"2".8 civ jyaip 
TK .180 w*3V nyc^n w 8 TC CT 2^ n ,ii: 
c$2 nyn "! }*8^ B p^o pK iy2^n B>: nn 5*v.-
JKD nyn TK ,O;IJT ny : w i t MI w 5 p T^K 
DV1KN ''K .Dn2"lK PM "KB Wl M^ CDX£ 
.,y3KnE 8 M«*3 ? DV»K T'2 D28sy; ny cy: 
, -yijj n, pa i]tJ"M r^ ^ya^vu i^ "y" 
' *W iv iy-iaim lyo^ans n ysSyii »|y>o%s y? 
i -yaiys iv w»5 v n DIK cycip yny^: p; 
i PK jy-iyayn w cycrTMi yiy^t cis ,unyc 
! .ijnysi'pnya iv ixn:iDB"Do,,2"]8 y^yv 
J ^ 8 *1 T8 f^cpO'D 8 T^ K Jya'^'W^v ".y-
"iyo"2i8 \v\\ wwtyo ly^M -.ya": 
-;tfnya PK BIWD WSMP BI^DD pK iyny; 
; T* VW lyases D^n mine y2^y:8 tw iv; 
-nyo »i TK
 t rnva 8 PK ,5ya"5 ?ip3r cyi 
i
 r08^p |«n iv y^8 fya^ya »M T« jynyBe* 
» -JK3 cyi 2^ egnwini WJW ,BS5P "V" « 
J ,y3"n n "»KD 2^O ^a DB8W3 ;^ K (yay^  iyv 
i -83 BUM pmya p^8 *M PK ,DyD 2^ n "i«s 
' .D>yp IK ny3:in iyn^^ pK ^nvwa PK »VF 
i n TK wamna 8 T^ K S ja^W'^ 1 "iy" 
f -i8ya |y^ P>o-K wvi "a iyavn nyu^a-8 
« -8: > M " ? - J V W ijn .prwiDE* y>yay D**a 
J lysiKT ya>yn .njnrp »3«5P TK
 rDvo:«-
t «a 0"2i8y3 0*3 iy2«n
 r5nipD pM fnya "^: 
I ny»T fycvsnyE o^ 3 ;y2vn
 f|y5PMri8 vn—' 
« •jipw nm .B"2*8 nytyn Ma DI53 ys:v 
- yoKVi ya^ tKaya K pn mm pK |yp t,J-'-"~ 
f .-.yo^aiK **i PE iayn ' i PK 
J o»3 oyii y^2"5» njn TK ,POK T*K CV 
-"i8 *i .lyo^aiK n 1MB rt5^R3 '~ |y»'J»^ -
3 -*a 8 pnrrE;$ iyno nyo^ K |jr5im "Vir': 
* -y3 iv D^ K ,DyD$a jny^t lyayi »IBO8P "S-"^-
• -nK irtmv ny*n IKE inyo o:yc 'MfB * B?;,v 
"ixn 3385VT
 fnyo*K prSpl nyo%,2"8 " =" : 
7s;3s,',? urar lie aip-m ycia n 
Ijnjni BSP&TP »'J spin w v * jypyo ?$ j u r a « . 
CIK Dtp jyinD »i IIM /n«ip lVDipyrpy -*o pa " w i v i i ta:ycn8: oyn"5„ p« 
i'aua iwnevnw D1- "* *»» wp V i ^ "P pa Sww* 18 v * ryr Dmaw DS: 
, .wm ivpys D$a $ :yo„ DfrD'Dya w 
• BDIKTJO &'- j yo^ r nay?nya$ii n nanauhi 8 v>pnMi PK oy "? w a n s |8 
1
 cw D"33K "an p« mjnaK n ya"« pup oy?8 pw p?$it Dy m ntK .yawia ya*? 
D'o i8ci$2 oyn lyaya [wyp w nym pa aya D$a njn c^vi pmpwi D y^c^ yaDoye 
;D31*o Dtp Wftl ,-inyc DDyp*D ya*5ay Dip iy i »« MTK PK ,D*a "$D "»V D$V. jw 
n RDSni rtrvamw Din jyp^ DBnyn ' i'« aye ny D*V, ,Da5$ByaDnK oy*« or^r 
jyryac nyn m m ,jyDpy&ipB tia m w " ^ n K *w- D^ ^ N " M> »o*3 i$ta ny D$V. 
f u ix DOT 0*3 W'3V H DOT -9D"ai« .^ pa-rytya p« iya"-ic 
pn Tin tfycpyotps PK *\y .\yopyc ,a*tia *p* ? ]»KIB 8 crony* DOT "in1* 
-D'K Q$TW: D5OT w w n jmi .Divtap [yaya na»p $ I5»BK |yp y;K-s nyn ppw IS 
,-ya D5OT DOT ijrt p« by&iatf uays^s w w i y i TK ,aM*a *p« .nyBtaay is 
',nyD»a"!« 1#J N w "»yt rc lyaipatj one COT D"pam$5DD"3iK n ps Dia rasa o«n 
i»*i >y*Bni typyo taaycya Dip iyT D^OT "-va p« v^aytDB'in bvy1 ovDDMpy Dy 
,-"ni8 njn TK .tavy^  nyatf .oo^ya n»n -Kii D :^ w n c r njn DnyD(?nyB ,pa .PI^' 
-Dto^aix pn D*D jyJiyfiDnK no -lya is na ooya pn tr.no nyo"2i« iy" en 
:v^ ? o$n iy J"il ,D^a nyi VPVO ,vw\p "ya o$n "iy D$r. VSJB cyi HMK lya^^aiyt 
• jyvno yi" j p« DB»5P \V? * I I |ynyt w ,i»aa^K r:s: ?iympya iv p*>a oyi DOT 
•yo iy-i PK
 #oy; "lyonx PK .cans I IJ ; .nyaain \"P urv$ w ^ ; C%.N 
BW
 fnyD»a-iK h nt<2 cD^a nyDia 8 ]VP, Dyn jypyo Dip nyn 5*11 onwi p« 
.sac pK i n jya^ sya -n« DVT D!>*n Dtja nyn ,^8E;"« ?iye?,anv 
,yp:\n i$ ]yf»8Da"« D^a cm nv:»p iv DBIMII 'imawa p« lyanryaD^w TyD»a 
rny^n'iB p^ p BDOT m J*t Dija -un TK .i^-y^ iyD»pyv.pyaD»iK 18 MI pyr.8 CTK 
:MK |yny: w DIK D^V tyaifii n^s 8 IKS -ya ya«ifi n o«in raaia"D |»o w 
.o»an« ya"i IKB nayosa PK nyp»an« nan
 : \ZAH 8t8 WH [ynyii ta^yacy; Dfinsn 
is n:vj Hfe jyaipi »«x tK ;an5a TH "»V-^  -i8 I'D^D iysE^yp nyD»an» lyn msn 
-iy^ 8Tpy i8 fyoya jya^Jaiys « oay- D»I IKB nyay:-D»a 
"i« ya^i PK tyoniji mm Da'nsy i y i ?ta«x pyJo p« BKC PK 
P'n 9j|w D^a nyn^aiK nyi IK jyoayma 'ta:yy: DD o^cya ^ « D^V. vn in 
WP ap! DDlJlVB DtPM IWl W>B-DD"a*lK iVEScyp TIC IVD^aiM njh .8' : Diyfi 
nya nyo^ann i i n T« ,iya^r ^ 5ni V * WW^wia r :^ ;y;ya nyaya'DD^aiB I'DHS 
8 oaynp ny iy«
 #itn tn5a f«5B 8 tarij? -^y; D^a D{jn D«II nyo^a-8 Dyi |ypyo iv 
cyr, iy TK ,180-1^ 2 pa "ny-ift# cija ps B*D .jya^« y m p« D".pa^yro"i> VP \v: 
*ayty5 ny tamp e^ o oy- PK ,Dpyoya \vw . : w i w aia»'D pna ynanaya T K 
V'K cy jyp 5^0 {$ yty'DUB yny"; *\w an "^s cy'cija oy- anayyaruya
 roayD«ny 
PB onynjn jye TK nyaij .(p«DD*o s pn ,5m ny |yti ,iyD"a-;8 cyi jypyc'w *njrJ 
« *y-;u ya^ o ynnp 8 i»b^ti ps -.yiu c$2 -jra D£8ry;a^ o^v nya^y: V i p8 D$»ii 
iyn»3^ nyT D^BB
 rnw\m ya?^a«6" y">yT;i8 pa aatf-wn j j ^ n n ^ ^ I W 
>* yctny n Deny; ny pM htfn D^T |«H CIV PK cija civ ^n jyay'nfian iv -arana 
"pyv.8 p^u DIM ,v^s 8 iyair iv D^nayay .^ oy o»ri ,cy?8 »t lyJnymjniM* ,l8cn$2 
'x:&v: n ova DJPI \v2y: c ; T»K !nya» ; tyaawb jnytnac "3 p5y*?38?nyB onyr. 
iwayanu njn jyr, .lypyc iv BH'K D"n "fyayayaiya^ K iny*: D»3 D^V, ",yD^a"i8 " i ^ 
s^W .lirnyi^  rnwoyaDanyao?>gni4^? 8 r»K 6y nyr. IKD^B wn i m * o«a cyi 
"2Kp»»*n , r^ f i . p^ p wn^yfl n :^ nip iy i n pii PK by nyn
 t | im«uy lyroa^D 
• 
-:IK >rciv \vm. BRunvnnv PK ,BKST 
.iyjJ12ni2D'D pK ,tD3V1 
yaJyrt. I $ E IJ/DIP lysytr yrn'rt H p« 
pm :jr»TM* p« ni iytDE$ ICEK oyo^p 
l in nn'« o:?yi;8ny2
 #^ p» er$5 iyo^2i8 18 
-y;2$ ,nw"B8r jyoDyocKnJyw J'&MK D$2 
-18 pw BJj*#n"1l mom yams iyi pE jynyr 
D»'?8 is OE$ PK D$2 iyi .jyiaiDtrDD"2 
p« ,"iyo"3"U5 H B"»BM8 »?yi:«ny2 p.K 
'D$2 oyi VIM n : ,Dtp iyi rnJa e o UE$ 
• IS y5>8 ^2 siyv, y?yB y3?yt8 pM .3«n 
8 D28D jya ptf ,03$P1V Dt*3 H 1VO"3 
HE 1Jtt«M PK D$1 pM .DyT 3»»>W P"1DD 
.DP^IDD yooy2 PK yDD;nycr n 
DMIK D$2 iyi oyn iye*D lya^n KIID 
- : $ P ftronc DTK DIM iyc a w ;owra PE 
oyana .D$*I $ D ^ PK ,BKB> pn jjn'SipD 
oanmya^K D$2 W T M iyi .DWt»3 PM 
tDsnp ,DQ*W D*3 iyp jyo *K : 55a |«K &*r> 
,V* DT$5 iyo"ai« iyi TK .nywns iyc 
p« DTP* twojmp PK EMPM W P M iy w n p 
8 $1 PM oy TK p w 8 in* nn-K oyie 
y?8 vtH D$3 iyi D3np jgpw ypiso&r 
n ijriiTD ^38 Inv&wiK iy2$n »a« ,iyE 
•Utt'wpa m$n PK jftn»a 
tnt* Mi I T W yoenywiM p-A 
mv\W2 iyo"3i8 iyi PE 5«yvK i r k l ^ 
-*n w p'n w i tyo^v KMu»g VIM aw 
Kraajna ,&S9W ymiraimtf PIBBST ;ya 
yr ,oiy3cyc y" io D's> ,iy;$'VKP;Kn$ 
W) WW* DMpft' H ty^T B 3 8 D H D$T 
w r n PM ,typyo prtaanjmiM VP \W& my 
•1IM iwnspa M p w n jyEiRT D2^c 
pM o»P3^D3jny3 nc lytaoic s pn l^yt 
Jtajpi vi TK ipmm l*o»$ .jyrjcT yry-
nyi po Dpiifin:!*^^ cyn pE m; 0*3 » m 
\"\ vcttf pK ; Dr^n pe sjnM m; /DB;IPIV 
ny lyni^EK iy:yp jy^r n»fi TK ,p~wv «nv 
.Mynya t»i$a pn 
.P .it 
S3 DH^? njn 
H K^ ,»r:n N^ . w v oyi ^ I N o^: iy»7 
njn p« iypnyoyn iy DpniMMn I*»M 
n » H t« ,DPBB nyn ?*« ,|ypyo ps y;me 
":^c y^s jyp»n»D nt pv- c1; fjr:«T - w ; 
,D»3i8 Dtfii -ijn ;jKt2L"iy:ij-i pN ^t: 
-nyi ; jyEstDD iv pvn .pv o*o 0^; D;yi; 
-mv DMOBWDMny s 3M D38^ Dy iyr. ,ny: 
PK ,nj»«ai8 Dn$W9^M i« PN D!$3 N BR? 
\VP ny ,nyntf ,03yi:iK o^rt l y o ^ i s -v-
nyn:« h |H9fii
 tw o«ai8 pn f^-p-M-
iy3»D w iy?"n MIM tD>: nsa ^n nyo^aiv 
: lyoiwi yiyn:8 ore .on^ I^E p^noo s 
-"218 yiyi:« n PE DyiytDrK-DD^^ yt ijn 
18 jyjys- oy:ynjuv3 n v^vvw v$ iye • 
50 lyil p« ,BNK' 8 pK P I^DD |yD9yiVMW 
,180 p'M m VIM iy.iytatr
 f5e»oJ »iyD"2i8-
i5K
 #j:nyDD"jy2 y^^Dya58 D^D ,pc*n on: 
i y \ TK ,10^0 8 r^ N w * INE fyp^ioc 
D2yi:iK P18DK' tt ,P18DK* pw D8JH Cij: 
^C8 iyj"T oyo^s ?8 »nvD**a*iM iytn iv;y; 
"W*av prytsyno cyi is lysycD iv ^n pys 
IIJJI |VP ,iyiyn iy HIM DH^ K PE DIK i ^ 
T t no DJH jyayj PM
 rpn t r : y;t<is p*p 
t^ « ?8E KTK pM yooya.D^ -jyy^ itj':*' *" 
pa iyo^2iK n tyawiyiya^M y:8is " 
iy3y? T O TK ,iwn J*M iys^n jyno TO 
,t3E8^yry: y r ^ D ^ K ^ D 8 p» tw 1^-
•WM D*o wa iy-*"! D:^^;V y^H*K n TS IW 
jy:yp r?8 jyJijt »n rs ,ovnj8r»« P"»*or 
"*M »t wm
 fy5yfi" n p« iy3«# .jyiiTBD^s 
H y^  jy2»n p« , D T P ; 8 : I $ PIBDC r ;: 
D^I jyw 33iy* j^ra H |y3ijn Mt IWD ^ra?^ 
5m 0^3 ijn }yv. ,iyo"2i8 18 PE ijrpys 
; BK^ i"T PM w j r H. g o m m v cy! T='" 
iy»"3i8 n iirSyw lyc^cs jya^n mis iut 
t'K ,P"IDD jyD3yiy3:iK i« ?y28c y?"H >"« 
"*>iy3^ M 11: c*p tsyn iyo 3*1M ,0*11 S-' : 
-CD35>yT -H : ^ o 8 yt? -EKtr ^^^ , v iV: 
PE iyo"3i8 yanya^M n PE [yoyivo:^ 

17 -ij?P"H$yi B3ycn«3 p*rw* -ijn 
;yBsp'K2 H B$II ,B»V nyn p« iy2B 
H onyr. ,T?vytyj }*;SJ &-in<Eyj:8 tv-vi^ 
ly^njjxys is ttf"nB-ii»ayE Hpav DiyDoyn 
onKii v«ny;yiKtr I K ^ T I K ^ ' B ^yoiye- 8 
•y2 n MM .DiytsynD y i y n jypBSPn^ "r 
•"5 11$ i t jcny-ys ixpnyos nyn ps yocs 
s p« D"IU$P p'K p& tDEy^ B-yj ly-iyv, n$2 
-:$ I'nBB tD^'ntsmsyj jynyu iv Urt9«ns 
p« po»«t ysftni ,BB8P'82 ,BB8Pn$2 tyirrE 
y^ye ys^yii ,n MI tnyuK B'j iiB83 "ijr»t 
B " B B n pK B"BO i y i y PK iy:jf'VFyD 
-y:;iK isfJ 18 tyirnE BByoiB'B8DB8» PE 
B28B 0811 ?'1T8 DJfT PK C11K11 .BnyBtT 
?y25yt n pn iv c ; IKT y=^yt n s i 
.fjttjH c$i JIM ••TiE-Do^ans n 
cyn i'K jystjn iycnsE yr'ti^sjE v?$ 
B^yBtwrnK P'BBKP i y ^ ^ ' x s j jjH'osy 
-y-i$B nyis "Dp:y^s„ iyosnjij-is yny^j p« 
.mB-CB"2n8 nyi IVOD:U IV iys:n 
iK??'B lynyt n i8E pn28 B ' : EST PK 
P'T2 K O'J EST PK PK ,nyB"2-iK t«5 | y n e r 
rtft tyo t8 ,TW? PE j y n s yiyi:8 n T B 
"t BKII ,|y3«r pK iyr,«?nyB iysnsi v^s "» 
? i8no o:ypy: |»*5u {y^ ifn 
D5>8 lyiyn tDiyiy= lya-Ki nip BIIKII 
|yB'5>8t BTIKU ? "y:y5«i<triyi„ pK "ycyis,, 
\vmi »« lirvn IVB-IKI v?8 IJPVID lyjyu 
•"318 *1 ]y^8? Bn811 ?DVP,fl8P P8 nyi;'P 
yny^t iynKtiyE iv jnyt an tynE-iyc 
-28 pu fyivnBM8 ps iyoynyt5:'8 #jy."8 
? D:ye,,t5,5>85 yrfyw i :yjv8 itjf jusjm 
y35yn ,jynE n tK ,B"v pip PK BV-L^ 
"8B p8 jtfynaonPK yj'D;"n n pE |jri"5 
y iyn iy2'inEM8 i y ^ ' .r i jyonv y r o - j 
inn ps D38'n' i»no y n y t inn pK syp 
-iv 8 iy2"-ny ty;8,V8i,;8r18 yctD'^s 
DU '1!8 CUyCDJ^ yilER p't ?8' D811 .n^CK' 
-yc-ct3"2"i8 n PE n;80LMiv nyn ?'« oy MI 
iy-i'2nB y3?yii ,n 113 osf'yn D*JJ„ .ny: 
-iyE B'c jyvt nyn ."lyEf'yn iv j«$* i>: 
D'3 iKt i»p oyv. iyv2yip p« n:yn yojyf1 
p.8 t3"Pr:"8 i n n m; .tycu civ jynjn:y 
ps jyEnKii28"'8 ;ynE n iv;yp ^B^KP inn 
-,IBB p« ,D"P:,::yn28 ps jniKB* n i n 
y^yvyBD IKE D"Pjn:yr.B'i; njn ?IE lynyn 
.yvyty: 
(oiD'ro) D;yt3or;yn civ sins- cy ctj-
.B"2nK nyt3D't3B-y2 nyn -,KE jyiyr ^ " s w : 
P'p B'3 ,vyty: |ytn a-ti ,c^r, m?-;*- -
cyn lySisx iv pyc§2 n iy;:'iiv iv L-:,S» 
cy ts ,tD;y3yn HJC'ESP n csjr ,:••:•;••; 
-rt8^t32so y m 118 .jyiyr. ti^rjjvv; -,-s-
8 Syil t»K PK T'K i8B"CSP -ly; ;-E U"f 
.ts^pcstpTii nyu ty38ii:;,iv;!j -i-_-: 
iv B3yn p8T I^B-'CKP n B8" "KEiyn -••;!s 
ty;f>8E D8ii ,oyD82 y r : y n firi'DUP's: 
.3:n',B'B;y n y t C",K C-; 
nyn p s 18«,,C8P n'^WKt TOS? ,;yi;. 
n T8 ,B:'Eyj I8BC82 pE i»nc DD"H 
ayn B*i iy r^t8V B"ly^ TJ•BpyE :^s•; BB"V 
-'D 8 B?8 ly.yii iyci:y«8 WP ctjv ,v-= 
1't iyjstB:y onyniB-BpyBi^c n ps ,cv:<: 
t8n ,?yB"n Bny^^'esP i csjr, lyfn^v iv 
iyi'V^2iB iv B2yn ts o"iy;8B-,c8i' n iv:sj-
n:ysy: nyi8 Bi^^t}1 ps jy^m^v l y s i's 
iy28" "1 B8ii ,c?iy I'nsa iynyf"-,!- ;-s' 
!8nBys ni8n iy:y2yn "i D^H .jyjiByjB .^s 
is i n ]y:8!B:y oyc82 n BSH |IK ,ty.yn 
"*briy:8»"e8P n .nyonyn ynyn:s ps -is-c 
nn8 B8P'82 8 iy:"^ivEnn8 B:y s ;>:s_ 
/ .onyrirm*: -
18?E Cy pK B811 .iHTIIPiPO !'« oy 
8"i B8n ByB82 ys'fnr'B n jyi'Bijp'^: ;•: 
iyci:yj;8 BByDicBssocsc iiE B"BB ->-
-y2 Biyn ny3?yii ,f>yB'e cyn I'S-yty: c"s 
anyii B8T iyii i^vytyjJis cf'S D:SIC 
.iyj8,S8t,38n8"iyB,,2n8 PE B W U P S - : 
-IV i n nn8' jyovy?1 iy2«n 858P,'>;' PK 
;yc8n y2"i 5n8v yoms 8 ;y:i:y::v:N' 
-"82 8 Bj'^yjE'ins iy28" PK Di;yv.y ps 
-a:y iy28n C8ii ,B-,8BB-^,Bn '- *i*is '^~ 
8 nac ty28n iv Bpi'ifp-i8CB y i y ; ox-
;ytn *PIK B8n c^iy nyt .fin 38° iV2^~ 
-8^E8 PK I'Sns'nB nnyt apipy; B8P'8= 
i n B8n Jiinysyi n ,33l5n38n ,_i BTI 
.DB"BW3,,*lS B': 
yiyn38 pK p.K , B " B B »"n» t'K 
-U8 is enrroyuif iniytMnn B~VI" BB^BC 
- 8 B pK B:I?8B \V:V: B 8 P ' 8 2 8 p« is'vs-
JVBTP n pK PK nronoB *t V« .C-.VET:--
5KT ny TK ,tyBy2y; c^iy *?v M3i iin oiyii-
;:nyjyn n |1K .lyBEyB'yj n |jojrt3 ]V"V 
.33ijyiiy2 ~\y"i iv jnDSw'"?' v* 
*i$D PK JIPlTri b»3 " I ftp |ip¥KT'3K31lf <i 
•n jyoatfioya " t no IT: j jnSn D*: »T 
paiprourtMiK oai? o«n jyoyii IMKTPK 
jjuypiMll y:"e>y3^8 i m * p« DSSO VPK 
.DJKBKIOD «a p" ioo n jn 
*y:py wnxrnnB *i pm IN jw iJa v o 
*$J uowpiijJp yiy?:i« HE DTtvya ivoip 
jattUUf mvo 8 jyouyj t3«ny: jyofcfli DJBP 
proapnjn ny i iv ajiSmp rawnov p« 
*py y a n w n f i *i a*w .lyayia'W*:!' DI*O 
*y*Jao*o H 038cy: jyoSsii DTWV3 ii'oipy? 
p« 331:111$ |IM pSwron t« ,jy5rpB ra i y i 
-Spi p« ,H^VKP3831I$ i n y pfi noB>: n 
ti pa phtftm o.irPBiya 0*3 p ' j * " t ;ya 
•yrpy yiytaw jyn ,cp>8bjyoi03yD W i t t 
•D*IK i$ 3;8E3$ ps iyo5$ii Dn«$3 IVDIP 
-y: pD$n " i p$ii ,DI5E;"K cyi oa'tttto 
ira ovy* T O jyoS$ii ,|yaa'MD*iM DBISI 
w$i jv^ijn 1*0 m ^yPBcpysD sts osnya 
,;yrn yo"5> iwi ,EKC D3KD«IDD p« D3»n 
-jn2 "T TK ,3HjyDMl MHO P"100 P« DM18 
•TOiybw JIK y?8p$5 iy« i pa D5I I H tyr 
•ya iy« j jyaartnyosiK iw ppji* 5*c3*fB> 
"P"IDDW Jytn PD m ,fyst?n TO .1380B* 
yvmo .jyoiPD'HH oyow D$)>tty i $ i oyii 
•y; PM : pmo w m jy^jm yoosifc 
pK a?$y&p iy»? p« soyc -y::$
 r|yo»J 
I'l jySyn uny>$3D*o ,-i tut .y?vz yrry;8 
j ym in i ?« ,*jnjwiyfi n lyjiyte'iK two 
;-K | * w i » i o 8 113 , j$w SKL" p*p 0*3 
y:^yv:"« D>D jyaiaisoais jyaijin TO DIP 
-y::ix nr •D3W *^K»0SD8 o*o u n * Dyctf^ 
TO* iy i$ yoiyiyaa* p&wi iy;:i2»ti2^ yi 
un * Dosyonatf tyo^n «t W
 | ( » : y : n : 
*-*? u n — D:^ t< rJ« tNfi T^ K ,DJjjpsb«ifi 
PK 33i3>»o iy-i p« iy"iyv. profcnw no i»e 
»« nyayn wm# no npa* iy"i lie iy5'« 
.EKB» K PE jy^v. i y i * ;: i; , ,2 i y i 
":ycvy^ PK D^^DD ooyDuyoBDSo PK 
eitwo 8 ingm ry?y^ 8 priynya iyouy>:if 
WB5P P« |y»iiB"iyo«aiK IKB W W 
•:'K "!y-ry> pn t« ,DrcyDry3 yyiya ^yi 
cv: jwisppenyp i y i i i n IVP ynomi 
^ycL"y::ycKtiv D;y^oissyi ^ 3 " 5 cyn 
s»"n .yasS T ' t jyiyoyaiyc iv yi:«D^o' /oyaiyc w yi;«ovo«K 
v^ osyJiyi pw ty:^n l^a [yr
 f i j n y^ 
.;y"intj*» y ^ s yiyow PE oana H iny? 
DMnyasnn MM W»JV » p«
 ro«3i» yiyr.c 
w y w " T D m*a 8 iij v t Di;8E j y i v i m 
yiytaw c^ i ,C^T (yoipiyiya^K tyo"p 
oyi lija DKn jjf^v n T»
 f}y;^o oyyzv? 
pmw PK.I 1:21 ntra pc nr JIK D>5B3"K 
jyaya ^r t^ p p« .lyov^yssyoatra i « jn 
pa lynrvs n
 fv: .|y>Mi " I Ds?vt rr5» 
,ya^ayo3i« csjn lyjijnv D*; iysn^i w*:v 
jyaijn w^xi \tpsv nyi pc oiyasyo n pac 
nya IV o«3 ya^ayoaw DSJI lasoBnye 3i:y; 
.ty«»5 
i jn |w nyayia p i^oo iy i 
. .lyajna upav 
ony; yaJyii ,MIE n i jn i j JSD -yT 
eo"ii
 riyp"ioD 8 i^ E r^?B cy^ lyonyaiye 
*<:« iw
 fiyayia"P"iDD 8 iw5 OD^IB p« 
ta*; ,D;?^E"iyE ypnnyoayiya oiyn wnvB 
' -:yoB»38 iyiy^ pa na j w ^ ^ s v pa "n: 
•tycjyo lyoBKniyoM^ya jy-ry* pe ,iy;n 
iya^ p« a a i a f i w w ^ v i ^ i o "y i p« 
->y;ny >y*a 1^ 3 T>N D%Y,
 re
(:yc OI^D« in 
i y i vx D^II p«
 fiyayi3"p"ioD 8 m 
-iy ?"v. ,iKBiyi ny t*n lyaiy ! iyayi2'|i^jv 
-P"-iDD i y i
 rsypD i y i .lya^inoya VK 
cv:vz$ cy- t:'c bmo p*i onyays -yryiz 
-*?3ynya y;"t jy:"? DH^N TN ,jyt^iVDm« 
tyoyiyorK n 'ii lyiy^no [yoyiyo:^ y^ 
p« D-:yn l yay i r j ^ j p "yn i:yiny« ,»a pE 
Diji "ii?; oaii ooaSyt iy m nt8 o5yi38n 
•^ KT p'p |IK ttf^KT^Kaiif i y i pfi pntayii 
•P^K 1M "HE 0'3 
p« D»IIK ony; Difii j8D*w*3iA i y i 
JJ^MI. cyn ;y;y; p« no«i oyi jwya P^IOD 
,D33«5y3 -y ««i |«J*VKP3K:IS u n PE 
;:nr2"iys \"\ TO D%; :« o^oiyi o r y i : 
pn o^o fiTO'VWp »"r w ,C«2 PM D^C 
no8T fcyi iy:y; W ^ I O D oyii , i y i . I ^ M * 
DP""IDD , i ^ : r pM PE lyJm' cyr iy:y: pw 
tJP I^CD iy n : ,D»3 pM WW 113 0*3 
-iya'5i*083 wo P« fipn' pn i r a ; i»w 
-yia"w;v 8 p*8 jyiyiV o:yay^yB yt»\i 
pa r n y3nyr n oyoanWsw ,r;y2 
-,8E lyDBOyp «t T8 ,iyp»10D D^ lJD DJP? 
W H .b^ps^syny: IKE 118 MOP3$i;y 
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•i iinyv. i"iuyo"v ,tM$Tyj pw MI . /iyp 
•jnff"! p« najaayn iyD:vcy?v yiPDyn«ps 
-DMK "r \v?w tfjmri n >s jpunmvfi1 
[»D3ra§8 p* -iyn$ jD'ftinuiK csp |jnn*B 
,;:iDcy2 "an jytwyo H BH«I JVDI:W 
T *i PHH WW want Dv*^ya yajyn 
•jjn PK Dicrsipp iyv:8: Dyeyn ,yr; 
, ;y3*fcynjffl K T E Dtfii p«
 po«2l8 ry-r:^-
• i>;y;pyr.K Mt jy&ni c m y : oyssosyesc . 
IKnmgN u$n jy? D#H ,D$T oyotp n is 
imp "vp DM2 p*nw ftcwyrn oyn yirj 
.P'"i1V 
0&*9&pmF yoDy-s: n pa y:«K 
n pnn^^ffuf PK osny: iV2t?rr v c yaJyn 
pmya PK , -pnt3P^p -y- p» nwanis 
jyeipya HE lyona*)!* H pa autfurfi mn 
;^;v y?sy?K j« b$r. ,Dy>K urwno:y 
-$: j m - ^ n tr; [gn v w ,pM jyp BKP 
op m MTK PK .jyaifli D*J BK^ np:v p*p 
:v T^ycziK D«fOD«c PK ^^T yfttyvM 
WR m | N PK D*r. ,3*1 s PB (w ,jysnp 
**•:£ iwwyo y-iyir.K jyz^n Dns$nfio$p K 
"$a* -.yr;iK pe PK ,|y.yn pftpwi D*: mm 
r r ^ - » room pe p« Rpniow nyr? 
. jfitiPW DB»31lf2 DPMnDD 
"8P* U»»p*jr» "iyr:iK ps #VBiy."uri 
"$v, ,CPKS cy-i jypj«*nyfi iv PK |$M?RP: 
WW? y-.ytr.K p« urrjPSaona mmm 
-.ye ny- D«ny; |ya$?i pwwo iyavy? pa' 
-tr-sstp in;yD^2 K pcfuuitf* 1:1101? 
':*K pa fee* cjn D$ jypip-nys 'v .r-: 
runri'B pK nyiy»53»'c yiHDSipin.y.nyr 
rH e$r. ,WXKP;K;-;$ ;K o;»n ins \jt2t$n. 
?•- ixniy; VH n qi -.yp-^cr Srfi »^t 
"y: P» T;IK tyo Dijn n;ycvy^ nyaif 
f" ima a*m TK ^yw \vtr.v: "vcny W3*i: 
•^orwwie P ^ ? P n nc jycipja D^; ly? 
"v -•- r^n PK ,tMnp.T;iw cajr cy^ K c"y" 
7 ^ i * i^K^yr-w n jyslbBnyB D,::iy^ 
*re njn o ^ ^ P U C « ' £ : ; • pn ^DPETH 
•|>QJ>B>7J. >J>I> IfiJiSJiK 
•;-.K JJ-; iy;^: w^Mpjiunif "y-y p« 
"t IV-8?n i^ ia [in ."iy-:y^;a": y:inynbiv 
•T1K 
p« lyiynsriyjiK |WMi cs?v. jra^yr H 
D?"noy^«« |y:yp ,I^V«T*:WHS "y:;iK 
s
" : jyc^rp -vyitj jyeBn; "iiv p« jyuni 
•;y-i yspyr,
 fijnr:ins yivpyna^e i'.E yaera 
"jKifiVM CJ Di^ n y-iytr.K ^>3p H TN ,;yp 
Ti >n ,yesna y-.yi:s n p« ,;oy: jynt: 
u¥" i^"p H TS ,op:jn ya5jm ^nyjv^'py 
-,yD"r,v iy- .jjjniajjjB^K ?ys' (x ^ 3 
"? |yn
 rD"s iyi ^ij:: vis on«a o:yey>y 
-inyv iyo^WK fy:yp ^ o » nyny r^, |yrtj: 
-y- PK ayo ;y:y; ,;^D PK [PUUN? ^yr.v 
,D"H8 D"2n« ?yD'2 » iysy j^* jy:yp , ^ r 
-yrr.K "tj: ."iycJynDmK D^O iyo"3iK PK 
-y?v jybxy? Dyn o ^ cy T'K , ; ; ^ P ^ 
r i w i yooyn: n ivsvn ^^ D«f)i »D3yo 
.iyc^p 
"iS i^iy"i nyitf }yiPoyi3^B oyi i»a 
D*: "5jj w»3v H B$n oayeySy pnysv^ 
jmjni «t »n ::»? Mrs iiyaiyn w mio Difii 
MI 3385 ".TK .iy^cryz'c^sr:^ \"P w: "n; 
PK
 f$ys*n po Jny?yo cyi D^: (mimfB "t 
.nyo^S K ins? JMHP W C ^ P**« 
.-iniv-y;n^ w n pK.cv^p ".ya^anK H 
ysSyt H MI ,tynynBiV3W nnyb ^yc Syn 
BPII -.p'TW in^'100 pvo iyiiy; T^K DK^P 
--V \D s iyvy; jyrn |yS3urnya*D2yay$ vi 
-"V K PK D'wyTy^TStvsiK .D3wn MI nya 
•**i jnjyD^iv. n MI i« ..csteipB iwivo 
-VPK y^ K H i ip j»5j?« ,o:y?^' D3»n^; 
'- iv tjnnypew nrSyii o*: T* ^yiy-iE 
,|yD"V yD5« 
^•VKP:K;".^ "iyt;iK ps o^prKV.r n 
:
-y-;tT'£ '" HB ^ '^ Mjrt-pM ir; ,8t?« ,Da^ J 
.lyy^'vpKy- n p.c b"t nyn.pitMi;.jnnB 
-y-y;trv~Ky-' -y-- cz-^sr. ypM^^ys^p^;' 
iy,rDy-^"E -y- PK ,^;- V:K; oaypy^jr' 
1
 pK-,|Jny5i P"Kcr p.K iyp;D^ p« tfxr, 
-^m&W®******'** yv;K; •" D-.yr «i TUT 
13 nypn$n wyonw on«? nyi 
-IVD:IK .D*:B pn v w {ytSyfi nyonp i n * * 
fIWMR n^ e 8 DMIK t9ba»? jy-iyBtr pn 
T S I K on* pntrumi " t jnfSa I M Dma 
,I8DD pK DDys jynyw jw»?a "iyis ,an 
8 pE BP1py;DM"lK fPD t^fV, »*t m MW 
BUB p*t ps ny*5$p ijm .nyiiD Dy;-»yj"t3tr 
tu$ pwyn iy?ypoi2 n PK imirS MI PK 
D'D ttsD«^lta IW*M P« puvaw n w i t 
.unyenyp »'K pmD'iM pn .oyu'S ypn 
--yntr PK :n 'minr mo ny PK >*o 8 
IK D*;B pn onyais 5$c 8 pK ,3'noie 
pn .lyp^a ycny:ya:k yon p« |y?a"w 
rp*$a 8 PE i j n MI DMK D5i)»jn anyr DUE 
\5>y:rK y$ 
-«PMIS nwiywinii PK yc^ Dt? pu 
5*0 8 .JV0"2 p*K p« spt BJBH n piK B»5 
,I$D BO»5tpnB |y&*!tt'K 8 trc »i cny-i 
win Dip? D"on» 8 Ml n ttf8C ?t$C 8 pK 
.I$*vi5ifliin i j n i8E *ise«P mv 
,yi:jrv\:tr trs yiyn pM j$ oann iy 
8 D*B VHUHB i n DT^ ny .iytKiE mnip 
ipui rain pK
 #yp»t3K yi:yD"n ,y&i8tr 
j jnyoo"jya nyoDayn nyi i* i^ a o^y am 
ny ,iy:#nyB p*P B1: 5WM"P'DTP808 iy 
""i8 ly -lyfi'xrnB D^D w5a ftnp iv g$n 
TTD ' yoDpn»tDtr n atjn iy .Di*D:yow 
ny DD«n iyo»n .lycaye y^8 -i8s y^css 
,iyK':ye D'PK jyon KptaQituiM H tn>a 
ri ,i*i un^PDtfDiBE DIP jnjWD^nav n 
.©"POBTMIJ n PK »wft^ 
-nye pM ny DPMiya ynyn nyou 8 p i \ 
is MI i»ct*K 5*$e 8 mow Rs^tfiienw' 
?«jc 8
 fDiyficy> 8 MI 5>tp 8 ^ ' p j n f t n i M 
nya$ ,a"? 8 MI h p 8 ,r8P mfrn 8 MI 
*v yn^fiE'D PK nisom b^ o ?18 :n:yDr 
h iyrn ya^yi} jranifi n ivmM
 ftW9y58 
pc cyoD'D iyi»m«ii nyi lis -,yDy"ic2"iyE 
cip BW'rt yaJjw ,o^n;c PK uvv rnwra 
nm naiy ivrn iya? ^^^yotraia ryty: 
[ywyc ya^ytK iy:y: .ryry: PE DD^; ny-r 
*np yn;yD"a PE DIID:? 8 t w ny tny;n 
pK lysjnK^ PK gnrifi Uftnjm y:"t .p»o 
nyn:iKii PE Sn^Bya 8 ny '^K jyt*? 
-:88E im« ^ysij lyarf1 »*? .DpygDyn pK 
nyDry^VE PK cayi:iK PE uypftpi n -iyn 
'MK D:ycy^8 iy;yEy p.K ^jyaM^iyaK yo 
pK D"pa'5wye IW M?5 c^i jynyt iv pa 
.t3^p;'D3yiy; 
TD .oay t^r iy-^ ,DI: ?8:y y j ^ jy - : 
H nyo;iK iy:yp n*o Dt^ n yooyi c^^ ;;••.-» 
jye lyp JEIK P^K^MK n#j .im;yos?c;K 
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D"n;y;y>y: 8 p?{js pi j i jyayj ^ ; ;y- ;;-r 
PE y;^K pK \ pn inmya oy >n jyz»? iv 
DU jy:yp T D , : iy. DJ$T i reinc v;-r 
i8B n>ic .n
 ;p*Ji«p oyi t|M« iy;y?E n^K 
n DDMD oyi SIMK ,0"prDPMiy;rvp pv 
ojn w n p.K jjnyn iy;yp DU pn -KE -?;:*• 
•lynyr \y:yp OK pu n«E; i?w n ly-rr; 
MT8 oy
 r i r i r a r o t ' K nyajnanys lyi 
•yE yapyr >T ^U pu Dj#n ny D*V. "«E^-
W fl»l pK rw T$ *W ,OyDW *1MK o^prr 
D^prnyE ya?yr n 3»pi TK DI^II IKEIV 
Difti .Dm» PK nyr T K DJJII ,DyDayJ» V.N 
^:yo 8 jyc -MV pi^n nyi ySoau^R PK 
PK mWWD ]"1 D>0 "JinDC 8 D282 oy*. 
.on^ K DU ny MI "inyo DMIW CH K^ PE Dr-,P 
cn^ K D'Sw'ya "iy :iyoiyn W U M B^ B 
-ooyi ps ?"iyayi3"iyB jya^xyrya oyi PK 
;7I^ oDt3EyK*y;„ lycsny cyn jyo Dfin jy;y« 
Dim n8B ."nyayianyE,, prmy^ oyi p,« 
PK '/y^J^:8 18 oy'ann D»pi rare iv" cnyr 
H unrgni ^ M D OIV DB^Diya ,cir : -c-
Iy:y'a^^ ya^yn ,iypn3KE ps D-nzn-vy: 
pK jnyanaw vwt Tin |y*na PK ny;yc 
*HJTO8? i"p ooip /iy:^'8c yDsgniy^ nye 
-*?B piKOtr njmyn T>K ny;iyn 5? c?8 
n jyn^viviv «:ya t>K jye*: p«? .iy?w 
jyc jyn ,D"V jnyi iv jaiteKnyE yeoys 
iyn taSyoBP
 faaiS>oKnyB w n a 8 i»n*s ^v 
.DKIJ^IB "iyi rjMK iycij; c'vny" 
« DH^K *|»i jyfiioB' » n < ^ BB*vnya*K 
o^o jyiamwann t^ K n»n pM -imyn 
.|yay? pM T^K p^n D^T ; p5$s DIV yay*f 
.D^T jyD>Mi yc".^ '" P^  
.jynyTDMK c' lymjn 
cri'K ba«nwa "nipTO D>KI^ o;yn„ n 
B^D ,182 IWMn inVT M 8„ : WJ*fi " ' 
yejhta 8 /wrap P« w > J yoptfBV-"-'' 
.iy^8Ey3:^ K MI DMR onyr csi?" sens 
-y: y t ttorraQ lysiyp "yv:8; p*t rv:*: 
BUS oypna *iy Ml C3*IK oy tony: v ; - M " : i ' r 
8 IMP! DWSfl ytD'na yrM «IMK --'-
pc \$ D8P i n cnyt Difii ,B#P yr-:>'s"r 
"•BE' 8 MI iv m$ wm»c Pfi W$ ••i'-ri< 
TQiWH pjyonsi vnM nyi 
,ta'.Dtfn'ya pR BaRnsya ,t>B$ny: pw egm 
;yay> D W : W p*o •DP1PP3DMK |\K mwwi 
Hfno (ynnnmif- lyomyc r>B *pt T R ayn 
pM nyou VW onMiw ,IRT ya'MMi R oysy 
vm tfftrittl ,t3"VDD2iyn HMR oay^yaas 
onBiiya ,33^nnB VIK Day?y32ij p« lytwni 
•tenyj iiynipsrinB VIM isn ri« D38: VIM 
njn V2 AV'ntfh pR fyonBii J»M p« jyo 
.niewn" pa njri pR PWM I*M asd-oayayS 
,jyoBni? yj"T PR fcno MTB D ^ PR OV 
-oya DR jyp tyrftm osp /iyrun B D^R m 
w a n PR jypasnya yj»t jypmDMM iyo 
,:KD3$I njn$
 f|yuiDB> D^EIJ ya^r i$a .jy? 
-pM ya^oy tapyDgnyB ny m jynyi iyc jyp 
"TOUR IB P« lyx'Btja y:v2i~\vyrvv:¥l>"K' 
B pM ryaiy pyn« BD'ti PR ,yaycyp pip 
W M jinyn
 f#$n iitptapy^ "iyn$ J O T P 
,031*13 tanysip nya'R prpoipDn / * D D 5 I P 
C'D) .DPIRD ?IBP nyn$ ^miftj 'n nayn 
•y;:»K T"iti"n» i$a "iy c$n yoxy? n 
iynyi 5>*p ya3BD ny DayJo >m .(DD^D^ 
taaaa ijn pR ny^ tD r?a fyvDBajn nyi$ 
pc lyoo^M^ijp ywn yen: 8 b'D \"i$ 
-'« 5nijv ya"5p B &*D nyis ,mn oy'DpiBD 
•Syt n n ta^ o ,$oeyna nytpsp't? njri PR \yi 
"iyc s jyiiya gftffl oy »n ta»PDD3-iy nya 
*Bn pK nmyn yoyp^pyrp^B PB aatfoRt 
^yp'ntay, nyn «a nyn$ ,JOTP '8 pw |yb 
iriynew MTB OPJIB .yWDip mtyo^p 
•jSw* O*D iy oaaynnnyB enoDRninaay |1K 
"a*: H D U , iy nyi$ ,PIKB p« ytJ^iD ya 
8 *PIM ooya ya«n W*l ts^o non ^ya nyi 
-Oyp3B2 iy3^ tD1KDM13 
PM ^n iitfyDfi? iv D""iy3 # « M T^M ny 
|W n p r a PK nysynanyc H C D ainaunyc 
,%? "1BE DIJiT iy .llB'Dpy? B "I 1KB lyttfBil 
"yianyc. :Royno njn nya^R onynya 5IJD3"R 
B-p^ TiyjonM D^n pR
 f"*iyajn3nyfi PR |V3 
"Mr RTR »tnj t^ R oy„ : 3313"D ya5yn by 
OTp Dip 'ii pM osn pM jyainanyD MT 
ffra anfti VM .iwiBasnyfi yftsmawa mjm 
•^'BnyoaiR PR oy iiofcm jyaBtDjyp iyo m 
P5I» Dm PR i^rne pR P5*B Dip |W*11X 
"*o:-iytnjm jnyi3B pR W « j'nyoMM 
•ya yoinyxyaDMR ,yo8?3 n |ypipiv^ 
. nwMM py'D^s n w r a v ^ v r a PR lyean 
H PR nWiy ynyo^ n ^>ayo-a#D jyiyn 
aun jyi\ya PR
 ryo"5 ytn PB nr.v v y ^ j r w 
oyn v m / a w i m vi^mvov B jy3BD w 
""V o>ae pn «IMK Qy^4 n ,ny^5 jyonna 
pa tD^PDin>iya \"\ ,:$QW)Ynw I"T |ya 
•ya vi ym lya^v »*i nyaij ,iyn"^ y-iyr 
"iyB Dyii nytJD^D oyn jyaya m n o ps 5.TD 
*yi PR iw&nv y3"i PR .|irr«5 n DSRIIIR 
ya"t pa iya:nnRBiy H 2«^  ^ r iy>a'str DVI 
,ryMnnRDiy yiyo^a n jytsay^p yon$ 
pn PR iy3«"iaya:"R w o *pi jya^n D»H 
.ny^^a |'iR jyeenty D'l^nnyn 
i f i v i »*n jynijyD [iM iyyi^R yj"? 
pyao pR pjfHPW w**l PR DpmyaoMR 
-a»n nyiaiR pR D^nayoSyr B iw*»t ya?yii 
oD^n D^;I ?iia oyn pM .niDMiyb1? lya^o 
B Bus i*myi t^ ^y^ / '?nys nyaR'Diye B„ 
-.yaB%Dnyfi oyn lya'R ouoayp yby»o 
"lyaRp .^yoR oyn ,D8>«np nKcu ,oy$B 
]y^n;y^Dijc oyi
 #iR0D»nn D5^ 11 i&y#fi 
yt^iDD^Byi H "lya^ R ,D;IM3 Diyawn ,oy^B 
VIM PR
 #DD;IP PR -iiDRiyo^ PR raanayo 
lyn ."^r.yoyp PR oy>ypo„ oyn nya^ R 
-ya M.D'iipnyi PR "^yiyoyp PR oy^ypD„ 
Dajj"iD B'ayo nyiy1 oyn "no oyn ViM iya 
DB* T D tyayp Dronn D*H ,nw p»? PR 
jyii .jyn"? pR jyta^paRiiK' ya^t tnynjn 
•ypD„ yaya^R yiytaiM pM v* lya^oiyn i»o 
03*jr
 rjyiy^nyD y^ya^R ynyraiK r*|yoy& 
cyn ]yoipiv"3 raw D»T Di£yn ,n»myn 
ynynaB nnyaya oyi |1M nopa PD $n%oyj 
taE^yn D^T .jyS^noniM iv ?B3 D^C [ytrayo 
H ni'iy^ayb yaSytR o^e jyvnbWO^D raw 
lynytat^iyB ram oeJyn DIJT ,D«IBDB3PBD 
wnv ryaasaya jyaijn Dipi /iyaynaiy& 
1R n*BE 3MR IBW iia p« pR . .RnyJnyE 
PB pufittaHp ^ W * iipnin ca^ a W3MR 
-yaaiR »1 ly^n'E T:IK D3BD PR ,tjnUto B 
pn PR .itfneerBTiD *im PB D ' w o i j n 
-yii wvn MW taaty^ /woaa'DiBB^ 113 
lySnyenyB lycrayo yoDinyo «i m oyn iya 
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11 nyjn&ii wjnnw on** njn 
njn po [IK tyfign Dinst^TiK iwonn 
•tfyo ^wnKo pDTft ya*n n D"t *iyom 
•woayo 8 MI cm* bnsrt ,*3BBD*P |IM 
- I5W TJH po *Wptt n ty^ ya &DyD*na 
.pomp 
.Pipe jyoi2 o n v w PK D^EHf pn 
iyo lyoyu iv pic bo«n t8Dn$o>niy5y iyn 
ya^iifB y n w t a ^ H PK d i p .rnm 
one un^nynoMwin Djn po jyanyaoMK 
n$B jnyt»K n D*D ?yti*tt# yaips h |1fi 
-yw 8 D*D ly^ayo yon» n D$II ,oyii$p 
pc lynip «i .T^anyiw tya*p& rwrojS jyn 
p* jwu JIK tynayaya xnytDD^ D M n M h H 
M"$JPD D I I P P nye*?*™ ,-iyv5*jt3c nyn 
p:«a H .5n*netrDajuD$n j y rw ic iy"T 
fte aPiSHM* PK *iyD*vnjn$& o'i*pnyn pK 
-ipo ,ny"T"f»p-DO"2iK PK -lyjyo po avyTya 
-sianyo n:yn yeyttW*5*pW my»t an3ya 
-?w PM Dp^wya:"* pprw po "iyi$ ,iy-t 
ta^ o y?»
 r i r i"5p y:ya*pttyaD*iR p« |y? 
n«ii y5s pK ,'V'crai yonsnyaoMK ,yo85a 
iya*n xna^no jny"t .iipnjn v w »*.t \vo 
naiD,» «t taynt iijmyi TK ,tnya»nyo in 
.jyonyaaif «? IRB T* aim i*rnn TK ,pjno 
w
 r»n w D*VW i*mjn yp«tD DDIP o f \ 
p ir orp* "a PR oy ."T pc ny3*u* nnip 
PK ysBiit? n iyo5yn iv o\a oy^a p*p aife 
iyn O»D Danynya pit? T<R iy .ya^p^aaiK 
DT*D W o n i ^ i t i o D y , .&"aiB nyanifi 
•im pn ;y i ny eaRno ,"iyE5yn yo"5 yPn 
r*W mw yv3K3 H pn« Donya p*?a nyo 
.ron lyey^ D 8 t^ a anna yoMia pn jnayta 
D>D HI po liny' iv ^ip tD^ ya^ DB* *iy iy::$ 
paiwi 8 anayaya pK ya*D yan'maom 8 
pnB PHIV s?i iy t3B83 ,iyoDDaynya DIV 
nxnyiic 08H ny TK anay^ n^ D ,D^BIJ pn pK 
.oyv"^B ya"T *PIK aiijT PBB nyi oaKoya 
: iri'bDyD^iB *initr pn Day^ B 5J$D ^D 8 
-am D'D oay i^BB w* iwn n^ o ! o^ a pn3„ 
"IjynyT D^: piijv.yTDaypin'K ,tD"3i8ya t^D 
!IK .onBii PK nyoya CD"U pftfb D^I nyn^ 
7-xn PK D8^ a |tw 8 iv «pt tDB"E urnjn 
:zm n TK .yp*D oe^trya pK pns ta5»yn 
:ra yon» n PK twnwi jym fyant ya^ o 
.n?8a DIJ jycJyn jye 
^y^o .,K'3**«5»D3ya pa nyaynjjyjnp n 
.D818083P8D H |1K IlKiryr 
Hpian T>K iynni#' ytn po nnhye PK 
PK nyp^np-DDJip 8 phnun 1*IK >«inrr 
po D^wmjvaniQipuNi H PK W^^E S 
.ofcrpMiDjy pnstoc ^n byn lyopKiKa pn 
yjHnJ pn pK D3KD3lTy3»T fjtfjyaK V;"J 
iytD5»8n B'lK D38nanye ny oijn JJaa D**V 
-ji^38na» yp'Bifnf^D \vi**w jcmmtf 
-38 viR PK ,ty33i?nyviy pK jyv»po ,;y; 
Dtfii ,33iayiiya DIIJD ynyi pK jyonya 5»no 
po ya8? H lynyoyanyB iv oay-itaK'y: vt$r\ 
o*n bif)} i n .ytapmnycaiK PK yonif *i 
nyn ,tD8imB PK tynyn aiynya o^a I'lrnyi 
^yiB^ya yoWK p'p pn^ K D^ O oijn ot^ n 
ya"T znynvi w: ot#n D»n l]n ,08nya c'; 
.JJ^IT oifii iyT ,oynyn yj^r PK DiByDpy? 
H yn ytD n^y n ,iyoon^ ya"T tyty^ ya c*; 
DTJHf po nynaya vt> n*?a iyp iyT ,yuvr 
nybya iyo iyp jyyVK ya>n p« .jyaijn D>; 
nya3ya ygonnya H DIJH DIJD3«K oyT jyp 
nnK DKnyj jya^n ^nyo^penyjya nxn po 
-8a MI nyayo ya?yT8 .imv pn PK DITK 
ynin3K PK niao^s
 fnyDD«D Ww , » P I 
jhy*n tD'D D"iy»D"3ya DSijoan on^ K [yaijr 
ynytau ny>T ID^ D PK D'wno po iy^y"'S 
.»:KI^D iyay3 niw 
-3K38B^B 8 MHVl PK "1*3 D»3 PK 
- m "iiv yv383 .nyin» 8 y w PK iy ,OD^ 
-*no iv iyay3yaa$ ny Dijn o«v pn pe >yo 
-roaynya jyayn jyyn^ K y3"T |jnn3838B 
y>D8BD'D PK D"n»no ,y'DR1P$!Mn ,0"P 
tann^oyaain ^ w jyyTK.yan^ H o»n pK 
,yp^ P81B pK 
.ynny H IKO lanaiN D'upTjn 
JWVD H D^ n 138383^ 3 in^' |nyV038 
-ajn jiK PIK^P PinK /upnyi PK n5yao>8rf 
H IKE Biynw
 f(V38P^) moo r«^" 
•ba«5 8 MI «38p<p po jn;y5y P« ^'-,"^ 
- B ^ iyn"? DJJII iyttfiB8& *i ^W c"'rL* 
MI nyna^ 3 PK .D1 lyccToc 8 PK ~ i " 
-iaya i^fgh own itysi^ta^ya PK "IJMO** 
pn .^MK KCO o'nnw t"t jyaipo P» 
,OI*D» po n3yaya jyoD3>n oyn p« D'CBB 
jy3«»BMiQ Dy3nyc oxn D^T p»n po an;y:«" 
-ya oyn trn ny^Miv njn po rTlHI'Jr'^ a 
W W i ojyD-183 wv*r njn 10 
-:yc jr^yt« .yn^D'n y*j83 pu tyxnsiw 
c ; iya$onyfi ,ntfycyny"Ty^8 0V2 , ^ y r 
i*nnyn o«pi way* |M 3"5> r:«3 ny»i PK 
.-iwrfi fyooay^P p»i pa ?y;^: oyi p« c$h 
-D3K1fi KTK WO IW"C rflSjtt D'^Tiyn pK 
y 3n^ n |yn:y5anyB »t T8 ,nuh jy5*s 
-y3$ iy PK ^K5O p*p .{yaw n ^sftwyo 
Dsnya ny e$n nsanyn PK ,v:yc 8 n$: ,0*3 
-aw na .jyay? pn pK lynvbPinnM ^D 8 
TM iy o*n
 r$ft I'IMB e^ans pu pnrPMt 
'O:VBV i n pa p*t 3»aayna# onoya ^Sro 
-oifBP.n tya$n oyi PK PK .a;i3"c nya*5 
i$noya o*a n3iD |«p D.TK "WPDnp »'J»a 
pc • .iyo'5y3 p&nyn o$n ynynsp pn n« 
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nys^nywyaiK nyn y5« wa iy PK ,fc?8 
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•nyma pK-D'wnc
 #eiWD3yny:i n IHKE 
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-J*JW ny o$n Jyafcmya « n PK jttoynaM 
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 fomo ny D*11 TK ,D0WW3 D;yco 
:yD:nyx:»3 pn PK .lyo'wa Dya«n 8 B*B 
wanyn .nynrtyS 8 jyiiw Wflp PK nn$' 
.eny^Mp pK nn»v P'M iy3:83y: ny PK 
.oamaya D»a ny B$n nn$* p*M »« -:nyc 
•r«jDy3 ny PK pnnip nyrv;8^v yj*M PK 
^ r t tiK ryrya p n n w ^ 8 ? ^ PK jjn 
_-8 DD8eny& D"V njn tD^ c ^»t ny o^ .n 
' nSnns* - .iy^5 « D^8 [y©*3 oyjyt9:»^n3 
"'^K jroM-u » n8D ny»5 iyi Dn^J "W P K 
W nyoyBB' PK nyri? ,y»:»BB»P tn82:yr 
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.-n^p
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Di#n .D';yoyn 8 T'K iijnnyn o:yn8^P 
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DW p^ p nyn^ jyp oy .]yD"nay3 mMn 
onyu p^fi ny;Kpnyc8 D^ n TK ,p»i D*3 pco 
cyn PK Dn»DynytD2^ KnyE nnyc PK nnys 
.i^ nnyn jya^yfimyeaiK ,|ya^B'naya3in 
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W"t iy:yPo:8 tr: ^n o^you' ny .DUB 
•nK D3H"riDTyB pK Wit*? 8 PK ny .D'K:U? 
PK oanSwya |yo jrtfjm ,nynn'fi*nyo"3 
•ay*J ny3*JDC8tr:yn"5 8 PK ny .oprnpnyo 
ay J^w yp8o o$n PK D»*n*nB pe nyaijn 
.D^n^ns y:yj"K pn tyn^nyc D>; WV nyn 
"8B3>nK >{ji ny n^n 8 DJnyeya Dijn cy 
-\W 8 wpi c^ .n irjnnyn , t n m w PK \y> 
-ya PK D^ psKTpnyoDMK wow jyi^vva 
ny ou D3»n PK ,nynnynyc nnyo iy;iKn 
tyfttfi? ^D 8 PSIJB ny:«pnyo« yv;8a Dijn 
•iyo38nD v^ DH^ K tyajni 
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-'cn> ty3*5DmnyB oyj^^P Dyn n8B-
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5«r 'D»5RB n iybnyaonnK 0"3 (1 
D*O jycr^p^BK is iyj"D jyiio nyaoyo njn 
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p« .o'Byaya |yon& pvwn D>D wno w-
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.DMD D'nyaoyo 
.papta ]$ff"p^BH 
.pa"5a |M*"P?BK njn PK nynaya^D 
Din lyi'DDMK lyanm nyny^ao^D ya5yn 
: na*D Djn IK jyo^envs* v t 
onyp^D ernpo p« ft£p WWB*W 
.* .11 J .^  .K 2 1JJDU taptf n w 
.MJJJJD prims T B pW^p^BB. 
? n?VK D3"! D 8^ •» 
f&aro nyn* non"nnyB 
? n»no no ooayna pp?w 
-p3«np w&m wwi n» w * ipiW 
*»"&0> 
s_ ?njitf pK nmK o r n 3385 nf 
ny"K jyanp iff nrrK B r a v m lyoyii 
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r n j S lyafcm W M w nn<K bateftft 
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DHxro PK U W P ^ B K jym on* B5H> 
iy«n p*r* eonya PK ,nyoynpyD DIV efrM 
-*5 po Bftri ya'a»K n iy:»r *?$* DIP 
-n tanayua* mvp &*&& nru« -2 ?«P 
j n r u * W9WI | j*»r iv iyi» o>n ya5yt 
D3"^a t»^» v i .I^MB i n »£¥? D<I^ 
mow nyn poJyii ,ns^n nyT (3 
-5*i ,»D»5»B oarttWK-'nf n»fi pi«
 D ? n ^ 
naijB DMWDniPB 8 p« jiny« DaySyapynit 
.D^Byjya |ytyn ^ 
n 5»T jBlffHf nyabyo 8 jyn (4 
oiyacyo y58 ipni ay&oyDK is iyiy^ nji^* 
TDwnjn ttnm w p»nw»« yoio n D^S 
tio D3yobyo» nyiyn •. .Da'DDyiya p« nya 
aye 30 ^ nyDyBc »o prwi DJn^vy:;»N 
•5BB jyoMD tyiyi-^a 
tai^oy^snye -lyaoyo 8 5KB p« (5 
pa D"X p« DjyooyDK lyryn jyJnijxya-w 
\i ynvw vtyvvvm ysiD mn $91 ,WD 30 
njn px I8T t^ K nyaoyo ijn IIK Din n 
p»lt) PB ?8D pK .tyewtp 6 I8fi Diyn» 
^ajfiwi'k j«p iv Da^aynya ou iy t^K 
ny\5ifT lya^ KnjjD jya^t iyD«:ijD 6 H jyii 
DH) PB |jn5w y»t y?K |y?n*vya iyno 
-ya^jnyMi ny t^ K isn — DoayopyoK p« 
.D B^yaya jyonD iv D3»Dajn-
nifD Dnyn iy \uw nyaoyo iy«a 8 (6 
8 jy^ni^ va^K TID j p » t nyn pK \vitfvn 
pn >IJT PK na$B Daanyamyo DIV IKSIJI 
•"5a iv 'D'ftfl !"« jwynp iv Da'Dayiya 
.^ia w a r J«t D'o D»V nya 
njn pD DMIK onya nyaoyo 8 pm (7 
nnyo o*a D^aiK ny D«II DJH amSw w»ar-
-ayiya pn ]VMP "iy 5^ T I » I D pnyn PK 
Tin B'Byaya P^D PK DayniPJ'K |"» iv oa'D 
Din y$ii » oro 15 lyJrn^v 5vt ny DipvDjn 
•yaya jyoMe ow DDayooyoK y?8 vw PK 
8 bnyinya«K |jni yonwDMK nm D'D .o e^ 
-a8P i n * nya^tjn riKonijo
 fnynwopyfii:8o 
» w nm iv nnyo pw ny Pfp ,n$ap*nD 
.jyaas^ya ou 
i n mnyfioamb nyaoyo 8 w\ (8 
5w»B»WyD3'K -\)H pD 58P«5 njH38 18 PK 
-J*K ya^n iv oa^ Daynya pn ny 5*t
 r|^av 
oyn Yin D'fiyaya P^D IV VIK PK u r w 
PK Din W1 8 oayo 6 iy5n*v 5»t ny D»IV 
.D'Dysya jyono DIV DoayooyDK y^8 ^MK 
I«K l'K Dan8BB» nyaoyo 8 imn (9 
n 5»t
 fK^ D5ynK5^ D nyonK on^D^ ny-:» 
^D^onyD one 8 lyJyotsnv \VW ^ D K D 
MSgimm n jyanp |yayp iv DIK D"P 
onnayBDiD onjm ny jxm nyaoyo 8 (10 
on nKD w a r nyn JUJ (D^ yBDpy nynw)-
ynynaK nayan^ K n^ B nyni^  DIH VW pfJnw 
\ 
8 
-DJ?DK anipNj* !*n pn n«^i i pit 
.niton 5oo r* 250 ps pniewK 
nyioj^fl \"P b»j B$n IB?B nw .HMD H 
•Itruifttiif D*P iyp ?8p*J iyiy> p« 
Snip? H ipjyn jyp t3iK MI D'ni nw 
oun nyt^aiK w n n p* y^yE-yanyoe' 
y£ys-y3iyt3fi? Snijtt n po ftrwa D?B 
f lytromny jyjyp tfifw I^BD lyutK D$H 
-;yoMD 3 pa 2 PD v w jytwn i n |yn iyo 
on? .njny^JD^o "uypio PE imp B v$y$ 
Dnm PK pn« jynya D*n nyD»an« 5n»v n 
wpi $o'j PK , D » 3 1 « jyjKE yiyr:iK ps 
yjys:ytoMD pa 5ntj;v H TB ,jya$n iv KTID 
risp H p * J^DMI , ^ D *it« prism a m 
,iy*n*J nin$ D W D I J D D*fiy:y3 ye^B 
inro jyp .wyooyoK ps DycD'D H PH 
nys Din Tin mjo'tfJ p« iyttfunyM* W? 
W 5 » * D nron D$n DIP ps i;$s lyrto 
. Lv? |i«wwnn J"3 i"K D$>nt$v 
oytoo'D Dirt pn ajnyoyaiys yoni* B 
D*D iruni 03noyi typ O'Dy^yn-iyo'iD PD 
ly^atrD Djn ps P3me>3*K n D$II ,oyn 
n n ny«y^ SDDJTT
 (unyDnnyE TT 5*#r 
*i 4 * w p« lynynK'nyo pn oyti njpfetra 
nn$' B I K ^ T 25 D*d pnjfo aanyoynnyu 
yoiD yv3K3 H
 # T 5 T D W ^jnnw D'D iy-H$ 
*nm ,iy3"*u iyp "nrtupo i m fmm vt 
oyn pn m MTB ,-iynnD pfi DD'DWO pu 
onnpo pk w$5p nraJmit^B iyi pa IK^B 
. .(§>»> nysBD 
•jmrttt nyi v s J»J>TJ» pn Dftn 
B ma PK mo^m , n w * nyiy (1. . 
D-iyp"D DTIPD PK P\&P "in ps wzyz 
"3jny3 PK pK — fDIWJHt v^ no
 r | fW 
iy Mfffl Djn Tin D'sy:y3 [y»HD"« o r e 
"in pn i t f i p (1) P*n e£n$v (n iyi$) 
nw*n IB DDipya iy jyD^y^ IKD ,|l|»»; 
,'D*5tfB"DJyi 
iy»yo Tin DJD5W PK
 #yoio n (2 
• : D^VD m PK mm** t^ n 
mcJiTt 600 D5B nnir 40 t^ 3 
l i f tP 400 D?B I V 45 T'3 
nK5«n 300 &x nnif' 50 P3 
•utfip 250 iyD^y p« 50 pD 
n?%n»s njnjp^D^D p » ^ i i M V ,t«^s w 
"T no*n ,TT a-8B cy jjni .oaayD 
Dirn«># pc nyou nyaeyDByo oyn PK 
iy3yay:iy2>K I>D [yaijn *nypi*ii m o i w 
Dyoo^ D oy^: nyi jyayn |yo"n?yvj"K H 
PI*5P Ty»e5yiK^ D H praMi ,oo^ww PD 
•3"K'o*n 2 ^BPtj? ftw nysKD onnpo PK 
,o5n H nya^ K DV»K IJT ryn*»j ina .Din^ya 
"jni oyn T;^E iyn yajyii D»I5 ,iy5yajn n 
,oj"t? :;IK .05»nDTyB PK o^yoKtya. ivn 
t'K PK iy3KD3"K IB "TO! PK'tKte iyn TB 
"{j^  v-w .ynvw iv tnPBinD i^M 03"5> T W 
Dtp .IB^B oyn iiruinuii iyp iipjr y^ BP 
JIT3V yiy* DU Dlfll ,D^T 1U T^K yjW'M 
$$p& ni i i n nrB D'Dyjyn oyi jy^ BD iyp 
D:ynij; twna DDBy"iyiy^3D'D oyoyii ,2 
-tj? / n D5-BP^^ yiyoyn: n .n:yrno 8 PD 
lysBn iv jynDBiya DU v o . j y o ^ 2 ^BP 
•*5 lyD^oiyn iyn m ^yoyna oaynwrK H 
iw»n IK5»I 250 .i^noyj D^T oijn ^BP 
50 ps nyttfy oyn ps iyc:yD B *H*D o:yi 
B iBD 500 lammm 3y»B inyt PK "in«> 
T V J'K in*1 40 P3 nyo^y oyn pn |jrwyo 
t3-»tD |w«i D^BPIJ? ire *qtn .yoiD nmrui B 
•iv D>3 DtjT t^ K DBBcnyny^ aD^D VDvra K 
"3 tyoyp D5BPI^ ynyoyna m yiyw^p 
5IJT Donutn^ M n D^ia m tyD'D^y3 an 
n cy 5«r o-.y^cyo jn»«t OM> DWII
 rpn 
ly^n^v iv iypip.DMK jyciBT 0^ 3 urrjr*53D',3 
5BE PK
 #IK?BI K »w ,DyoDyDB yiyDjn3 B 
nhftKne B PD OMO ojri ptf 
lys^K H pc lynyt Dim nyty? nyn KMI 
lyoipDMK 2 5»p^^ pK cyn ,iy^3jn vwmv* 
PK jysiBDB' oyn ny^«D»o B t w - *WJ 
iv^ yn ,iK5m 500 i»i ojm o^rvK^pn 
iysnBi.2 5BP^5 ps lyiy^ao^D T3ytMt3 H 
oyn .nyiy' .D 50 PD D;yooyDB l« fy^n^v 
-O^D DyijHmtfWW oyn PD D3y^ 1tr31K H 
njny^3tD'o n pr>jm ,IK5IP 400 ant ny^3 
'•3»K n iyn PK ,o:yo 40 iv jy^n^v jyoiBi 
. 300 pH ayr. Dyyan t^D^ys DJTI pc* oanw 
-nw ponia TJnjKfctpD *i iy5jnv,in5ijn 
fwjniw'K I K ^ T 250 w\ \\x .myo 30 ?v? 
iy3Btsw3« DIK o:yD 25 iv fy^n^v »! |F5yw 
wi*n wyonw wb njn 
IBB jyo'Byjya yajny-'cnyB o*o truwiitt 
"TR-DDRROC ijn o^x •onysoyo r>yMt 
,oo»n DP ,oaRo PK pn» PK 5*3 ooinw 
ypn'K h tyaijn ^ v n jyol5 DVT o:n 
n (ID 9yw»3 ojn btfyiuaafj w w 
\mmw lW"t PK w w y*»>uy yoo^o 
,mw o n nywiR (* "D'oy"D$o nituvtti^ 
IKD oo^DywiypJinP H IPD5*IVUJB w 
n
 f w w l i r v w H .oiyaoyo jny«t 
n , IRW nypya n
 #wn«^»DD H p0 w w 
,WW ffiyp"© ojnw'D H , | * W nym*D 
/WO")! nt8 pR |$W D1WRO 5»ypyOB> H 
jnruR ,D*oy"Dip nwRnBR y5» IM«I 
-*toy«if |yj"t jnyiJR PR jnayo^eDs^y? 
nv jRnmnjfB *Rnywn„ ijn w'jyo 
•pyn* jy^ y^ vyBD jyiyn IRE "DJR*JV Tno 
jy3$n ,a^ o5>BinyB *iyn oa^yaaR cwi 
Tt "3 D i i W ' K W W jnyona *i pw 
-'ORoyoo'D po yoyoo'D inyoya « ^D » 
"t .aanrvB-DOBycyj pR o^pa^eyno nyc 
•":Kn* pR ynyoyipyo o5yoe>yaa$ tya$ri 
n inn^BivDin Do^jy5jrr>rwi PK fiw) 
\\JIV5 PR |yo"3nR wnnmoM: vmwvnvz 
D3RW 1 P jyawfiMR n TB ,iyantfT p* 
•immi oa'Dy^Banys oo ?P5»*^T 
I'D'D oaRpya PK nya^yn /UWK Tiny 
"a:y pR lyDROiyo^ anR ytrpR n ps ?yay5 
PO ,0163 DaRWnnO H PR »33 13R5 
y^a K jyaaRByiJi* ^ t o$n oy TR ,jyayaiv 
DBRcnyo»3iR W T K iyn itfT^iHRnya 
rtayvayfc R MmBBnys ysjjro I w W PR 
Newwx 
jTiyn PB ya»«p ijnyViyB B»J nyan r»t C$T 
D<n J •* lJ3^n EOftJl! »"! .year) ynynne 
nyny»fc»»o tyo'femonK njn* jyantBay u asyi 
ly tas in « tyy) .ty*»u »T y»"*u yatyn IBC 
I f w PB typ0V)NDtlM iyi* w»rwy vqm 
yam y^ w my*frijM ny TU B O ^»BK c^n BD"H 
CC«I p« lyjai^nwf ya^yr H n»B ma
 rca»ty3y2 
•B«O n .DB'wajD r»yiy^p iy ooipys ,D'B* 
V *»^( iy3»n *o»oyiD|iD -nwnwj^ | « ^TVS^ 
I'M « tyftasp ojn nw B3»o Dri ym ,*w$* 
n « t » l«»ai» n n* ]§tn* on maiayaix nnyts 
#iyo3'*» ya^oya^} ynn i^t iy^»Biy lysyp ix ,nyp 
•i»roi> H oyo3 ,yoDny?iBVB pR WDjynyty: 
"pRijn pypijT nJipn
 #ttDwriyo"aiK w 
iIR^ BRP .^  PR "WWTB lyO"3nBw pB 1^ 0 
•ROUR W^OOWWB yoooJy n no W»I I 
TDBMH H PB jlhtfi M^R jyj»>T »$Vn ilTllpa 
P"-IDD SRTyjy^n jyoma jyoxy? pB iyin^ 
•»n ,njn"Jc Dn»»5 PR lyajsopuj^ p H PB 
PR MTOBWWJRD n D'D o5jn3»myB [ya 
R fy-yr, iv^nys y:ynyry:;8 ognns 
,
 B •ojyo^ yoyD 
D*p ij£ia*myB tR',«wyany^DR nyn 
*TyB TR ,»*ODUR'3V-TnO &2 T'K DyD^ 2 
Iw*nyB BRiiHB'"yjynytyaaR o>o pA^vn 
pB B v^jnB oyn lyaypnyjR iv o;"c 
DIP1 pR — !RB>»Ri$»MRp pR iyiT"lD'318 
ovy 033RB ,oo«myD jynya a38^  D*J t>3 t'K 
VIR t'R oy .pnvitmyB iv T"n3y5D^ ;« 
yafcm ,IR5BBP PR nyp^ n T« ,00 mo- "P 
O'D pR nyooRJ ,m o^o o^ynasmyc (sraifn 
»r>MiW3«K po*n ,jyo"p3^3ynyB ya^ny 
*npw wpnoo o>3 PB D'otjnBo^ p I'Bnw 
/ *n8Tnyo3i« jjmo yi ]v^ B«^ B J^ N 
n oyn ,|ya^xna»p *i njnuw JJ» 
.nyByc n pn.|jnrnBa«8 oyn j^w 
PR nyp^ n t« ,jy>nyvny? i»*R nnD*5 :;K 
nyo^anR n lynwnya vi« HWi I«^fi»p 
n iw^yn ^Dmww iwm pnaiwmjv 
D W jyaifn \w jyc-j^ nnyB W^n nyo^ai^ 
/lyfiytr w w nr^^p yopnoo 
y^ H*R y?R ovy lya^r Dynyo*w 
,(yonwonR \"P PB 00 D"ii ^^K) w w 
B1W M ' W 3 W •Byaya lyrnpya tjrtni c^n n (* 
lyayp fytya oajniwn U^V^iarva lyw^Juyoyi 
lynyneay :OOBI« »^ny"n» i|iiR lyeipps c?i 
TttttVMftji IB PK lyny^ao'D ijnyn lyayp "T 
oiyn W i jMioyi K ]ix BD»n C*JT ,*my"PVB 
\WP »n nyn^ ^ii iy ' jyi nyn | « B:??I;:K 
P K BB'Byaya n n«B yjjna"3 yiy»»r iJ^n^s 
DB'Byaya lympjn D»B(«-BDVB lie JIH D»BU"BCIJE 
•nine yBD»»o n .ly^nvt " i ya^y» n^c 
yny^T IIB DIH uiaopy iyo^py3 " t — "cs" 
n »« B*»rt OB'Byays m ivitvpt PK Tyiy^iB'O 
W W n .n^B iya'n» y»?tya y^ u:(*^ **" 
B3»o janyajn ^ n p i "TOBIW,, a»WW« 
nypn$ii BJJJDIBJ on** -ijn u 
C$1 is 1*3 pnvnw Biri 'Dim PK "KBIS iyo 
.y3'^ iy3y5> ycso 
"3 PK ,iy3$r T'X T * »» P»DW5B PK 
i'K T'K " 3 Ml V1B8P Bp:iB 18/138$ pK T31K 
-,BE ignBjra DySs Biyn ram "3 .p*np VJ 
-»p .vfoJwBjyjw ,»»5»tt"Ta DJB'JV n 
-iK ys' j ' ivnD is Bnpntrava tsy jyp ny: 
-3'^ny po ,OP5WTVK po JB'D B PK B " 3 
-IJU'* PK 0"p3V2SriV2'K ,D"PBD3ny ,0»p 
-y3if jw"» ysSyn , n .33i3"S"iy3'K ya*s> 
PM 11 BnjnifD D«fii B "3 - IK i j n B'D B;spy3 
-.8 W'S'U'nD 18 ,inPBBn»D llfhD, ,I8'31? 8 
'ififxat .JJU'DyJaBJiyD p w o T I K PD B'MI 
yBDJHijmo'ij n PD atf'D-iy ey ,o»;i:yi 
. j w 5 arttWBP PD \tpiv n PK .jysBSBMK 
j n t f w n n ? pn srunas -isa jyp ni PK 
nyD"3n8 l« *H aynasj JK ,B3"D B"3- IK 
i'K 38B j j r w w jyaaB* B DVMW»J2« D»n 
- : 'B 'D iriayBB ^SJTJTI ny 5»t .BKtrByiiD 8 
-DKP jjnynBMK ,D38E>"3yJin |»BM? ,jyj 
i j n pc yD'toys n prvpoyin ,D3"5a 
lys'HE'is .[yaiJoKnyD *IMK jyiyn ,w»av 
VPE ',iy3»3 MWTlJf PK iyD5«n ,jyBDyc':8D 
lKVPawi* .ppM njn pa lyBsytpya H jyn 
pv$nmHta T» flwiv |y3<3"KiyE oysyc* 
•nyB'Mi PK "WD'm MIB PK DP"*IBD PK 
-y: Bj'Dy?a««nyB jya"? M p i P n ,K' 
inif t rapWl BWEW P K ov?is PK .ijnitfi 
-D:ypnyoy3 PK'D rn% B jn» pK P^JJB B 
D:B'3V n PK ynyayipyD n I^'BK I B .nanyu 
yD^nKvys-^^B^ysyn p'p jynya BM iyj»i 
pK ny3'3 n jjnn'B j yp to I'nBE .yDcsys 
•D'Dt?y3 B jyanp ny BM^D , B " S "or»nB p't 
iye DBiioy nyn«f /ljfBiBiip lira D^Bnys jyo 
5yanyB fix BD'TI 'D . IPBIKUP nye nysDyo 
."WW 
• 'DC K p w B*n ITPK'HJ ,iyty^ ,Dxy 
y^Bpnm w i ' » ' jnytaiK pa unao Jyp 
T'K V K 5wi (Smpntn nyB^B nm pD D J * W 
jyjan'DBB yovy? n pa lyepsa y:':"K D'D 
i'K Dy TB ,B"pj'D3n njn i'K ly r ' x -WK 
"~'DPBTB PD m i p i w y j 8 jyBKIBWnB 
I'* ,ii&2:y PK DMP3V ye»'TK n pK B"p 
;ya"» U^BPHKT yonaDpy yj'^KOB n »8 
BP21E ,B"v l y ; njn po noe'; n n jnyn 
.TPB^8 i j n pD '11 
PBDanDDpy "11X.H IB ,yiT 513H T'K oy 
•:K H oyoa ,-Bl^5» PK jy^BP'iKT ycTK 
"DJfPilK Jy'ElV 8 PD ,331DynDD'nK "1KD"T 
."Wits'? |y3'hj ' 'B DIV ntiyov lyS'fo'Ot^E 
DO nifj BJS'JI ' n |y38n i"ay:5>B PK 
"yj i'K .nyny^jo'D n [ysyjyi Dwn'mcB 
.IVB"V y^BDiBJ p»Jjnjm 
lyES^yjj'ns n i ; iy3"t iyB"3iK n 
B''V I'R.I .P"1BD 8 nBE IIJ'31' i y i pn J'CyT 
•: ' i :y i iD' i ; n a^n'Eyj " t tyssn «IBC8P PD 
p'nBD J'3K: ny3« .|8'X8J'38ai8 JIB B "P 
•yj B W l^ 'BK ,P»nBD B W .B'J |«W 
"nyE B iiE Bnynyj3K JMC ,p»nBD ayjyjiKr. 
•lyEK^is oww n PB "T iy:" t ,pnSiinB9 
pmD'iK ayn lyjitya Ban y a ^ t ^ ' a n y t 
nm P K „ :y'3K^y»8na wix: -\si PK 
I8 'JV 8 T D IVP c«r, ID je&vwtrwt p'noo 
iy38n — lyjiKiiyj P^IBD nyi PK ,jjfD?»n 
PK — B^Sliyj ly38H TD Dtfll \*W ^1 TD 
.:'D'5Biy3'K j«p:v n I 8 T 
'T 18B tya'By:y3 yD'iiyj |jnn'B3"K pa 
-pJBnp ]IB D"S PK iya'ay:y3 " D .DiysoyD 
lie JBB pK nyn« B"pj'J8^DB''3nB ,B"n 
.}»»« D^Kiiya B': " i jyssn as-, pa ,B'iB 
"TO iy3«n ysJyn ,D:KMV »B"JJJJ» » I 
•8318 y i y t D"31Ky;E'nB IBIK 8t8 VMH 
IS i j ny^B 'D H |jn;i3yais pK [y.'K'SBPi 
njysyjDBD jynys B': iyj"t — DJB'JV n 
,BP8B iyT .DJ^'aVT'lB yCTK H -iBB 
iBB Tt iy3sn D:8'31'*T'"IB y c ^ j y n D8ii 
n B'D nnyo lysysyasK ^^8' 50 yasy? '~. 
,B"np38iP pa jyB'Byjys "JiyjynyB.-.yE 
Di^ii DB'T ; y^yE;yB'iD pK B"prt85|DB"3n8 
-iyE iy38n D;ij'ji'-T'nD w*?::v yDDyns n 
y i y t pE D:ys8"iE 80 MI inyo Bjn;yn 
B^n D8i — iyB'Eyjys ytyn UMB iy3830MK 
yCTK '1 D3yi81iy3 P« iyP81B'y338 yi8i3 
.Bnt? 8»8 pD D38'31' 
;y$"nBis38 pntemya I5"BK » I BKTI iyo 
,cn38B - B'cy:ys n PB IJBB-DEBDBP oyT 
.lyacny oyn lymc. D'; 7& "wxnfi ^J^ «p 
yB"TK '1 iy38i"l 385IT18B IV»n T1K "113 
.lyDljySBMK B'3 1yB"31K 
Vi lie 33iB^BinyB nyi Bj:85y33B byn 
iya"K njny TJIK "3 BBHDIJO jyp ,D:K'31* 
jyo ,D38ty3 D3"Bt?'D-pK ,"t«J^W5Jfb» 
P'P B'3 BB'imy3'K "83 fOMti iyD t8 ,D3M^J 
.lyB^BinyB 
r"3~i8 i y i !1D 331K"~Dy3 ' 1 . 8BB8D H 
*"31K H PB Piyil D8T I'M »1D .yOB^P iyD 
V 
6 TjJpT¥« QJJWWX on^VTjn 
mm w*m wro TpiTs pinis n n 
-ynypnya'R *i n«c-.n — jyDBonyB^a-ts 
! yytf $ryn n nRDnjn ,tt«a 
ts ,iyj$anin w ip s'D^Dnya^ K PR'D 
•yrtipfi D:JTDVV5» jyrn ya5>yr. ,iy«ninjy >%J 
-p*D n PR M> jnas^rvR im p« jyoip 
to*3 T»R — ip**PHin n pe imipye yt?^ 
pn ,3:nn8Eny po ouo^tm im *ft /inye 
PR |y;ji3"cny y«a h po ,iyDm nnyc 
y": yajnyenyD n PE ,iy::iHHya*wyay5 
.DEBB y^tya nyraiR pn t r a p s e yJirrjo 
•'31WrVOD'5K'XlfD PD niw 25 1 ,R* * 
O'weyriD "lyi^DMijwpntf PR nye^D 
tycno n linn 33mm *wn* tssny: B$n 
nyo tuypyj o^ put ovn D$n |yo yajjm 
.jyay* PK (j»*$pnMi 
]i« y&pntn PD wpnya T I W PR .. 
-ya^nB Btny r« r|JDinj» #HJjm» 
"p8 nyttnepjnB jifi yrsnye 8 lytaync 
.Dtwujeyi P« flps 
PD lya^ya jya$n oa$w W»"PK n 
pwa>« PR iya*n »i .ire"n»WP yJy»e 
->TR pc jyc^t yamw y?R D5y3y>Bt?y3a$ 
#ntn>nDDpy tyfcp'im pn rnyo^aiK jyjy 
-i38or 0*3 pn ,t)D"a tya^iyavaawJp pn 
-R*PB> pn ,HDIM KMWIMI pn ,&w*eB*in 
- ' D P smmyoip W"» ^ ^ " p n J n w yc'E 
y?WDT»33iR PR ,3;nytDD»3ya PK^BHJID 
*I iyj«n iya$ i^ayiDBnn ;|WlttOtt"a'i» 
btfyoblf ny«t po osyocny jyo^ya Djyw 
-py jnynf ,nytDP8lRD lya'JonsipBoiiPJiii 
-3nyn*D yo"T^5o"v »*j jrHspnmiaviDD 
nxn pD ,D3ye"nv ,!y33iDynt3DmR PR \VS 
n»D tyo'Dy3y2 vvmwm PD D^naytynaR 
-"V y5*on*3 ya^njmya pR Vttr*$3&b n 
,-iynu * PR 5ya3*o po oay&m pn ,tyt> 
0»3 j3io5irinyD wyayaiya^R pit nyaniyD 
PR nr33wynyt33iR MR J$*3V ye«TR p** 
0O'0Th»B't>*a K po nnipiya Byoa'aiyD 
0*3 « pc ,P"*IDD jya^t^xaiR i« po ,one> 
lip:** PR Mwv,ya-nyD«an« iwi'M r 
-ya nn>R pR Joy^a y"3 « iy3;8Ey;;^ c«r: 
"3"n» t*n n .^ yoy^a y"3-5y:^sc 8 jtijw 
jyay^ po jn»nya y"3 r3«3 s PR lyoifnoy: 
W l 338? D^3 DB'iy b«n n .B«P3»DynO i^N 
ya^yn PD ,y«vrwft ya^nysya 8 oasoy: 
ynoya n ta^ o pk iy»3nW omR'pR n 
•»3y iw'Myo PR ny?y3^ g si'W jyoanonn 
jn^PMi 
-^n« jym PR yy»o ya«3DnR H TK'D 
-5yiiDiR H }ya>ntDc Wnip p» |jro»niV3ij ?v? 
D>»11 I 'D m nw H ,B^3y^nyp^y2,R n ,a;sv 
n Dipt PR pR p j^nttApOPU n |wr»v in 
.|y»OB»y3 ?>« 
XTB«n>R H MP it*K B0MVO9 \"2V:5$ 
-tyniH t'R |ipr3*^ pR 33i:jmy3 lyb^a-.e 
\ni B"t3D^an83R- t^3D^8,vtjD, inyo |yiiv: 
w i ^n znvtpw 0^
 9iBHi9craf^ r i*no 
^n3838B^na /iyaHjnB yo^ny n wpi ,0's 
nxn3H3 ya^ayroRijo PR lyn^csD^s ,jyDc 
PR «« fiipa*? PR n y w wwn n i*s 
-n»38
 #iy»D'5«»x*o IV11P3 ]V3"r rpn^' r: 
jy58PH8i PR jyoD*: 
jyai^ n
 #33i3ynya iyn pD TOB'J H 3n;yn 
-3i^38n H DD^D3"Rya ^n Dnyomyfi M: 
n pD nytDP8n»a orr PR purm'MMK ,\v: 
PR nyaya-p^D H imw iy3»t »t ,D:?-;" 
Dm58IDOT3D^ R PR |»31^3«n n DO'OW: 
-RTURTI^ lytD a^nw H PD y»c»3i»n'B n 
.ryv 
TO W D^ T «t jy3"T ,D3$?y3 HOR DV" 
njn »i3 TB ,^T3R 0D«n Dy .31^ w w n 
nyo^anR njn nnk lyjRpnun n |iD D^D:*'R 
nyo i83$r nnw jrwiwitnyc t^ R uvonw 
*nm »1^b«5 H pxn3*t ,pni»W3 ciy-r1: 
,onyn3yy3 pn8D^ nnyr in tyayn RGU ty?»P 
-D3yay5 y«j jyouy33$ tai^ n BP$vnin "'" 
y5'5iwa*o H IV i>i?ytor nyi3« i« jtffW 
H pD jyssnjni^D PR yDBoyp pn-j»*« 
• : 
W W i wymtB on** -ijn 
o^prrw 
teDD^n .?.« pa 
,(y:"n) ."": nye'K u 
..„iyw»D jyaya wi ny Day*s 
, * * * 
-,op;y-ipya wp o$n pna iyo5s DVI 
«t jyjnwi iy aay^ B — TTKPP ,nij —* 
— lyatppiye D:»T in»« ,Dnyr 
i 
,*nyaynp n« DKH HE nop p« 
? iv-.n'E Dtp I « K IVP pmicn 
#DM1K T , K BBB*TP P2 DDW«DV11 
?iyvD,Etpe W H v:vp D$n 
,v:vm "t iv ny t>$n — cny; jtn. 
ftfawwn (IK IVD85W 
- , * 3^im y:"i p« 2>-;:yD5Kn 
nirJon yrn Jyoa^a K 
,t32"5 pte>ia »» lyp njny^ s 
,tinyonx n« iy»a*nya 
,inya |»n*5"iys "UTK Djn'i »w» 
.jynyn D»a TO bjm "in'K tmi 
pncsr D'D -iy oijn ,sn3jnjn p« 
; i$n:iaw-rayB ivto^ n 
"DSf'E njn gM D«$n :MK pn p« pa 
.fynaivya aanytapwaya 
?c"ttm gjbn g Pi8t3E' MI enyr wi t — 
; Jjrt^ nya rftfttM? D ^ ny o^n 
"nacmnnK D*D I « K DawKW — 
! lyTy1" wuni DW na*k PK 
|8a lyoSs IK i^fc s tarjn ov 
^vw yJia s osnya 
»t iy:"t iyr^v jynya 
.iyir? yoma *p?pyie> p« 
jyiiya »i iym y&ay?e> 
rjyD'^ ya PK *pt t33y*ipy: 
"t iy t^jn [yaianyB o*a p« 
. .jyD*a D'jyo»vtf cyi H o p« 
jwifintHi D$n »t pa Da"uya 
;nnn« |"P ,DBsri)rma |«p 
/unsnin K ut$n DIVD'HIM 
.nnns PK pyir PK Day?ya 
,DV8&utnta D$n "csn„ nyenyn PK 
; pnx: pn ony^ Dya 
:*« vtoayo P* FW °W I'^ s PK 
— tya^naiv T^N iv:yry: 
,aynp"iyina pa son jyeyo PK 
; yntfs iiK DBnnjnna pc 
D^a'iyu'aye pc t'K oy T>3 
.iy-itfv.y: lyno DXH?MI K 
"I*.; |y5a"Ot? D;y32 PIK^ PW ny-y^ PK 
riypn T T crT,K "'i«D 'Dl*- Mn 
o^r: [yo^ya ,D«= nyr ,-;y PK 
,|ypn"iyc«5pB' |jny vm 
ovi;y;DMK ojjn n^an ^ys *iy-i 
; lyoayc^o yjp'i'ay'ip H 
WUjn oiyonw tw^ ijn 
•wn» pn pftm ntsonrK sayo-isa oy^ 
•nfci ly-irvD y^spjj? nyt3iK pB ya38o 
w w J n n n j D njn^DKiyiiwP "un PK jya 
jyn nyas .ttfyii -iy*38a nyn *IKE BEKsr^ yrya 
po inranrwiii nyn pnrincnn <r«n jyo 
nyj"K PK Dy:^« -IKB yj»8„ ft&ptaWfO 
"t iwuya ,KBU | i fw ny»t pn "y?« nets 
ycrD$n .jyayam pn is n*xnm "5"iyf>8 
aK<yyD lyB'^yiijyQ Tyww ny*n DWIMBI 
338E3$ IS jysso D^: pfrn *n T« ,DICP5 
pH p« ppjp ny"t p« JO«B i in P« V " 2 
-^yry: iianobiftiiqnfQ n ayn ? i«ni3 ny*n 
-en mm pm fivw tya$n tyayp t a w 
,iyDD*K$ay ya5>ym jyn^ 5»n ptfjm nyiy^a 
T n o TJnjn .ysna "iyny* ann ?03"n f^r-N 
!»3 lya^^a y^8 oyn -lyc^ans nyny1 pn 
tut BTttttPM P*0 ,"TK I"o« .: nays nyn 
-yn& r^s Vt P« 3 W ^yoeny nyn T D «3 
D^jnvia pns i n T « pa *** :flw 
"Inyo**! 
©"proJua^Sa PK wvnv&ev n aHn 
KD'BKP nyfi n jynyayn PE yaK-ia -iin w 
Din cam ,iyo58nai$ nya3y5 Sira 1*3 oyr 
-3i* PK myaeye jnytaw D$H » 1 0 v i p n 
iy:yp .PDDJKPHIO n £ ' W / l y i n ^ yny? 
]yttf8..D'PP PB JJP'TBW tD-3 r5»N*^T* 
"? '33K *ft« 1DWSI- : m m jytrwKipy 
jynyii PK rfwawwa WW -WMW iyu-: 
,prvKP3Kan* nyn pe bnwm PK wwy; 
iny»T pB "DiytD n^ff H pn v,'Dn$s [yiv: 
-ya K?K iya$n yafcrvi vwnna PK nyeoyw 
C*N ,^ 8T R « U ^ ji PK D^ T .0*3 J315W 
-ayo PK P18DC |f&» y*a*a*n lyase |yp 
nyn lyanJny oyn D*in ,^ KT yrvj^K n ,310 
ivnwn wn WH* mnSixaw ^ i i^3v 
y^8 pe i n onyn Dlfll "! T:IK oE^yn
 rDoipn 
oijn T U B P lVDipyrpy ^myiyvn »n 
-iyt33i« yo'D^p y^3 8 lyw^BB UTIDV^ K 
.KD'-eyp "iyB ynyayn 8 PE yjKiE n jyaitw 
ya*OB H ri>l DDKT
 ft'K w^ntp »1« 18E 
-^3y„ H .|xn*pnya DDU"iytD3iK i^n;n3 pa« 
com PK DJyiD&'ya iya^ >^T jyasjn "IVCD^ 
•wa T^ K yD^cijp nyD3,B nyn ps t^^s -yn p« 
iK ,iyD^n TDIJ> .ny^ BKB oyi nn« iy:r : 
-yoya 8 iuat$n oyn 33iDitiytD3^ K ya^DV^K n 
H *in« Da^sB yom> 8 »ay»5 J«inm 
-cyo jny^t unny5pwBnt< nynn^ E y5«wf? 
jtpav 8 PB Bnune nyooayn nyn TK ,DIV: 
PK Dy3"K 1KB y5«„ TiK |^ VKP3«3 i^? PN 
181 TO WVP «t TK PK /'yf-8 IKE "»y3"K 
-Do^anK nyaimva yiy^t D^O lyan PM 
-»? nyi PB nyD"3i8 y^ K \yw wtinrtn 
n pa jyoBoJnyn n D*fn "iyz^ 
-i^ n Tta PK — iy3;yia D*3 ;y^? iySisv. 
yiyiaiK prftft — yooya DI?" *IMK jys 
-lV3v-n>no %t TK jypiyiya Dnyaoyo 
PK
 f^nijv PK «^pniD3y nn'K—aauvv.ya 
".y^Knijt: p« JIK ^^pa^ntDDiKTjya 
oyn pc i;y PK ::8E;IJ Ijn t^ K ,DBK"IP 
H*W .o^r.^nc y^ynDon;^ i'ib ^ECSP 
.jynn tyo^n^nE y-y-:j8 y^ .8 yaSyn 
n PK yooKya ^ ^ " i i y w ^ K H 
pn D3^3v ynytaiK pa yoo8y3 y?«P*f? 
•V SKMbPUfM' ^ ^vyED ,Wp V3 
PK D"V ^ B iyay3y32ij lyaijn ,c;^*: 
^"ECKP tVC^CD^K'V^D DJH PK OTO 
IiB niDKiH38P nxn T B JyvysD iw 
-ny iv iyE$n I^D jyaJjhi ,i^i:^? v « c 
.Dy*i33*p p« iP^ njrw 
,pn DEiKT-ys o*n oy m t'K D«FI 
-IJ?P"WI DJjjDig: tfivrf? njn 
-cv:v2
 f D w n w r o ,chj>D*m jyii J**JV 
npjrtw &th&& ^rwawnjn ,DD3wn"K 
cy MI Tjnjp |f/5n3«n DTiMfGi p« DIVD 
y:»oy?5* *i lyoafcnDya ix pi*
 f«t DDSE 
KIK p« 4**av-'iv*3»3 *iyi pa irarwttt'M 
njrtfl « P* l*M>KP3icn* y*a*a >i PK 5SE 
.JJD5* *i pa nya^K 4**5* T * O^D ^nac? 
8B iv D3"5nye "usotnv KTK &*n o w a j ' 
DM ?yp P* V' IWn o5«nmv PK D*II ,TMPI 
".lynyor 
\M w n *5iy»*w ]y&yy5 eyi iput 
q*i o$n T I M P . ti*tti«ripji tawawn iyi 
nyp y>« TK ,PK oy 3*0*13 MI lypiiyaDMiK 
IPDKM iy5n3*n "MTK jy5*l lyossinyE 
-yi DTyt":Kan* WJ«5 n .pyirc I«M n«a 
p* ,iyopsa »*D DE$Dt?y:;$ pom con^s 
pawl ,iybp«a w m r n o nnyr y>ys ya;sb 
,?mya%K t3"a*»K nyDMna -nyMnyaaw nyn 
•r« nyn pa D^prpyno nyn *IMK t rwi D*V, 
PK PK Diyoc y?K p* 4 * w 9mf^»nvD 
Dsyeyln jyam w i ,T*IB pa 5"HD tiny* 
"iij3 jyo pijrn ,DD-]t*Byn BWP*J*?IV '" i,K 
os^yn , D O I P , ; ' n n v j inrna p * * 
•un *p? tnyn *o*o pi*' w p» "! ta iK 
n ,Diyp»o ojrn PK &0"Yl *I ps *n#ya 
nitrpa n ^rwiHfn mw ttftfM n ps oyo^a 
•y: Dip ,onyp"D *3*B*p PK nysssn n pa 
pitr .oiyp"D Dim DjjmJ^D *i ps cva 
injn*a 03*131* yanip n MI 33K5 lyin^' 
ip;yp is n a ,jnpD* y^y^v^rs p« y5*n*e 
Ti*fi PK nwpa ya^any .tj/TPawi* in 
J*K PC DiB* 5KwyB>n pK tv lyeip p u n 
JIB nyonaiK *pt jy3iay3 oy am ,trPDtf 
^T ?pn iyfit3:y i n 5*1 D*« PK .H^ID 
— "?'33K SHK nown. : pn nyco:y y^•T 
.(w?iPD^n o'njnna p»n iyn ^^K pa„) 
W iy£D:y ijn Dip PK ,03"^ oy »n 
EMpn o^yDiryapy^B ^M jya^n ya^yii jjy* 
^ecKijar ijn .KD'SKpnye WW* B lysy; 
tNpi w?nyoviD'iyinap''D \jn*p*¥^»mVW 
"flfV*j«3 ny"T pKjyoy3y33"nK MIS spt 
1 » ynyayn K DI^I ^yc'naya o^-jy^n **t 
'^E ":^D p^ nDD ".y:"oy3^K |K PK KD*EKP 
"2?: ssjn fyay: ]jrp ,onyayo PK D5KP^^ y5« 
WP Pfhs D«n .^yeory tytDDn:yD8S PK \m 
^ fWuya'piipi»u*j*0,ni», eyniy^yD^Dyc 
11fr4MUViin ty2"t D^KPI^ jnypiKDsr:*-
"** y:^jni
 fonyaoyo n TK^xnyaKV^ *n ins 
2 
•*;>:ynyB ^M lyin^mvann na ,ycc»yz p« 
nya iy»i m: |yjM PK jyaijn D»« ,WW 
iyjypo:» y\ iy^ yDC PK yoy^orK ya^jyi 
liny ,55a pe naio n" can c*r, ,IK5B iy-y 
nij y^ 3K3 n |y5yoe' iv oa^ o»r. a»5enw 
nye nr nK jy-^n iyocyc ^ PJMK y^ KT»3»a 
DJH'PK nyo^ans n" pa yjs5 n ly-iyoya 
iyoD'w:y y5» »ni(n n .n"no |yvjw 
•yj ny^i jypMta p« D^yo yiy»t ^^ jyinc 
p*o iyi T« P3M : n;yo D'I ' P D»D pom 
"?"iyo,n D'nynna 
"8311J nyoMna nywin 2>smy;^ i5*fi« 
D"i^ r s pe >na ou TD fyj^ r y'v^i^: 
' pK tyoysyar'-iK y\ otjn otfr. ,DiDPKipy 
D-^-;
 #{ji omK ^M UPM1! PK lyj^a ynyi:iK 
,-iKEnyn PK Dtp TK ,i»53yo .^iya>K PK 
•VD83 » tDasoyaann LS,J uijn IJJW n DIJV, 
jyayaya D$n TM
 ta3i5pMiD3y ycst;:«^ #ya^ 
DtJ- IN ,1*53^ 0 .5VC3«K D'D =1MK DPKM' » 
-"ait? ye»n^ K H t^ n^ jy^ oifii ,nKBnjn PK 
.tmnytys u^; p5B*VDH p»p fcfo^p.w 
K'^ y"ii#yt3 Dt^ ii nKD-iyi T*K CJJT TK ,^53yo 
•*n PK ^MH iv lyu^aiK wn*M |V33*w 
"t jynyDK1 B»DPKIB PK ,iy?«yTK ps 5yo 
*JMK fDPaiBiaKtSK' lycDD^Kijay nyT *IMK 
-ya DJKD:yry^  ."^'K,, |va»53ynya oyn 
|yan5«liya cyi ivzy? ya^ayo C^T DPMI 
WVG PK tr-.io cyT iwmx insc^y-tMi 
D^I pn'On^ifiHWfiB "? mil wri iy^Mv 
.lyT'VDpKnE »n o%v, 
n * yonna »T8 PK ,iyw; o»3 ^n v e ^ 
iyt:-iyn DEnNiy; m " Jrtwaw MI y^ VKPJKJ 
pnsnrir nnn« PE 5n'Dya nyanayo^iffi K 
iroipytpy b^5KP»f5
 fDiVD*m .onyacyc 
' 2MK ^ 3 V 5WI#e'"3iy03,K n PK DTIKS:: 
PE
 ( i « ' v n y E « « p i»w*1a»"»yi 
fDa*3"inyB iy5n;«n PK iye«rw iy^3»n 
yOMT3 KTK PK 0$VP«1U»y P"t<DU' D*J PK. 
a5wi ™ i^vKi^K:^ »n t^ K
 (I^VKP:K3"I^ 
\"P pn ta^ a iyp cy MI 0P3^B .jypKaya 
mm BKC PK 1yp"an* ixny1 IPII , W W 
vi CD"- l yca iK lyry |yv. ,TT nka na»\ 
jjm un* ,B»»3n*,*MfJ*B nyocyns nyi-iKE-
-^ya cjn n*o to^y^JKmyB'nyo^aiK ijhjrr 
IWW ccip pEhxn D»II
 rT*ru*«Wf| n^an 
^ m o n B%: PK r , , - n ^ P c x n n-^D * 
ppnKtjr iys*p5*p W PM ta^ a iyp md 
I W W D3SJD183 DJPr? ipi I 
:jcmntoij>B3 1912 nyaojmsjy .11 lye:; 
? nnns ps ^spa qp TD p$n 
.nuTtn .« lie 
,DDypya ps yposo H :oyposo yaynytr p p *n o5nyv-iyi anyn rve'Kia PK 
^>E» .raynpa$p pK rytya JIB ypose n oyotep pK 5an ny-nna PM nrnwiv DRA 
oypDKo D^K wjin DMHwyom PK oynasnB PK a*n„ n CPPK a»*uy**nyfi D*a ,otf: 
nytaiK PD lyao'Ktjay PK D'I • p H IKC, p*t ym lyanipriy v t o$n 5an D$n ,*BDW 
p*»K tysya an:yoe> *|»K i»5jm "I .O"* \ -ya nrpK "2 D$n D*$: \m .D"3iK|WD"ta 
P'D i n T K pa» :aanny5p"iy p*K /lysoay Vya i s p D$n ,TIK m n m pn IKH : mne 
nyciyu yny-iaK D*D "tiite'h D'Tjnna Jim «pit pa) *? *MK »nn nownw : onysc;y 
"iyD"u
 r n w "«n *PD "a PK " T « « pns„ (?iyo ,n D'nmna pn: 
1
 * .-ny nan p« b$im yvana n TK 2$n 5an |w p p o n a moo *i TK fl'taffi 
H jyrn Din — o 'p P ya*ti3«ff n nm ^^a Dn5 'W DP:IB ,DTD«B D*a n$: D&n 
-W5*B jyrn wt a w joJyu ,fyOD'Wfay .DVDKB p*a arK D»D ntpyo H D«n ,mw 
PK
 #niyaai onn D i^y nan w »i iy:tft ,nyp oyi (Kgm Jtflfl nyaia K DIP PK tDftirony1 
-yn ii «i ou jyc pK »! Cflmvp4W9 JJttl ^nyaaif v» D$n jyo'v.ya ya^pays Dip *fl 
».n lynn ,pn* T»n n pK Dyxj,5»-Daany,a DJyoo $ n fyrn o^5 •ttfpnuuy w iv: 
ya*D;u H jywfiwaw nyaa^ B *N§lK D*3
 fnya»nyB tra oyn rOD*Kipy oyi n^s i ' P 
pit iyDD^UD'B»p *i |w»n wp .lyoi^Byn ,nK3p H oaynn oy jyaSyii p* »twyo cy" 
-"3iK xny^t iyS»n^ v ya^yn ,iyD28p .^28c na jyw ^>BK
 fnm& pn tn5a Dan -yaH'r 
n ni "t DiKK oy PK ptf-wwi 8 nyo ts^v wv* iv ny T^K
 v|jD>nw ^ naio i"t 
yanayov p« iya"t njm"3n« n jyn
 ryup .-y5 DIJT jyosunyD iv PK tynKc iv cny : 
tiK ^»5 PK nanya i^y>n iihy^iyB w m:ao .jyKoyo y"iyn:« pa IV2 
iya"t Din .8»» PK jypnaKD pit jgag} *t ]V2$r\ jyo^s yo^ K yoia H PK 
njn a5*myoMK lynyoc pirn nyo^aiK n PK oy'aaa'ya ,Myn:ynaff n onn»flya c 'p* 
-iKO'o yny^t po a^ spi iny-i;n PK \tpw v$n jyo vm P« .*>1B PK P:SIE ,0'Ma'ya 
« OIK T^ |jnn»awii$ >n ny^a nyo^a "t T^ K ,aanny?pny IK onyujfiya "» " 3 
aypo -ijn T>K Dip .ya«5 -HM jyiyDyanyc D*IJ» P lyotny Djn JMO PK IPttWa n ^ -
eyonMD PK n»n p*t oywDnumyB D*ii -^ n o'ljnina p^o |jn H** P3« :^>nW 
lynojniyD K tsrm •» ny^a ,iyo^ya pn »im) n^o iya»n IV D^ipxn pfi " ? " ^ 
PK DIJT .p^noD pc D^V PK D^aiK PK H lyaif .Dyia i^B ^y'D D3«cy: (fl» 2 ^ : 
jyri^ oipi
 fD«5 war -iyn« |KD J^JV ijn t"P PK #D"X i"P PK DO ly^yc D'I > P 
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